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At the heart of wonder is the act of noticing 
-- ROBERT KRULWICH & AATISH BHATIA --  
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I N T R O D U C T I O N    1 1  !
DRUG USE IN HUMANS 
People! who! are! under! the! influence! of! drugs! experience! psychological! changes,!




euphoria! (cocaine).! It! is! estimated! that! almost!a!quarter!of! all! Europeans!have!used!
illicit! drugs! at! some! point! in! their! lives! (EMCDDA,! 2014).! For! cannabis! and! cocaine!
specifically,! it! is! estimated! that! the! lifetime! prevalence! of! use! is! 73.6! million! for!
cannabis!and!14.1!million! for!cocaine! (EMCDDA,!2014).!Of! those!millions,!most!have!




development! of! addiction! being! among! one! of! the! best! known! risks! (Wagner! and!
Anthony,! 2002).! With! the! use! of! drugs! of! abuse! being! so! widespread,! one! would!
expect! that! the! effects! on! human! behaviour!would! be!well! known.! The! answer! is! a!
disappointing! ‘not! really’.! And! what! about! individual! differences?! We! know! that!
people!differ!a! lot! in! the!way! they! respond! to!drugs.!However,!we!do!not!know!the!
factors! explaining! those! individual! differences.! In! this! thesis! I! aimed! to! clarify! the!
effects!of!acute!administration!of!cannabis!and!cocaine!by!systematically!investigating!




second! aim!of! this! thesis:! to! investigate! the! role! of! various! dopaminergic! candidate!
genes! and! personality! traits! in! the! large! individual! variability! of! drug! effects! on!
cognition.!!
COGNITIVE CONTROL AND DRUGS OF ABUSE 
Cognitive!control!refers!to!a!collection!of!functions!needed!for!the!deliberate!control!
of!thoughts,!emotions!and!actions!in!order!to!guide!an!organism!to!meet!current!and!
future! goals! (i.e.,! goalPdirected! behaviour)! (Miller! and! Cohen,! 2001).! The! ability! to!
adequately! monitor! errors! (errorPmonitoring),! inhibit! prepotent! motor! actions!
(response!inhibition),!and!to!switch!after!changing!stimulusPoutcome!actions!(reversal!
learning)! are! prominent! functions! of! cognitive! control.! Other! examples! are!working!
memory,! planning! and! social! action! control! (Diamond,! 2013;! Volman! et! al.,! 2011).!
Exerting!adequate!cognitive!control!is!of!crucial!importance,!as!we!need!it!to!function!
flexibly!and!safely!in!a!busy!and!highPdemanding!society.!Adequate!cognitive!control!is!
for! example! needed! for! driving! a! car,! for! the! operation! of!machinery,! and! in! social!
interactions.!Without!adequate!cognitive!control!we!would!have!difficulty!in!almost!!
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every! aspect! of! our! functioning! in! daily! life,! thereby! affecting! quality! of! life,!
professional!success,!as!well!as!physical!and!mental!health!(Diamond,!2013).!Ways!in!
which! this! can! derail! is! seen! in! disorders! such! as! attentionPdeficit/hyperactivity!







Goldstein! and! Volkow’s! “Impaired! Response! Inhibition! and! Salience! Attribution”!
(iRISA)! model! states! that! response! inhibition! (a! subprocess! of! cognitive! control)!
interacts! with! the! reward! processing! system.! This! model! implies! an! impairment! of!
inhibitory!control!during!the!experience!of!the!drugs’!strong!rewarding!effects,!such!as!








Figure 1.1 Schematic sagittal view of a brain depicting four circuits and associated 
functions that are postulated to have key roles in addiction and cognitive effects of 
various drugs of abuse. Red areas have been associated with reward prediction and 
pleasure. Green areas have been implicated in motivation, drive and salience. Purple 
areas have been implicated in memory and learning. Blue areas have been associated 
with cognitive control. NA = nucleus accumbens, VP = ventral pallidum, Am = amygdala, 
HC=hippocampus, OFC = orbitofrontal cortex. PFC = prefrontal cortex, ACC=anterior 
cingulate gyrus. Adapted from Baler and Volkow 2006. Drug addiction: the neurobiology 
of disrupted self-control Trends Mol Med, 12(12), 559-566. 
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BOX 1: CANNABIS AND COCAINE 
Cannabis and cocaine are derived from plants that have been used by 
humans for thousands of years. Cannabis comes from the dried flower tops 
of the Cannabis sativa plant. The drug is originally from Central Asia and 
North-western China, but has travelled the continents before it arrived in 
Europe around the 1st century BC (Zuardi, 2006). Cannabis consists of more 
than 400 different chemicals of which more than 66 are cannabinoids 
(Pertwee, 2006). Of all those cannabinoids, 9-tetra-hydro-cannabinol (THC) 
is the most important in cannabis’ psychoactive effects. Upon reaching 
the brain, cannabis acts on the endocannabinoid receptors, in particular 
the CB1 receptors. This is a G-protein-coupled receptor located on the 
presynaptic neuron. After binding to the CB1 receptor a cascade of 
physiological cell responses is initiated. These processes lead to an indirect 
modulation of several other neurotransmitter systems including dopamine 
and GABA (Pistis et al., 2001). Cannabis reaches peak levels in the brain 
within minutes, but its psychoactive effects last up to several hours after 
administration (Grotenhermen, 2003).  
 
 
Cocaine is derived from the leaves of the coca plant that grows in the 
Andes Mountains. Coca leaves were chewed by the people of South-
America in order to cope with high altitude, but also for spiritual rites. After 
the Spanish invasion in the 16th century, coca leaves were brought to 
Europe. A critical point in time was the isolation of cocaine from coca 
leaves in 1859 by the German chemist Albert Niemann. Since then, 
cocaine has become one of the most frequently used stimulant drugs 
(Grinspoon and Bakalar, 1981; Fleming et al., 1990). Sigmund Freud was the 
first to describe the effects of cocaine in a landmark paper “Über Coca” in 
1884 (Freud, 1884). Cocaine is a blocker of presynaptic reuptake 
transporters at dopaminergic, serotonergic and noradrenergic neurons. By 
blocking the transporter, available monoamines in the synaptic cleft 
cannot be taken back up in the presynaptic neuron. The resulting increase 
in available monoamines in the synaptic cleft leads to an increased 
signalling at the postsynaptic receptor.  Depending on the route of 
administration, cocaine reaches the brain within a few seconds 
(intravenous), a few minutes (intranasal), or about an hour after intake 




regions! involved).! Recently,! it! has! been! suggested! that! strengthening! cognitive!
control,!e.g.!through!cognitive!training,!can!be!beneficial!in!the!treatment!of!addiction!
(Garavan!et!al.,!2013;!McClure!and!Bickel,!2014).!!
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and! chronic! effects! of! cocaine! on! cognition.! There! we! showed! that! chronic! use! of!
cocaine! was! associated! with! a! widespread! pattern! of! impairment! on! a! number! of!
cognitive! functions.! The! acute! effects,! by! contrast,! suggested! that! cocaine! led! to! an!
improvement! in! psychomotor! speed! and! response! inhibition.! However,! in! a! recent!
publication!based!on!the!Impulsive!Brain!project!(see!section!“Impulsive!Brain!study”!
on!page!22),!we!found!that!acute!cocaine!administration!impaired!response!inhibition!
in!a! Stop!Signal! Task! (van!Wel!et! al.,! 2013).! It! should!be!noted,! though,! that!overall!
there!are!very!few!studies!addressing!the!acute!effects!of!cocaine!in!humans.!!
In! contrast,! the! acute! effects! of! cannabis! on! cognitive! control! have! been! more!
extensively! investigated.! For! instance,! acute! cannabis! impairs! working! memory! in!
regular! users! (Ranganathan! and! D’Souza,! 2006).! Furthermore,! acute! cannabis!
administration! has! led! to! impaired! response! inhibition! as! assessed! in! Go/NoGo! and!
Stop!Signal!tasks!(van!Wel!et!al.,!2013;!Ramaekers!et!al.,!2009;!for!review!see!Crane!et!
al.,!2011).!Also,!functions!such!as!planning!and!reflection!impulsivity!were!shown!to!be!
negatively! affected! (van! Wel! et! al.,! 2013).! Collectively,! these! findings! suggest! that!
cannabis! impairs! cognitive! control.! Notably,! the! history! of! cannabis! use! is! likely! to!
modulate!the!degree!to!which!cognitive!functions!are!affected!(e.g.!Theunissen!et!al.,!




In! this! thesis! four! typical,! distinctive! cognitive! control! functions! were! investigated!
after!the!acute!administration!of!cannabis!and!cocaine.!The!investigated!functions!are!
at! the! core! of! regulating! safe! and! adaptive! behaviour! and! are! thus! of! relevance! for!
understanding!behaviour!under! influence.!First,!errorPmonitoring! (also!referred!to!as!
performance! monitoring)! is! a! function! that! enables! rapid! detection! of! errors! and!
establishes! adaptive! behaviour! to! changing! environments.! The! second! function! is!
response! inhibition:! the! ability! to! inhibit! a! prepotent! motor! response.! The! third! is!
reversal! learning,! which! is! the! ability! to! adapt! to! changing! stimulusPoutcome!
associations.!These! three! functions! in!particular! could!promote!continuation!of!drug!
use! during! the! time! people! are! under! influence.! Hence,! impairments! in! these!
functions!might!be! instrumental! in! the! first! step! towards! a!maladaptive!use!pattern!
that!could!ultimately! lead! to!addiction.!This! is! in!accordance!with!expectations! from!
the!aforementioned!‘iRISA!model’,!which!states!that!cognitive!control!weakens!during!
the!experience!of!the!rewarding!effects!of!drugs.!Although!response! inhibition! is!the!
only! cognitive! control! function! specifically! modelled,! errorPmonitoring! and! reversal!
learning! are! likely! to! behave! in! the! same! way.! Just! as! for! response! inhibition,!
compromised! errorPmonitoring! and! reversal! learning! could! contribute! to! the!
rewarding! effects! of! drugs! and! through! this! process! possibly! lead! to! addictive!
behaviour.!Impaired!flexible!behaviour!itself!has!already!often!been!linked!to!drug!use!
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and! addictive! behaviour! (Izquierdo! and! Jentsch,! 2012;! Vanderschuren! and! Everitt,!
2004).!The!fourth!function!that!is!investigated!is!social!action!control.!Drugs!can!affect!
mood!and!social!behaviour.!One!aspect!of!social!behaviour!concerns!how!people!react!
to! emotionally! significant! cues! in! the! facial! expression! of! others.! The! tendency! to!
either! approach! or! avoid! these! cues! indicates! a! basic! predisposition! for! social!




For! two! functions,! errorPmonitoring! and! response! inhibition,! we! specifically!
investigated!neurophysiological!correlates!by!using!eventPrelated!potentials!(ERPs,!see!
also!Box!2!on!page!16).!With!ERPs! it! is!possible! to!uncover!aspects!of! functions!that!
cannot!be!detected!with!behavioural!measures!alone.!ERPs!are!particularly!useful!due!
to! their! high! temporal! resolution.! This! makes! them! also! suitable! to! assess!
subprocesses! of! cognitive! functions! with! a! high! temporal! resolution.! Furthermore,!
ERPs!shed!light!on!neurobiological!substrates!of!drugs!on!cognitive!functions!and!have!
been!argued!to!provide!an!objective!basis!for! identifying!mechanisms!underlying!the!
effects! of! drugs! (Kenemans! and! Kähkönen,! 2011).! For! errorPmonitoring,! we! have!
investigated! the! errorPrelated! negativity! (ERN)! and! the! errorPpositivity! (Pe).! For!
response!inhibition!we!have!investigated!the!NoGoPN2!and!NoGoPP3.!These!ERPs!and!
associated!tasks!will!be!discussed!further!in!the!remainder!of!this!section.!!
ERPS ASSOCIATED WITH ERROR-MONITORING 
Typically,! the! ERN! and! Pe! are! elicited! in! an! adapted! version! of! a! soPcalled! Eriksen!
flanker!task!(Eriksen!and!Eriksen,!1974).!This!was!also!the!case!in!our!studies!(Chapter!
3! and! Chapter! 4).! The! Eriksen! flanker! task! is! a! reactionPtime! task! in! which! the!
participant! is! presented!with! fivePletter! strings.! The! instruction! is! to! respond! to! the!
middle!target! letter!as!fast!as!possible!by!making!one!of!two!button!presses,! i.e.!the!
left! button! for! ‘H’! and! the! right! button! for! ‘S’.! The! target! is! surrounded! by! either!
corresponding! letters! (e.g.! HHHHH)! or! nonPcorresponding! letters! (e.g.! SSHSS).!
Especially! in! response! to! the! nonPcorresponding! letter! string,! people! make! quite! a!





make! a! motor! response.! By! making! this! deadline! flexible,! it! could! be! ensured! that!
people!were!making!sufficient!errors!while!still!being!able!to!adequately!perform!the!
task.!
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BOX 2 EEG AND ERPS 
Event-related potentials (ERPs) are derived from the 
electroencephalogram (EEG), which is the recording of real-time electrical 
brain activity in a non-invasive manner. EEG is one of the oldest 
neuroimaging techniques. Since the discovery of the alpha signal by Hans 
Berger in 1929 (Berger, 1929), it has never left the cognitive research lab. 
This particularly applies to psychopharmacological research. Strikingly, the 
investigation of the effects of cocaine on the EEG was among the first 
scientific EEG-studies ever performed (Berger, 1931; Berger, 1937). In the 
first report an increase in alpha power was reported (Berger, 1931). In a 
second study, Berger reported an increase in beta activity and found no 
effect on alpha power (Berger, 1937; see Figure 1.2). EEG changes that are 
time-locked to the onset of a sensory, motor or cognitive event are called 
event-related potentials (ERPs). ERPs are transient potential shifts reflecting 
postsynaptic neuronal potentials. EEG and the derived ERPs reflect neural 
activity directly with a very high temporal resolution. Years of research 
have yielded theoretical models on the functional meaning of many ERPs 
(e.g. the reinforcement learning model of the ERN). The combination of 
neuroimaging techniques has elucidated the neural generators of several 






Figure 1.2 The second report on the acute effect of cocaine on the human EEG 
from Hans Berger (1937). Thirty minutes after the subcutaneous injection of 0.02 
Cocainum muriaticum. Above the ECG derived from both arms, in the middle the 
EEG measured with chlorinated silver electrodes/needles from the forehead and 
the occipital area, the lower trace with a period of 1/10 seconds indicates time. At 
the arrow the effect of cocaine commences. 
 




signal! (Holroyd! and! Coles,! 2002;! Yeung! et! al.,! 2004).! The! signal! enables! quick! and!
flexible!behavioural!adaptations!after!committing!a!mistake!with!the!aim!of!improving!
the! task! performance! at! hand! (Holroyd! and! Coles,! 2002).! It! is! a! negative! brain!
potential! that! occurs! between! 50! and! 100! ms! after! an! erroneous! response!
(Falkenstein!et!al.,!1990;!Gehring!et!al.,!1993),!see!Figure!1.3!for!an!illustration!of!the!
ERN).!A!reduced!ERN!is!assumed!to!reflect!impaired!errorPmonitoring.!!
Previous! studies! have! demonstrated! that! the! ERN! is! modulated! by! various!
psychoactive! substances.! In! general,! drugs! that! depress! the! central! nervous! system!
such!as!ethanol,!THC,!and!benzodiazepines!cause!a!reduction!of!the!ERN!(de!Bruijn!et!
al.,! 2004;! Riba! et! al.,! 2005;! Ridderinkhof! et! al.,! 2002;! Spronk! et! al.,! 2014).! The!
stimulant!drugs!dPamphetamine!and!caffeine,!in!contrast,!increase!the!ERN!(de!Bruijn!
et! al.,! 2004;! Tieges! et! al.,! 2004).! Many! of! the! pharmacological! ERN! studies! have!
postulated!a! link!between!dopamine!and!the!ERN.!Generally,!dopaminergic!agonistic!







an!error!has!occurred! (Steinhauser!and!Yeung,!2010).!Like! the!ERN,! the!Pe!has!been!
suggested! to! be! a! signal! for! performancePrelated! behavioural! adaptation,! such! as!
time (ms)
















Figure 1.3 ERN waveform and voltage map. The ERN (solid line) is a negative deflection in 
the averaged ERP time-locked to the execution of the erroneous response. The CRN 
(correct-related negativity) is an ‘ERN-like’  negative deflection that occurs after correct 
responses (dashed line). The voltage map (right) shows the frontocentral distribution of the 
ERN.  
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postPerror! slowing! (the! phenomenon! that! people! slow! down! after! committing! an!
error).! Compared! with! the! ERN,! the! Pe! is! related! to! the! emotional! appraisal! and!
conscious!awareness!of!the!error,!rather!than!an!error!detection!mechanism!per!sé.!!
ERPS ASSOCIATED WITH RESPONSE INHIBITION 
The!Go/NoGo!task!is!a!commonly!used!task!to!assess!response!inhibition.!In!this!task,!
the! participant! has! to! respond! to! a! frequently! presented!Go! stimulus! by! pressing! a!
button! and! withhold! his/her! response! after! presentation! of! the! infrequently!
presented!NoGo! stimulus.! In! the! current! study! the!Go! stimulus!was! an! ‘X’! that!was!
presented!in!70%!of!the!cases,!while!the!NoGo!stimulus!was!an!‘O’!that!was!presented!
in!30%!of!cases.!The!most!obvious!behavioural!outcome!measure!related!to!response!
inhibition! is! the! percentage! of! commission! errors,! which! are! button! presses! after!
presentation!of!the!NoGo!stimuli.!Also!failures!to!respond!to!the!Go!stimuli!(omission!
errors)! and!overall! reaction! times! are!measures!of! interest.! For! the! aforementioned!




motor!action! is!required,!a!nice!covert!measure!of!response!inhibition! in!the!brain! is!
obtained.!
The!NoGoPN2!(Figure!1.4)!is!assumed!to!reflect!topPdown!inhibition!of!a!prePresponse!
motor! program! (Falkenstein! et! al.,! 1999)! or! response! conflict! arising! from! two!
competing! actions:! responding! or! withholding! a! response! (Donkers! and! van! Boxtel,!
2004;! Nieuwenhuis! et! al.,! 2003).! The! ERP! is! observed! as! a! negative! deflection! over!
frontal!regions!and!occurs!between!250!and!350!ms!after!presentation!of!a!stimulus!
(Pfefferbaum!et! al.,! 1985).! The!NoGoPP3! (Figure! 1.4)! is! an! ERP!with! a! large! positive!
deflection!(maximal!over!frontocentral!electrodes)!that!is!is!generated!about!300–600!
ms!after!stimulus!presentation!(Pfefferbaum!et!al.,!1985).!The!amplitude!of!the!NoGoP
P3! is! thought! to! reflect! cognitive! and! motor! inhibition! (Smith! et! al.,! 2008).! In!
particular,! the!NoGoPP3! is! often! associated!with! a! later! stage! of! response! inhibition!
such!as!evaluation!of!successful! inhibitions!and!termination!of! the! inhibition!process!
(Dimoska!et!al.,!2006;!Donkers!and!van!Boxtel,!2004;!Schmajuk!et!al.,!2006).!!
REVERSAL LEARNING 
In! a! reversal! learning! task,! subjects! learn! a! stimulusPoutcome! association.! After!
acquiring!this!association,!the!contingencies!reverse,!i.e.!the!stimulus!is!followed!by!an!
unexpected! outcome! that! signals! the! need! to! adapt! or! ‘reverse’! responses!
accordingly.! In! the! current! study! we! employed! a! deterministic! reversal! learning!
paradigm! (Cools! et! al.,! 2006,! Chapter! 5).! In! this! particular! task,! two! stimuli! were!
presented!simultaneously:!a!face!and!a!landscape.!In!response!to!one!of!the!images!!




always! associated! with! a! ‘reward’,! it! is! suddenly! followed! by! an! unexpected!
‘punishment’! on! the! reversal! trial.! The! reversal! trials! signal! the! need! to! update! the!
stimulusPoutcome! association! on! the! subsequent! switch! trial.! In! this! example,! the!
participant!must!now!learn!to!pair!the!landscape!with!the!‘punishment’!button!on!the!
following! switch! trial.! How! well! subjects! adapt! after! reversal! is! indicated! by! the!




This! specific! paradigm! has! previously! been! shown! to! be! sensitive! to! (dopaminergic)!
medication! status! in! clinical! and! pharmacological! studies! and! individual! differences!
(Cools! et! al.,! 2009,! van!der! Schaaf! et! al.,! 2013).!Administration!of! the!dopaminergic!
agonist! bromocriptine! was! shown! to! be! dependent! on! baseline! levels! of! dopamine!
synthesis! capacity! (Cools! et! al.,! 2009).! More! specifically,! bromocriptine! improved!
rewardPbased! reversal! learning! in! subjects! characterized! by! low! baseline! dopamine!
synthesis! capacity,! but! impaired! it! in! subjects! that! were! characterized! by! high!
dopamine! synthesis! capacity.! In! another! study! it! was! demonstrated! that! the!
pharmacological! effect! of! methylphenidate! (which! has! dopaminePenhancing! and!















Figure 1.4 The NoGo-N2 and the NoGo-P3 ERP. The stimulus-locked NoGo waveform 
(dashed line; the solid line is for Go trials) shows the NoGo-N2 as a negative deflection 
between 250-350 ms and the NoGo-P3 as a postive deflection between 300-600 ms.  
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SOCIAL ACTION CONTROL 
Cannabis! and! cocaine! are! often! used! in! social! situations.! It! is! therefore! relevant! to!
investigate!how!cocaine!and!cannabis!affect!the!control!of!social!approachPavoidance!
behaviour! (Chapter! 7).! This! can! be! assessed! by! means! of! the! social! approachP
avoidance!task!(AAT).!In!this!task,!participants!are!presented!with!faces!with!either!a!
happy!or!an!angry!expression,!to!which!they!have!to!respond!by!making!either!a!push!
or!pull!movement!with!a! joystick!device.! In!alternating!blocks! the! instruction!can!be!
either! ‘pull! happy! faces! towards! you! and! push! angry! faces! away! from! you’! or! ‘pull!
angry! faces! towards! you! and! push! happy! faces! away! from! you’.! The! reaction! time!
difference!(‘push’!–!‘pull’)! is!indicative!of!the!motivational!action!tendency.!The!basic!
underlying!idea!is!that!two!main!motivational!systems!underlie!human!behaviour:!an!
approach! and! an! avoidance! system.!When! pleasurable! stimuli! are! encountered,! the!
approach! system! is! activated! resulting! in! relatively! faster! reaction! times! in!
approaching! (thus! pulling)! the! stimulus,! and! relatively! slower! avoiding! (pushing)!




Several! studies! have! indicated! that,! generally,! healthy! individuals! show! stronger!
approach! to! happy! faces! and! stronger! avoidance! of! angry! faces! (Chen! and! Bargh,!
1999;!Roelofs!et!al.,!2005).!Most!clinical!and!psychopharmacological!work!has!focused!
on!altered!action!tendencies!in!the!context!of!anxiety.!For!example,!socially!avoidant!
individuals! show! stronger! avoidance! tendencies! to! faces! of! happy! as! well! as! angry!
valence!(Roelofs!et!al.,!2010).!Administration!of!substances!known!to!exert!anxiolytic!
effects,! such!as!oxytocin!and! testosterone,! are!associated!with!decreased!avoidance!
behaviour!to!angry!faces!specifically!(Enter!et!al.,!2014;!Radke!et!al.,!2014).!However,!
anxiety! is! not! the! sole! determinant! of! social! approach! avoidance! behaviour.! For!
example,!a!study!on!psychopaths!showed!that!increased!approach!behaviour!to!angry!
faces! is! related! to! instrumental! aggression! (von!Borries! et! al.,! 2012).! It! is! likely! that!
several! socioPemotional! processes! and! psychopharmacological! substances! can! affect!
social!action!tendencies.!
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN COGNITIVE CONTROL 
The!effects! of! drugs! vary!widely! across! individuals.! It! is! of! relevance! to! characterize!
subgroups!of!people!who!are!most!sensitive!to!the!effects!of!drugs!on!cognition.!We!
have! selected!a!number!of!potential! sources!of! interindividual! variation.!After! some!
deliberation! we! have! homed! in! on! two! promising! classes:! dopaminergic! candidate!
genes!and!personality!traits.!Genetic!polymorphisms!in!dopaminergic!genes!may!be!a!
crucial! source! of! interindividual! variation,! because! dopamine! is! implicated! in! the!
behavioural! effects! of! cannabis! and! cocaine.! Furthermore,! dopamine! is! involved! in!
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many!cognitive!control!functions.!The!most!frequently!reported!risk!personality!traits!
that!are!associated!with!drug!use,!addiction!and! the!behavioural!effects!of!drugs!on!




Both! cannabis! and! cocaine! are! associated! with! enhanced! dopaminergic! signalling!
(Bossong! et! al.,! 2015;! Di! Chiara! and! Imperato,! 1988).! Furthermore,! a! dysregulated!
dopamine! system! is! thought! to!be!both!a! consequence!as!well! as!a!predispositional!
factor! in! drug! use! (e.g.! Dalley! et! al.,! 2007;! Volkow! et! al.,! 1990).! For! these! reasons,!
individual! differences! relating! to! the! expression! of! the! dopamine! system!may! be! a!
potential! source! of! individual! variation! in! drug! effects! on! cognitive! control.! One!
approach!accounting!for!baseline!differences!in!dopamine!is!to!look!into!variations!in!
functional!polymorphisms!that!are!associated!with!variations!in!the!expression!of!the!
dopamine! system.!Notably,! the!COMT! Val158Met,! the!DRD24Taq1A4and! the!MAOAP
VNTR! are! relevant! polymorphisms! to! further! explore! in! the! study! of! individual!
differences! in! drug! effects! on! cognition! as!will! be! outlined! in! the! remainder! of! this!
chapter.!
The!COMT! Val158Met! polymorphism! is! associated!with! variable! levels! of!prefrontal!
dopamine! levels.! The! COMT! gene! codes! for! catecholaminePOPmethyltransferase!
(COMT),! the!major! enzyme! responsible! for! clearance! of! dopamine! in! the! prefrontal!
cortex.! The!COMT!enzyme! is! less! active! in! carriers! of! the!COMT!Met/Met! genotype!
and! therefore! those! individuals! are! assumed! to! have! higher! dopamine! levels! in! the!
prefrontal! cortex.! Conversely,! the! Val/Val! carriers! have! the! highest! levels! of! COMT!
activity!and!thus!the!lowest!levels!of!prefrontal!dopamine!(Chen!et!al.,!2004;!Lachman!
et! al.,! 1996).! This! polymorphism! is! abundantly! investigated! in! relation! to! cognitive!
processes! and! individual! differences.! Where! initial! studies! were! in! favour! of! a!
cognitive! benefit! for! the! ‘high! dopamine’!Met/Met! variant—particularly! on!working!
memory! (Tunbridge! et! al.,! 2006)—more! recent! studies! have! concluded! that! initial!
gene! effect! studies! are! hard! to! replicate! and! effect! sizes! decline! over! the! years!
(Wardle! et! al.,! 2013a;!Barnet! et! al.,! 2008).! PharmacoPgenetic! studies! addressing! the!
interaction!between!COMT!and!dopaminergic! substances!are! less!abundant.!Despite!
their!limited!number,!there!are!some!influential!papers!reporting!that!Val/Val!carriers!
benefit!most! strongly! from!dopaminePenhancing! substances! such!as!dPamphetamine!
(Bodenmann! et! al.,! 2009;! Mattay! et! al.,! 2003).! However,! also! those4 studies! have!
unfortunately!turned!out!to!be!difficult!to!replicate!(Wardle!et!al.,!2013b).!Overall,!low!
participant!numbers!and!extensive!variety! in! the! task!measures!used!are!among!the!
problems!that!have!contributed!to!this!failure!to!replicate.!
In! addition,! the! DRD2! Taq1A! polymorphism! has! been! studied! extensively! as! a!
candidate! gene! in! relation! to! substance! abuse! (Noble,! 2000)! and! cognitive! control!
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catabolizes!monoamines! such!as! serotonin,!noradrenalin,! and!dopamine! (Shih!et!al.,!
1999).!There!is!a!wellPcharacterized!functional!polymorphism!with!a!variable!number!
tandem!repeat! (VNTR)! in!the!regulatory!region!upstream!of! the!gene!(MAOAPVNTR).!
This! polymorphism! is! thought! to! affect! enzyme! activity! levels.! A! distinction! is! being!
made!between!individuals!carrying!the!high!efficiency!(HPMAOA)!or!low!efficiency!(LP
MAOA)! gene! variant! (Denney! et! al.,! 1999;! Sabol! et! al.,! 1998).! This! efficiency! is!
dependent!on!the!number!of!repeats!of!alleles.!Particularly,! the!LPMAOA!variant!has!
been! associated! with! antisocial! behaviour! (Pavlov! et! al.,! 2012),! but! also! with!
impulsivity!and!alcoholism!(Contini!et!al.,!2006).!The!LPMAOA!is!most!often!considered!
as! the! risk! variant,! particularly! in! interaction! with! maladaptive! environmental!
influences!(Caspi!et!al.,!2002;!KimPCohen!et!al.,!2006).!





are! thought! to! be! considered! stable! across! the! lifespan! (Caspi! and! Silva,! 1995).!
Relatively!recently,!impulsivity!as!a!trait!has!also!been!associated!with!variation!in!the!
dopaminergic! system.! In! a! seminal! paper! by! Dalley! et! al.! (2007)! a! lower! D2/D3!




IMPULSIVE BRAIN STUDY 
Almost!all!of!the!chapters!reported!in!this!thesis!(Chapter!4!to!Chapter!7)!were!based!
on! a! research! project! called! the! Impulsive! Brain! study,! funded! by! the! Netherlands!
Organisation! for! Health! Research! and! Development! (ZonMw).! This! study! entailed! a!
placeboPcontrolled,! randomized,! doublePblind,! doublePdummy! crossover! design! in!
which! the! acute! effects! of! cannabis! and! cocaine!on! impulsivity!were! investigated! in!
human!volunteers.!Only!nonPaddicted!participants! in!good!health!and!with!sufficient!
experience!with!both!drugs!were!invited!to!participate.!After!initial!screening,!subjects!
came! in! for! the! testing! days! on! three! separate! occasions,! and! completed!
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questionnaires!and!cognitive!paradigms!under!the!influence!of!cannabis,!cocaine!or!a!
placebo.!In!addition,!blood!samples!for!genetics!and!questionnaire!data!for!personality!
traits! were! collected.! Cannabis! was! administered! pulmonary! via! a! vaporizer! and!
cocaine!was!administrated!orally! in!a! capsule.! In!order! to!keep! the!conditions!blind,!
each! subject! received! two! administrations! with! the! vaporizer! (either! cannabis! or!
placeboPcannabis)!and!two!capsules!(either!cocaine!or!placeboPcocaine)!on!each!study!
day.! Apart! from! the! drug! condition,! each! testing! day! was! carried! out! in! the! same!
manner.! Vital! signs! and! wellPbeing! were! monitored.! The! study! was! a! collaborative!
project! between! the! Department! of! Neuropsychology! and! Psychopharmacology,!
Faculty!of!Psychology!and!Neuroscience,!Maastricht!University!and!the!Department!of!
Psychiatry!of!the!Radboud!university!medical!center!in!Nijmegen.!Questionnaire!data!
and!part!of! the!cognitive!paradigms!were! the!same!between!centres.!A! total!of!122!
participants!were!enrolled!(61!in!each!centre).!The!data!described!in!this!thesis!were!
collected!in!Nijmegen.!!
AIMS AND OUTLINE OF THE THESIS 
The!research!described! in!this!thesis!aims!to!systematically!address!which!aspects!of!
cognitive! control! are! affected! by! cannabis! and! cocaine! in! order! to! arrive! at! a!more!
detailed! and! comprehensive! profile! of! affected! cognitive! control! functions.! In!
particular,!the!investigated!processes!are!relevant!for!safe!behaviour!under!influence!
and! are! particularly! relevant! in! relation! to! continued! drug! use.! We! furthermore!
investigate!factors!that!could!account!for!individual!differences!in!sensitivity!to!acute!
effects!of!cannabis!and!cocaine!on!these!cognitive!control!functions.!These!individual!
differences! can! potentially! explain! why! some! subgroups! show! an! enhanced!




In! Chapter! 2,! we! reviewed! all! existing! literature! on! the! acute! cognitive! effects! of!
cocaine!and!all!the!recent!literature!on!the!longPterm!effects!of!cocaine.! !The!effects!
are! discussed! for! attention,! response! inhibition,!memory! and! learning,! performance!
monitoring,! cognitive! flexibility,! psychomotor! speed! and! rewardPbased! decision!
making.!
In!Chapters!3!and!4!we!examined!the!effects!of!cannabis!and!cocaine!on!performance!
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COMT4and! the!DRD2! gene! in! interaction!with! the!drugs!on!performance!monitoring!
indices!in!the!Flanker!task.!!
In! Chapter! 54we! assessed! how! drugs! affect! reversal! of! previously! learned! stimulusP
outcome! mappings.! To! this! end,! the! acute! effects! of! cocaine! and! cannabis! were!
assessed! in! a! deterministic! reversal! learning! paradigm.! The! moderating! role! of! the!
DRD2!and!COMT!genotypes!in!the!effects!of!cocaine!and!cannabis!on!reversal!learning!
was!investigated.!
Chapter! 6! addresses! the! question! of!whether! cannabis! and! cocaine! affect! response!
inhibition.!For!this!purpose,!we!examined!behavioural!and!ERP!(NoGoPN2!and!NoGoP
P3)! correlates! of! response! inhibition! in! the! Impulsive! Brain! study! (see! section!
“Impulsive! Brain! study”! on! page! 22).! Also,! the! association! between! trait! impulsivity!
and!novelty!seeking!on!drugPinduced!effects!on!response!inhibition!were!investigated.!!
In!the!final!research!chapter,!Chapter!7,!we!examined!the!role!of!cannabis!and!cocaine!
on! socioPemotional! action! tendencies.!We! investigated!how! social! action! tendencies!
differ!as!a!function!of!variation!in!the!MAOA:VNTR!gene.!!
Finally,! in! Chapter! 84 the! main! findings! are! summarized! and! discussed! in! light! of!
implications!for!behaviour!and!future!directions.!!
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Abstract 
Understanding! the! cognitive! sequela! of! repeated! cocaine! use! is! a! growing! area! of!
research! and! is! crucial! to! the! development! of! cognitive! models! of! addiction.! We!
systematically!reviewed!all!available!placeboPcontrolled!and!casePcontrolled!studies!on!
the! acute! and! longPterm! effects! of! cocaine! on! cognitive! functioning.! In! order! to!
compare! the!magnitude!of! cognitive!effects! across! cognitive!domains!we! conducted!
several!metaPanalyses!on!a! subset!of!data! from! longPterm!effect! studies.! Studies!on!
acute! cocaine! administration! suggest! enhancement! of! response! inhibition! and!
psychomotor! speed,! while! all! other! domains! appear! to! be! unaffected! or! not!
investigated! adequately.! LongPterm! effects! of! cocaine! show! a! wide! array! of!
deteriorated!cognitive!functions,!indicating!that!longPterm!cocaine!use!is!characterized!
by!a!general! cognitive! impairment!across! functions,! rather! than!by!specific! cognitive!
deficits.!Literature!on!longPterm!cocaine!effects!is!more!substantial!than!literature!on!
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INTRODUCTION 
Cocaine!has!been!identified!as!one!of!the!most!powerful!reinforcers!currently!known!
(Kuhar! et! al.,! 1991).! After! cannabis,! it! is! the!most! popular! drug!of! abuse! in! Europe.!
Cocaine!has!been!used!at! least!once! in!a! lifetime!by!4.3%!of! the!general!population!
(EMCDDA,! 2011).! Cocaine! use! is! associated! with! an! increased! risk! of! a! range! of!
somatic,!psychological,!and!social!problems,!such!as!cardiac!toxicity,!psychosis,!mood!
and! anxiety! disorders,! aggression! and! crime! (Gawin! and! Kleber,! 1986;! Kilbey! et! al.,!
1992;!Kloner!and!Hale,!1993;!Maraj!et!al.,!2010)!and!a!considerable!risk!of!transition!to!
addiction! (Dhossche! and! Rubinstein,! 1997;! Gawin,! 1991;! Licata! et! al.,! 1993).!
Establishing! cognitive! alterations! associated! with! cocaine! use! may! lead! to! a! better!
understanding!of!mechanisms!associated!with!this!transition.!
Cocaine! belongs! to! the! group! of! ‘stimulant! drugs’,! typically! elevating! mood! and!
increasing! feelings! of! wellPbeing,! energy,! and! alertness! (Boys! et! al.,! 2001).! The!
pharmacological!effects!of!cocaine!at!the!synapse!level!are!relatively!well!understood.!
Acute!cocaine!administration!increases!dopaminergic,!serotonergic,!and!noradrenergic!
neurotransmission! by! blocking! prePsynaptic! monoamine! transporters! in! the! central!
nervous! system! (Schlaepfer! et! al.,! 1997;! Volkow! et! al.,! 1999b).! Moreover,! cocaine!
interacts! with!multiple! neuromodulatory! systems,! e.g.! glutamate,! endocannabinoid,!
and! GABA! (Diaz! et! al.,! 2010).! On! the! other! hand,! chronic! cocaine! use! has! a! large!
impact!on!brain!function!related!to!downregulation!of!dopamine!D2!(DRD2)!receptors!
in! the! striatum! (Volkow! et! al.,! 1999b),! abnormalities! in! brain! glucose! metabolism!
(Baxter! et! al.,! 1988;!Volkow!et! al.,! 1988),! and! vascular! hypoperfusion! in! subcortical,!
temporal,!and!frontal!regions!(Strickland!et!al.,!1993).! It!has!recently!been!suggested!




that! comparisons! between! studies! show! that! results! are! still! variable! (Mackey! and!
Paulus,!2013).!
Establishing! how! these! cocainePinduced! aberrant! brain! processes! relate! to! impaired!
cognitive! changes! in! humans! is! of! crucial! importance! in! understanding! and! treating!
cocaine!addiction!and! related! impulse!control!problems.! It! is!beyond!doubt! that! the!





The! cognitive! effects! in! humans! following! crack! cocaine! use! and! following! prenatal!
cocaine!exposure!have!been!previously!reviewed!(Hoff!et!al.,!1996;!Ackerman!et!al.,!!
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Table 2.1 Cognitive domains and associated paradigms. 
Cognitive Domain Description Paradigms 
Attention A ‘gating process’ that reduces the 
range of potential relevant information 
CPT*, oddball, TMT*, COVAT*, 
IMT*, RVIP*, VAT, IOR 
attentional shifting, Stroop, Fivi-
digit Test, Global-Local Task, 
Cocaine Stroop, cocaine-
related picture viewing 
Response inhibition The ability to suppress impulsive or 
habitual reactions to stimuli, because 
they are inappropriate and unwanted in 
a given context 
SST, Go/NoGo, CPT*, IMT* 
Memory and 
Learning 
The recall of acquired information 
(memory) and the process of acquiring 
new information (learning) 
CVLT, RAVLT, LMT, HVLT, RAP, n-
back, Digit Span, SWM, Tic Tac 
Toe, IMT* Weather Prediction 
Task, Acquired Equivalence 
Task, PROB* 
Cognitive Flexibility The ability to adapt behaviour according 
to a changing context 




Higher-order processes that are involved 
in tracking and regulation of behaviour 




The selection of an option among several 
alternative options as a function of 
altered reward and/or risk probabilities 
DDT, Kirby, IGT, BART, Sustained 
Monetary Reward Task, Drug 
Cue Monetary Reward Task, 
Two Choice Picture Task 
Psychomotor 
performance 
Behaviour that involves motor activity SST, FOT, GPT, TMT*, FTT, 
COVAT*, RVIP* 
CPT: Continuous Performance Task, TMT: Trail Making Test, COVAT: Covert Orienting of Visuospatial 
Attention Task, IMT: Immediate Memory Task, RVIP: Rapid Visual Information Processing Task, VAT: 
Vigilant Attention Task, IOR: Inhibition Of Return Task, SST: Stop Signal Task, CVLT: California Verbal 
Learning Test, RAVLT: Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test, LMT: Logic Memory Test, HVLT: Hopkins Verbal 
Learning Test, RAP: Repeated Acquisition and Peformance of Response Chains, SWM: Spatial Working 
Memory, WCST: Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, IED: Intra-Extra Dimensional shift task, PROB: Probabilistic 
Reversal Learning, DDT: Delay Discounting Task, IGT: Iowa Gambling Task, BART: Ballong Analogue Risk 
Task, DDST: Digit Symbol Substitution Task, FOT: Finger Oscillations Task; GPT: Grooved Pegboard Task, FFT: 
Finger Tapping Task 
 




and!MDMA,!on!which!various! reviews!have!been!published!more! recently! (Crean!et!
al.,! 2011;! Dumont! and! Verkes,! 2006;! Kalechstein! et! al.,! 2007;! Zakzanis! et! al.,! 2007;!
Zuurman!et!al.,!2009).!The!cognitive!effects!of!these!drugs!are!also!better!understood.!
For! example,! acute! cannabis! administration! has! been! consistently! found! to! lead! to!
psychomotor! slowing! (Dumont! et! al.,! 2011;! Ramaekers! et! al.,! 2006a;! 2006b;!
Ramaekers!et!al.,!2009a),!whereas!longPterm!cannabis!use!has!been!repeatedly!found!
to! be! associated! with! impaired! shortPterm! memory! (Solowij! and! Battisti,! 2008).!
Importantly,!there!is!an!increasing!trend!in!the!literature!of!considering!the!temporal!
evolution! of! development! of! addiction! (e.g.! Everitt! and! Robbins,! 2005;! Field! et! al.,!
2006).!The!evolution!from!acute!to! longPterm!drug!effects! is!an! important!feature!of!
addiction! models.! Therefore,! we! will! review! both! acute! and! longPterm! cognitive!
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effects!of! cocaine.! The! review!will! be!organized!according! to! cognitive!domains! and!
concludes! with! a! discussion! of! the! differences! and! similarities! between! acute! and!
longPterm!drug!effects!and!discuss!these! in!terms!of! their! implications! for! treatment!
and!future!research.!
METHODS 
LITERATURE SEARCH AND INCLUSION CRITERIA 
All!identified!studies!that!described!cognitive!effects!associated!with!cocaine!in!human!
adult! individuals,! have! been! included! in! this! review.! We! systematically! searched!
“PubMed”! using! the! search! terms! “cocaine”! and! “cognition”! OR! “cognitive”! OR!
“neuropsychology”.!Additional!searches!were!performed!with!the!terms!‘cocaine’!and!
with!each!of! the! cognitive!domains!discussed!below:! ‘attention,! ‘response! inhibition!
OR! inhibitory! control’,! ‘memory’,! ‘learning’,! ‘psychomotor! performance’,! ‘learning’,!
‘cognitive! flexibility’! or! ‘decision! making’.! In! all! searches! we! applied! the! limits!




with! cocaine! use.! In! the! ‘acute’! effect! studies,! cognitive! alterations! following!
administration!of!cocaine!in!a!laboratory!setting!are!described.!Only!studies!employing!
a!placeboPcontrolled!design!have!been!included.!The!longPterm!effect!studies!describe!





meet! inclusion! criteria,! the! studies! had! to! include! a! nonPdrug! or! nonPcocaine! using!
control! group! in!which!no!medical! or! psychiatric! disorders!were!present.!Only! longP
term! effect! studies! published! from! 2003! have! been! included,! because! studies! from!
1987! to! 2002! have! been! reviewed! previously! (Jovanovski! et! al.,! 2005).! After! the!
search,!a!total!of!14!acute!and!63!longPterm!unique!studies!could!be!included!in!this!
review.!
OUTLINE OF THE REVIEW AND ANALYSES 
Each!of! the! studies!will! be! discussed!under! one!of! the! following! cognitive! domains:!
‘attention’,! ‘response! inhibition’,! ‘memory! and! learning’,! ‘cognitive! flexibility’,!
performancePmonitoring’,! ‘reward! based! decision! making’,! or! ‘psychomotor!
performance’.!!
Table!2.1!gives!an!overview!of!the!domains,!a!short!description!of!the!domain,!and!the!
paradigms! allocated! to! them.! The! results! of! the! review! are! presented! per! cognitive!
domain!in!two!sections.!All!acute!(Table!2.2!on!page!39)!and!longPterm!effect!studies!
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(Table!2.3!from!page!45)!are!discussed!per!domain.!Many!studies!employed!more!than!
one! cognitive! paradigm! and! could! be! discussed! under! multiple! cognitive! domains.!
Additionally,!a!few!paradigms!report!on!several!outcome!measures!that!in!turn!were!








been! included! in! the! metaPanalyses:! (1)! if! data! were! available! on:! the! number! of!
subjects!(N),!means!(M),!and!standard!deviations!of!the!means!(SD),!(2)!employment!
of! outcome! measures! that! were! considered! to! be! representative! in! probing! the!
cognitive!domain!under!which!they!are!discussed,!(3)!at!least!three!studies!within!that!
domain.! Behavioural! performances! in! fMRI! studies! have! been! left! out,! as! these! are!
often! controlled! for! behavioural! results,!which!may! introduce! a! bias.!MetaPanalyses!
were! conducted! for! several! cognitive! domains! by! means! of! using! the! following!
paradigms!and!outcome!measures:!(1)!attention!(sustained):!hits! in!CPT!tasks!+!P300!
amplitude;! (2)! inhibition:! commission! errors! in! Go/NoGo,! IMT! and! CPT! task;! (3)!
inhibition:!stop!signal!reaction!time!in!the!SST;!(4)!memory!(immediate!recall):!number!




performance!(motor!execution!time):! time!to!the!TMT,! latency!to!correct!hits! in!CPT!
and!RVP.!
Given! the! variability! in! dependent! variables! per! domain,! the! standardized! mean!
difference! (SMD)! and! 95%! CI! have! been! calculated! between! cocaine! users! and! the!
control!group.!The!SMD!compares!group!differences!in!a!cognitive!domain!in!terms!of!
a! uniform! standardized! score.! Standardized! mean! differences! of! 0.2! or! less! were!
considered!as!small,!about!0.5!as!moderate,!and!about!0.8!or!greater!as! large!effect!
sizes.! I2!was!calculated!as!a!measure!of!heterogeneity!and!reflects!the!percentage!of!
variability! due! to! heterogeneity! between! studies.! I2!values! of! >75%! are! considered!
high!(Higgins!et!al.,!2003).!In!case!a!study!largely!contributed!to!I2,!this!study!was!left!
out! of! the! metaPanalysis! and! a! possible! explanation! was! sought.! All! metaPanalyses!
have!been!carried!out!with!use!of!a!random!effects!model.!





On! the! basis! of! the! type! of! attentional! process,! a! distinction! is! made! between!
sustained! attention,! selective! attention! and! attentional! bias.! The! P300! ERP! is! a!
common! electrophysiological! measure! that! is! closely! associated! with! sustained!
attention.! Decreased! amplitudes! of! the! P300! are! indicative! of! impaired! attentional!
processing.!The!amplitude!of!the!P300!was!shown!to!be!decreased!up!to!180!min!and!
120!min!after!oral!and!intravenous!administration!of!cocaine,!respectively.!The!largest!
reduction! in! amplitude,! however,! occurred! after! 60! min! (oral)! and! 10! min!
(intravenous)! after! drug! administration! (Herning! et! al.,! 1985).! This! suggests! a! close!
relationship! between! the! amplitude! of! the! P300! and! peak! blood! concentration.!
However,! this! finding!was!not! replicated! in!a! second! study! (Herning!et! al.,! 1987),! in!
which!no!alterations! in!P300!amplitude!and! latency!were!observed.!This!discrepancy!
was!possible!due!to!differences!in!paradigms,!oddball!versus!Continuous!Performance!
Tests,!which!were!employed.!The!COVAT!compares! the! reaction! time!between!valid!
cues! and! invalid! cues! in! a! twoPchoice! reaction! time! task,! in!which! subjects! have! to!
respond!as!rapidly!as!possible!to!the!target!by!pressing!a!button!box.!The!target!could!
appear!in!either!the!subject's!left!or!right!visual!field!and!could!be!preceded!by!a!valid!
(in! the! same! location! as! the! target! would! appear)! or! invalid! cue! (in! the! opposite!
location! as! the! target! would! appear).! The! reaction! time! difference! is! an! outcome!
measure! of! attention.! Stillman! et! al.! (1993)! compared! attention! performance! after!
cocaine!and!placebo!across!time!and!we,!therefore,!interpreted!the!results!within!the!
domain!of!sustained!attention.!It!was!found!that!attention!declined!slightly!over!a!4P
hour! period! in! the! cocaine! condition,! in! contrast! to! the!placebo! condition,! in!which!
performance!improved!over!time.!
In! the! Rapid! Visual! Information! Processing! task! (RVIP),! digits! are! presented!
sequentially! and! subjects! are! instructed! to! respond! to! targets! of! three! consecutive!
digits! as! fast! as! possible.! Outcome! measures! are! reaction! times,! hits! (correct!
detections),! and! false! alarms.! Johnson! et! al.! (1998)! showed! performance!
improvement! after! cocaine! on! the! mean! number! of! hits.! No! dose! effects! were!
observed,! suggesting! the!absence!of!a!dose–response! relationship.!No! reaction! time!
differences! were! observed,! nor! were! there! condition! effects! in! false! alarms.! In! the!
Vigilant!Attention!Task!(VAT),!subjects!were!instructed!to!listen!to!a!list!of!words!and!
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In! conclusion,! the! evidence! that! cocaine! alters! attention! is! mixed.! Two! studies!
reported!no!effect,!two!reported!impairment,!and!one!reported!improvement.!Due!to!
the! heterogeneity! in! paradigms! and! the! variety! in! results,! no! consensus! can! be!
reached.!
LONG-TERM EFFECTS 
Behavioural! and! electrophysiological! research! has! been! directed! to! investigate!
sustained! attention! in! cocaine! users.! A! basic! Continuous! Performance! Test! (CPT)!
involves! the! repetitive! presentation! of! frequent! targets! and! lessPfrequent! foils.!
Subjects!are!asked!to!respond!to!targets,!usually!by!means!of!a!button!press,!and!to!
inhibit!response!to!the!foil.!Some!extensions!and!variations!to!the!basic!task!principle!
exist,! for! example! the! Oddball! Task,! the! Immediate! Memory! Task,! and! the!
aforementioned!RVIP.!Usually!the!average!number!of!hits!and!the!reaction!times!are!
the! primary! outcome! measures.! The! P300! is! an! electrophysiological! correlate! of!
sustained!attention.!A!total!of!five!studies!reported!sustained!attention!outcomes!and!
compared! between! users! and! nonPusing! controls.! Three! out! of! four! studies!
demonstrated! that!users! showed!a! lower!number!of! successful! hits! (F.G.!Moeller! et!
al.,! 2005;! Soar! et! al.,! 2012;! Gooding! et! al.,! 2008)! after! employment! of! a! CPTPlike!
paradigm.!One!of!these!studies!even!showed!differences!between!recreational!users!
and!controls!(Soar!et!al.,!2012).!One!study!found!no!group!effects!(Liu!et!al.,!2011).!It!
has! been! demonstrated! that! duration! of! cocaine! use! is! not! significantly! associated!
with! performance! outcome! measures! of! the! CPT! (Gooding! et! al.,! 2008).! Two!
electrophysiological!studies!that!recorded!the!P300!potential!in!an!oddball!paradigm,!
reported! reduced! amplitude! of! the! P300! ERP! in! the! cocainePdependent! group!








Table 2.2 (opposite page) Overview of studies on acute effects of cocaine on 
cognition  improved performance;  decreased performance, ‘No effect’ is 
no change in performance. Studies are listed per cognitive domain in 
alphabetical order by first author surname. Abbreviations: av, average; d, days; 
h, hours; kg, kilogram; mg, milligram; m, months; p.m., per month; p.w., per week; 
w, weeks; pos, positive urine drugs screen; neg, negative urine drugs screen; Unk, 
not reported and/or unable to derive from the paper; ERP, event-related 
potential; fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging. 
!
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Selective!attention!is!defined!as!the!ability!of!attending!to!a!target!while!ignoring!nonP
target!or!distracters!cues.!The!classic!Stroop!task!assesses!selective!attention.!Subjects!
are!presented!with! colour!names!printed! in! a! colour! that! is! either! corresponding!or!
not!corresponding! to! the!name!of! the!colour! (e.g.! the!word! ‘red’!printed! in! ‘red’!vs.!
the!word! ‘red’!printed! in!blue).!The! reaction! times! to!naming! the!colours!are! longer!
when! the! colour! of! the! ink! does! not! correspond!with! the! name! of! the! colour.! The!
reaction!time!difference!between!corresponding!and!nonPcorresponding!colour!names!
is!the!outcome!measure!of! interest.!A!related!task! is!the!FivePdigit!test!(Sedó,!2004).!
Similarly,! there!are! corresponding!blocks! in!which! subjects! are! instructed! to! read!or!
count,! depending!on! the! instruction,! the!entity!of! the!digit! or! the! actual! number!of!
digits.!The!number!and!entity!always!correspond!in!this!phase.!This!phase!of!the!task!
is!followed!by!a!nonPcorresponding!phase!during!which!actual!numbers!and!entity!of!
digits! are! different.! None! of! the! four! studies! have! reported! any! differences! in!
performance! between! users! and! nonPusers! on! Stroop! or! FivePdigit! tests! (BarrosP
Loscertales! et! al.,! 2011;! Bolla! et! al.,! 2004;! Vadhan! et! al.,! 2008;! VerdejoPGarcia! and!
PerezPGarcia,!2007).!The!Trail!Making!Test! (TMT)! is!another! task!evaluating!selective!
attention.!It!measures!the!subject's!ability!to!follow!a!simple!numerical!sequence!(Part!
A)! or! a! more! complex! alternating! numeric! and! alphabetic! sequence! (Part! B).! The!
performance!on!the!trail!making!task!has!been!investigated!in!three!studies.!None!of!
them! reported! significant! group! differences! on! the! TMT! Part! A! (De! Oliveira! et! al.,!
2009;! Rahman! and! Clarke! 2005;! Goldstein! et! al.,! 2004).! However,! the! TMT! is! a!
suboptimal!test!of!attention!and!results!should!therefore!be!cautiously!interpreted.!
One!study!assessed!scope!of!attention!by!means!of!a!GlobalPLocal! task.!Subjects!are!
presented! with! large! character! stimuli! that! consist! of! nonPcorresponding! smaller!
characters! (local),! e.g.! a! large! “S”! (global)! formed! by! smaller! “H's”! (local).! Subjects!
have! to! respond! to! either! the! global! or! local! aspect! of! the! stimulus.! Typically,! the!
reaction! times! in! response! to! global! features! compared! to! local! features! is! faster,!
which!is!called!the!global!‘precedence!effect’!and!reflects!attentional!scope.!Colzato!et!
al.! (2009a)! observed! smaller! reaction! time! differences! in! recreational! cocaine! users!
compared! to! nonPcocaine! using! controls,! implying! that! recreational! cocaine! use! is!
associated!with!a!reduction!in!attentional!scope.!The!same!authors!also!reported!that!
recreational! cocaine!users! show! impairments! in! the!process!of! ‘inhibition!of! return’.!
This! suggests! that! users! show! impairments! in! suppressing! stimuli! that! had! recently!
been!the!focus!of!attention!(Colzato!and!Hommel,!2009).!Attentional!shifting!between!
verbal! and! visuospatial! aspects! of! two! working! memory! tasks! was! found! to! be!
impaired!in!cocainePaddicted!individuals!(Kübler!et!al.,!2005).!
Five! studies! investigating! the! longPterm! effects! of! cocaine! on! attention! have!
specifically!looked!at!the!effects!of!cocaine!on!attentional!biases.!The!Cocaine!Stroop!
task! compares! the! time! to! respond! to! the! colour! of! cocainePuse! related! words! vs.!
neutral!words.! In! subjects! to!whom! drug! related!words! are!more! salient,! increased!
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reaction! times! compared! to! neutral! words! are! observed.! This! relative! increased!





In! electrophysiological! studies,! an! increased! attentional! bias! to! cocainePrelated! cues!
was!further!corroborated.!EventPrelated!potentials!to!viewing!of!neutral!and!cocaineP
related! pictures! were! recorded.! Investigation! of! the! amplitude! of! three! different!
waveforms! in! time! enables! the! study! of! altered! attention! to! the! presented! stimuli.!
Specifically,! late! positive! potentials! to! cocaine! pictures! may! reflect! increased!
attentional! biases! to! cocainePrelated! cues.! All! three! studies! indicated! larger! late!
positive! potentials! (LPP)! to! cocaine! cues! compared! to! neutral! cues! in! users! not! in!
controls!(Dunning!et!al.,!2011;!van!de!Laar!et!al.,!2004;!S.J.!Moeller!et!al.,!2012).!Van!
de!Laar!et!al.!(2004)!observed!the!group!difference!at!the!LPP!measure!in!particular!at!
frontal! electrode! sites.! No! differences! in! the! early! posterior! negativity! (EPN)! were!
observed! (Dunning! et! al.,! 2011).! Group! effects! were! also! observed! at! an! EPNPlike!
waveform!(called!N300),!showing!decreased!amplitudes!to!cocaine!pictures!compared!
to!neutral!pictures.!This! finding! is! in!contrast! to!the!results!by!Dunning!et!al.! (2011),!
who!reported!the!opposite!effect!on!the!EPN!waveform.!
In! order! to! investigate! the! neurophysiological! correlates! of! altered! attentional!
processing,! several! researchers! administered! the! classic! Stroop! task! while! acquiring!
functional! brain! images! (fMRI).! These! studies! showed! that! activation! patterns!were!
very!different!between! the! cocaine!and! the! control! groups.!BarrosPLoscertales! et! al.!
(2011)!demonstrated!a!marked!lower!activation!in!the!right!frontoparietal!network!in!
the! cocainePdependent! group! compared! to! healthy! controls.! Bolla! et! al.! (2004)!
showed! with! PET! imaging! that,! during! the! Stroop! task,! cocaine! users! have! less!
activation! in! the! left! anterior! cingulate! cortex! (ACC)! and! the! right! lateral! prefrontal!
cortex! (LPFC),!while! activation! in! the! right!ACC! is! increased.! The! total!weekly!use!of!
cocaine!was!negatively!correlated!with!activity!in!the!rostral!ACC!and!right!LPFC.!
Taken! together,! there! is! evidence! that! longPterm! cocaine! use! impairs! sustained!




users.! Single! studies! have! suggested! that! attentional! scope,! inhibition! of! return! and!
attention!switching!are!also!impaired.!However,!as!this!concerns!single!studies,!more!
research! is! needed! before! definitive! conclusions! can! be! made.! The! fMRI! studies!
indicated!alterations!in!frontal!cognitive!control!brain!networks.!The!magnitude!of!the!
alterations!seems!to!correlate!with!the!amount!of!recent!cocaine!use.!
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RESPONSE INHIBITION 
ACUTE EFFECTS 
Response! inhibition! can! be! examined! by! use! of! the! Stop! Signal! Task! (SST).! The!
paradigm!of!the!SST!constitutes!of!choice!reaction!time,!but!on!a!minority!of!the!trials,!
the!Go!stimulus!is!followed!by!an!additional!signal,!the!soPcalled!‘stop!signal’.!The!test!
requires! subjects! to! withhold! their! planned! response! whenever! this! stop! signal! is!
presented.!The!stop!signal!reaction!time!(SSRT)! is!an!estimate!of!the!time!needed!to!
inhibit!a!response,!with!longer!reaction!times!indicative!of!poorer!inhibition!(Logan!et!
al.,! 1984).! The! average! number! of! failed! inhibitions! is! another! relevant! outcome!
measure.!Fillmore!et!al.!(2002)!performed!the!SST!prior!and!after!three!different!doses!
of! oral! cocaine! (50!mg,! 100!mg! and! 150!mg)! and! placebo.! The! probability! of! failed!
inhibitions! increased! with! each! higher! dose! of! cocaine,! indicating! dose–effect!
relationship! of! impaired! response! inhibition! after! cocaine.! No! effects! on! the! stop!
signal! reaction! time! (SSRT)!were! found.!A! few!years! later,!using! the!same!paradigm,!
Fillmore's!(Fillmore!et!al.,!2006)!research!indicated!that!cocaine!administration!of!100!
mg!and!200!mg,!but!not!300!mg!capsules,!resulted!in!a!decreased!SSRT.!Based!on!the!
SSRT,! the! results! suggest! that! inhibitory! control! improved,! while! the! absence! of! a!
decrease! in! SSRT! for! the! highest! dose,! hints! at! an! inverted! UPshaped! relationship!
between!dose!and!effect.!No!reaction!time!effects!on!Go!targets!were!observed.!On!
the! probability! of! failed! inhibitions!was! not! reported.! The! first! study! seems,! at! first!
sight,! in! contrast! to! the! second.!However,! as! the!population!was!very! small! (N!=!8),!
these!findings!should!be!particularly!cautiously!interpreted.!
In! Go/NoGo! tasks,! the! typical! outcome! measure! is! the! average! number! of! failed!
inhibitions,!i.e.!the!soPcalled!commission!errors.!After!cocaine!administration,!subjects!
show!a!decrease!in!commission!errors!(Fillmore!et!al.,!2005;!Garavan!et!al.,!2008)!and!
also! in! omission! errors! (Garavan! et! al.,! 2008).! This! last! study! was! combined! with!
concurrent!fMRI!recordings.!Increased!activation!in!the!right!dorsolateral!and!inferior!
frontal! cortices! accompanied! improved! performance.!Moreover,! cocaine! normalized!
activation!levels!in!lateral!and!medial!prefrontal!regions!known!to!be!typically!lower!in!
users!compared!to!nonPusing!controls.!
Taken! together,! three! out! of! four! studies! suggest! that! cocaine! improves! inhibitory!
control.! The! Go/NoGo! task! reflects! inhibition! on! response! initiation,! rather! than!
inhibition!of!an!already!initiated!response!(as!in!the!SST),!and!is!therefore!thought!to!




potential! altered! inhibitory! control! in! cocaine! users.! Although! all! studies! indicated!
increased!SSRTs!in!the!cocainePusing!group!(Li!et!al.,!2006;!Li!et!al.,!2008;!van!der!Plas!
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et! al.,! 2009;! Fillmore! and! Rush,! 2002;! Colzato! et! al.,! 2007),! the! difference! was! not!
statistically!significant!in!two!studies!(Li!et!al.,!2008!and!van!der!Plas!et!al.,!2009).!Four!
studies! provided! means! and! standard! deviations! of! the! stop! signal! reaction! time!




Like! the! Go/NoGo! task,! the! Immediate! Memory! Task! (IMT)! and! the! Continuous!
Performance!Test!provide!a!measure!of!failed!inhibitions!(commission!errors).!The!IMT!
involves! responding! to! targets,! and! to! inhibit! responses! to! catch! stimuli,! which! are!
similar! looking! nonPtarget! stimuli.! Responses! to! the! catch! stimuli! are! considered!
inhibition! failures.! Likewise,! inadvertently! responding! to! nonPtargets! in! the! CPT! task!
can! also! be! considered! to! be! an! inhibition! failure.! Inhibition! failures! are! quite!
consistently! reported! to! be! increased! in! cocaine! users! compared! to! controls! as!
assessed! by! the! Go/NoGo! task! (FernandezPSerrano! et! al.,! 2012;! Hester! et! al.,! 2007;!
Hester!and!Garavan,!2004;!Kaufman!et!al.,!2003;!VerdejoPGarcia!et!al.,!2007;!Lane!et!
al.,!2007),! IMT!task! (F.G.!Moeller!et!al.,!2004;!F.G.!Moeller!et!al.,!2005;!Kjome!et!al.,!
2010;! Liu! et! al.,! 2011),! and! CPT! task! (Gooding! et! al.,! 2008).! One! study! did! not! find!
differences!in!response!inhibition!(F.G.!Moeller!et!al.,!2010),!but!this!could!be!due!to!
reporting! of! a! composite! outcome! measure! that! not! only! reflects! accuracy! on!
inhibition! trials.! Nine! behavioural! studies! on! failed! inhibitions! provided! sufficient!
information! to! perform!a!metaPanalysis! (FernandezPSerrano!et! al.,! 2012;!Gooding! et!
al.,!2008;!Kjome!et!al.,!2010;!Hester!et!al.,!2007;!Liu!et!al.,!2011;!F.G.!Moeller!et!al.,!
2005;! F.G.!Moeller! et! al.,! 2004;! Lane! et! al.,! 2007;! VerdejoPGarcia! et! al.,! 2007).! The!
mean!effect!size!was!0.64!(95%!confidence!interval!=![0.44,!0.84]).!This!indicates!that!
response! inhibition! is! to! a! large! to! moderate! extent! negatively! affected! in! cocaine!
users!compared!to!controls.!
Three! studies! combined! a! response! inhibition! paradigm! with! concurrent! fMRI!
acquisition! (Hester! and!Garavan,!2004;!Kaufman!et! al.,! 2003;! Li! et! al.,! 2008).!During!
Go/NoGo!performance,! reduced! activation! in! the! right! prefrontal! cortex,! the! rostral!
region!of!the!anterior!cingulate!(rPACC),!and!the!supplementary!motor!area!(SMA)!has!




SFG)! in! cocaine! users! relative! to! nonPusers.! Li! et! al.! (2008)! showed! that! cocaine!
dependent!men!showed!reduced!activation!in!the!rPACC.!The!authors!suggest!that!the!
reduction! in! rPACC! activity! during! the! SST! could! be! a! neural! marker! for! impaired!
impulse! control,! because! the! activation! was! positively! correlated! with! the! impulse!
control!score!of!an!emotion!regulation!questionnaire.!
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To!summarize,!all!the!reviewed!studies!clearly!point!toward!impairments!in!response!
inhibition! in! cocaine! users! compared! to! nonPusers.! The! metaPanalyses! showed!
moderate! effect! sizes,! indicating! that! this! effect! can! be! considered! fairly! robust.! Of!
relevance,!performance!deficits! in!some!of! the!studies!were!mainly!demonstrated! in!
the!more! demanding! task! versions! (Hester! et! al.,! 2007;! Hester! and! Garavan,! 2004;!
Lane!et!al.,!2007).!
MEMORY AND LEARNING 
ACUTE EFFECTS 




interest.!The!subject!has! to!determine! if! the!stimulus!was!part!of! the!original! list.! In!
the!three!studies!on!the!acute!effects!of!cocaine!on!memory,!no!effects!were!found!on!
immediate! recall! (Hopper! et! al.,! 2004),! delayed! recall! (Haney! et! al.,! 2005),! or!
recognition!(Hopper!et!al.,!2004).!In!addition,!one!study!investigated!acute!effects!on!
learning! by! means! of! assessing! the! Repeated! Acquisition! Task! (RAT).! In! this! task,!




memory! tasks,! i.e.! the! California! Verbal! Learning! Test,! the! Logic! Memory! Test,! the!
Hopkins!Verbal!Learning!Test,!or,!the!Rey!Auditory!Verbal!Learning!Test.!Seven!studies!
found! that!users!of! cocaine!display! impaired!memory!performance! (Goldstein!et!al.,!
2004;!S.J.!Moeller!et!al.,!2010;!Reske!et!al.,!2010;!Woicik!et!al.,!2009;!De!Oliveira!et!al.,!
2009;!AbiPSaab!et!al.,!2005;!Fox!et!al.,!2009).!Two!studies!were!identified!in!which!no!
significant! differences! could! be! observed! (Woicik! et! al.,! 2011;! Rahman! and! Clarke,!
2005).!Off!all!studies!reporting!on!correct!recalls!in!memory!tasks,!eight!were!found!to!
be!suitable!for!a!metaPanalysis!(De!Oliveira!et!al.,!2009;!AbiPSaab!et!al.,!2005;!!
Table 2.3 (from opposite page) Overview of studies on long-term effects of cocaine on 
cognition  improved performance;  decreased performance, ‘No effect’ is no change 
in performance. Studies are listed per cognitive domain in alphabetical order by first 
author surname. Unless otherwise stated, frequency is depicted in occasions per period. 
Frequency of use in the past 30 days is reported as frequency per month. Positive urine 
screens are reported as abstinence rates of less than 72 hours. Negative urine screens are 
reported as abstinence rates of more than 72 hours. Abbreviations: av, average; d, days; 
g, grams; h, hours; m, months; p.m., per month; p.w., per week; p.y., per year; Unk, not 
reported and/or unable to derive from the paper;  w, week; y, years; DTI, diffusion tensor 
imaging; ERP, event-related potential; fMRI, functional magnetic resonance imaging; PET, 
positron emission tomography; SPECT, single-photon emission computed tomography; 
ACC, anterior cingulate cortex; DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; CC, corpus callosum; 
OFC, orbitofrontal cortex; MPC, medial prefrontal cortex; GM, grey matter; PFC, prefrontal 
cortex; VLPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex; FC, functional connectivity. 
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Goldstein!et!al.,!2004;!S.J.!Moeller!et!al.,!2010;!Rahman!and!Clarke,!2005;!Reske!et!al.,!
2010;! Woicik! et! al.,! 2009;! Woicik! et! al.,! 2011).! The! results! show! an! estimated!




whenever! the! current! stimulus! matches! the! one! from! n! preceding! stimuli!
presentations.! Using! the! nPback! task,! Tomasi! et! al.! (2007)! reported! behavioural!
impairments! in! users! compared! to! controls! as! indicated! by! an! increased! error! rate.!
Employing! the! same! task,! two! studies! reported! no! differences! on! the! nPback! task!
(Colzato! et! al.,! 2009b;! Bustamante! et! al.,! 2011).! In! the! digit! span,! subjects! are!
presented!with!a!series!of!digits!and!must!immediately!recall!them,!or,!depending!on!
the! instruction,! recall! them! in! opposite! order.! Using! this! test! in! recreational! users!
Rahman! and! Clarke! (2005),! demonstrated! that! users! can! remember! a! smaller!
sequence! of! digits! than! nonPusers,! but! Colzato! et! al.! (2009b)! found! no! differences.!
However,!subjects!in!the!latter!study!reported!having!a!less!frequent!use!pattern!than!
in! the! first! study,!possibly!explaining! the!difference! in! findings.!Another! study,!using!
the!test!in!abstinent!cocaine!dependent!subjects,!also!found!no!significant!differences!
(AbiPSaab!et!al.,!2005).! In!the!Spatial!Working!Memory!task!(SWM),!subjects!have!to!
search! for! tokens! that! can! be! stored! in! presented! boxes.! Whenever! the! subject!
returns!to!a!box!that!had!previously!contained!a!token,!it!is!considered!an!error.!Soar!
et!al.! (2012)! reported! that! recreational! cocaine!users!made!more!errors! in! this! task.!
Another!spatial!working!memory!task!is!the!Tic!Tac!Toe!task.!Subjects!have!to!decide!
whether! a! pattern! matches! with! a! prespecified! pattern.! Cocaine! users! performed!
worse!compared!to!controls! (van!der!Plas!et!al.,!2009).!Kübler!et!al.! (2005)!assessed!
two! working! memory! tasks,! one! in! the! verbal! domain! and! one! in! the! visuospatial!
domain.! Interestingly,! users! only! demonstrated! poorer! performance! in! the!
visuospatial!modality!and!not!in!the!verbal!modality.!
In! terms! of! underlying! brain! activation,! Tomasi! et! al.! (2007)! showed! that! impaired!
performance! in! cocaine! users! was! associated! with! hyperactivation! in! frontal! and!
parietal! regions,! which! was! interpreted! as! reflecting! compensatory! mechanisms.! In!
contrast,! Bustamante! et! al.! (2011)! showed! a! significant! hypoactivation! in! the! dorsal!




Stimulus–response! (S–R)! learning! involves! formation!of!associations!between! stimuli!
and!responses.!Practically,!the!subjects!are!presented!with!two!or!more!unique!stimuli!
and! should! learn!which! stimulus! is! (more! often)! associated!with!which! response.! A!
relative!lower!average!number!of!erroneous!responses!reflect!better!acquisition!(that!
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is,! learning)!of! the! stimulus–response!associations.!One!study! investigated!stimulus–
response! learning! in! the! Acquired! Equivalence! Task! and! Weather! Prediction! Task!
(Vadhan!et!al.,!2008)!and!three!studies!by!means!of!an!assessment!of!a!probabilistic!
reversal! learning! task! (PROB;! Ersche! et! al.,! 2008;! FernandezPSerrano! et! al.,! 2012;!
Camchong!et!al.,!2011).!The!outcomes!showed!opposing!results.!Ersche!et!al.! (2008)!
did!not!observe!group!differences! in! the!acquisition!phase!of! the!PROB.! In! contrast,!
FernandezPSerrano!et! al.! (2012)!observed,! in! an!extended! version!of! the!PROB,! that!




In! sum,! regarding! the! longPterm! effects! of! cocaine! use! on! memory! functions,! the!
studies! indicate! that! cocaine! aggravates! immediate/delayed! recall! with! a!moderate!
effect!size.!The!outcome!on!working!memory!is!less!clear!given!the!smaller!number!of!
studies!and!larger!variability!in!paradigms!across!different!modalities.!With!five!out!of!
eight! studies! reporting! diminished! performance! on! working!memory! tasks,! there! is!
small!evidence!that!cocaine!users!are!impaired!in!this!function.!Interestingly,!it!seems!
that! cocaine! users! have! more! difficulties! in! working! memory! in! the! visuospatial!
compared! to! the! verbal! domain.! More! research! is! needed! to! confirm! this.! Two! of!
three!studies!on!stimulus–response! learning! indicated!no!effect,!while!one! indicated!




To! the! authors’! knowledge! no! studies! on! cognitive! flexibility! after! acute! cocaine!
administration!have!been!performed.!
LONG-TERM EFFECTS 
Cognitive! flexibility! is!a! cognitive!construct! that! involves! switching!between!stimulus!
characteristics! or! switching! between! changing! reinforcement! schedules! (stimulusP
reward!associations).!A!representative!and!common!exemplar!of!the!first!description!
is! the! Wisconsin! Card! Sorting! Test! (WSCT).! Subjects! are! instructed! to! match! cards!
based!on!a!visual!stimulus!characteristic.!The!subject!receives!feedback!if!the!matched!
card!is!right!or!wrong.!As!the!task!progresses,!the!characteristic!requiring!a!response!
changes! and! subjects! should! respond! to! the! changed! rule! correspondingly.! Of!
comparable!design!are! the!Dots!Triangles!Test!and! the! IntraPExtra!Dimensional! (IED)!
shift!tasks.!!
Three!out!of! five!studies!using!the!WCST!or!comparable!setPshifting!paradigms,!have!
found! fewer! completed! categories! and! more! perseverative! errors! in! cocaine! users!
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(van! der! Plas! et! al.,! 2009;! Woicik! et! al.,! 2009;! Woicik! et! al.,! 2011;! Colzato! et! al.,!
2009b).!One!study!observed!only!marginal!performance!differences!and!another!study!
did! not! find! performance! differences! between! cocaine! addicted! individuals! and!
controls! (FernandezPSerrano!et! al.,! 2012;!Goldstein!et! al.,! 2004).! Three! reports!have!
investigated! the!effect!of! cognitive! flexibility! exposure! in! recreational! cocaine!users.!
Colzato! demonstrated! reported! impaired! switch! costs! after! assessment! of! the! Dots!
Triangles!Test!(which!requires!shifting!between!dots!and!triangles),!but!no!changes!in!
error! rates! (Colzato! et! al.,! 2009b).! Recreational! users! showed! more! errors! and!
completed! fewer! categories! on! the! IED! shift! task! (Soar! et! al.,! 2012;! Rahman! and!
Clarke,!2005).!
Reversal! learning! paradigms! assess! cognitive! flexibility! in! the! sense! that! the! require!
subjects! to! adapt! their! behaviour! according! to! changing! contingencies.! In! the! task,!
subjects! are! presented! with! two! stimuli,! each! of! which! is! specifically! related! to! a!
stimulus! response!mapping.! Critically,! stimulus! response! contingencies! are! reversed!
(unnoticed!to!the!participant)!after!a!certain!criterion!of!acquisition!has!been!reached.!
The! number! of! errors! after! the! switch! trial! and! the! perseverative! errors! are! most!
relevant.!Three!studies!have!demonstrated!that!cocaine!dependent!subjects!adopted!
more! perseverative! response! styles! (Camchong! et! al.,! 2011;! Ersche! et! al.,! 2008;!
FernandezPSerrano!et!al.,!2012).!
All! studies! reporting! on! perseverative! errors! as! assessed! by! the! WSCT! or! reversal!
learning!paradigm!were!pooled!together! for!a!metaPanalysis.!However,! three!studies!
had!to!be!excluded!due!to!a!large!contribution!to!heterogeneity!(Colzato!et!al.,!2009b;!
Ersche! et! al.,! 2008;! FernandezPSerrano! et! al.,! 2012).! The! remaining! five! studies!
showed! a! mean! standardized! mean! difference! of! 0.37! (95%! confidence! interval! =!
[0.17,!0.57]).!This!suggests!that!long!term!cocaine!use!has!a!small!impairing!effect!on!
perseveration.!
Functional! connectivity! of! the! left! middle! frontal! gyrus,! ACC,! and! middle! temporal!
gyrus!was! increased! in!cocaine!dependent!subjects!as!measured!during!resting!state!
fMRI! (Camchong! et! al.,! 2011).! This! increased! functional! connectivity!was! correlated!
with!diminished!task!performance!in!the!reversal!learning!task.!
In!conclusion,!all!studies!on!cognitive!flexibility!indicate!that!longPterm!cocaine!use!is!
associated! with! mild! impairments! in! this! function.! There! is! also! consistent! but!
preliminary! evidence! that! this! impairment! is! already! present! in! recreational! users!
(Colzato! et! al.,! 2009b).! Furthermore,! altered! underlying! functional! connectivity!
between! frontal! and! temporal! brain! regions! could! underlie! decreased! flexibility! in!
users.!
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
ACUTE EFFECTS 




of! one's! behaviour! and! enables! rapid! error! detection! and! behavioural! adjustments.!
One! important! electrophysiological! outcome!measure! of! performance!monitoring! is!
the!errorPrelatedPnegativity!(ERN).!The!ERN!is!a!negative!deflection!that! is!generated!
around!80–100!ms!after!an!erroneous!response!and!is!usually!assessed! in!a!speeded!
twoPchoice! reaction! time! task! (e.g.! Flanker! task).! The! Pe! is! a! late! response! locked!
positive! ERP! component! and! is! associated! with! conscious! error! recognition! and!
remedial! action! (Nieuwenhuis! et! al.,! 2001).! Two! electrophysiological! studies! have!
been!performed! in! this!domain!and! found! that! cocaine!users! showed!a! smaller!ERN!
(Franken!et!al.,!2007;!Sokhadze!et!al.,!2008)!and!diminished!Pe!amplitudes!(Franken!et!
al.,!2007).!




the! standard! outcome! measures! of! response! inhibition.! Cocaine! users! showed!
decreased!PSS,!suggesting!that!their!ability!to!adapt!their!behaviour!is!compromised.!







REWARD-BASED DECISION MAKING 
ACUTE EFFECTS 
All! paradigms! involving! decision!making! in! the! context! of!monetary! rewards! and/or!
reward! anticipation! were! discussed! under! ‘rewardPbased! decision! making’.! To! the!
authors’! knowledge,! no! studies! on! reward! processing! after! acute! cocaine!
administration!have!been!performed.!
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LONG-TERM EFFECTS 
Delay! discounting! represents! the! extent! to! which! consequences,! or! outcomes,!




delayed! rewards.! In! keeping! with! the! definition! of! the! chapter,! this! is! regarded! as!
impaired! rewardPbased! decision! making.! Three! studies! demonstrated! that! discount!
rates! were! higher! in! cocaine! users! compared! to! control! subjects! (Kirby! and! Petry,!
2004;! Heil! et! al.,! 2006;! Camchong! et! al.,! 2011).! In! addition,! Camchong! et! al.! (2011)!
showed! that! in! cocaine! users,! steeper! delay! discounting! rates! were! positively!










choice! process! and! is! often! reported! as! the! main! outcome! measure.! Of! the! ten!
studies,! seven! reported! impaired! task! performance! in! cocaine! users! compared! to!
controls!(Kjome!et!al.,!2010;!Lane!et!al.,!2010;!Stout!et!al.,!2004;!VerdejoPGarcia!and!
PerezPGarcia,!2007;!van!der!Plas!et!al.,!2009;!FernandezPSerrano!et!al.,!2011;!Vadhan!
et! al.,! 2009).! Four! studies! reported! no! significant! differences! between! controls! and!
cocaine!users!on!this!task!(Bolla!et!al.,!2003;!Tanabe!et!al.,!2009;!Woicik!et!al.,!2009;!
Adinoff!et!al.,! 2003).! Seven! studies!employing!either!DDT!or! IGT!outcomes! reported!
sufficient!outcomes!to!perform!a!metaPanalysis!(Camchong!et!al.,!2011;!Kjome!et!al.,!
2010;! Lane!et!al.,!2010;!VerdejoPGarcia!and!PerezPGarcia,!2007;!Vadhan!et!al.,!2009;!
Adinoff! et! al.,! 2003;! Woicik! et! al.,! 2009).! Comparison! between! users! and! controls!
indicated! a! standardized!mean! difference! of! 0.53! (95%! confidence! interval! =! [0.32,!
0.75]),! suggesting! that! cocaine! users! show! moderate! impairments! in! rewardPbased!
decision!making.!
FernandezPSerrano! et! al.! (2011)! additionally! investigated! whether! mood! induction!
interacted! with! task! performance.! While! cocaine! users! showed! impaired! decision!
making!overall,!after!induction!of!a!negative!emotional!state,!they!no!longer!differed!
from!control! subjects.! The!authors! interpreted! the! result!within! the! somatic!marker!
hypothesis!(Bechara!et!al.,!2005).!The!negative!mood!induction!may!have!boosted!the!
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emotional!signals!that!are!involved!with!anticipation!of!choice!outcomes!(FernandezP
Serrano!et!al.,!2011).!
In! order! to! investigate! the! underlying! neurophysiology,! several! studies! combined!
decision! making! tasks! with! functional! imaging.! Despite! the! absence! of! behavioural!
effects! in! the! aforementioned! study!by!Bolla! et! al.! (2003),! cocaine!users! seemed! to!
differ! in! the! neurophysiology! underlying! task! performance,! as! they! showed! greater!
activation!in!the!right!orbitofrontal!cortex!and!less!activation!in!the!right!dorsolateral!
prefrontal!cortex!and!left!medial!prefrontal!cortex!compared!to!controls.!Tanabe!et!al.!
(2009)! observed! lower! grey! matter! volume! in! the! bilateral! medial! OFC.! Negative!
correlation!between!this!measure!and!avoidance!of!risky!decks!could!be!an!underlying!
mechanism!of!poorer!performance!(Tanabe!et!al.,!2009).!
In! the! Balloon! Analogue! Risk! Task! (BART),! another! classic! task! to! assess! risk! taking,!
subjects!inflate!a!virtual!balloon!(linked!to!increasing!monetary!reward)!that!can!either!
grow! larger!or!explode.!The!average!number!of! inflations! (mouse! clicks)! is! the!main!
outcome! measure.! Meda! et! al.! (2009)! showed! no! differences! between! control!










one! ‘NoGo’! stimulus! with! equal! probabilities.! Subjects! can! earn! real! financial!
reimbursements! depending! on! the! task! performance.! Critically,! three! blocks! with!
different! levels!of!monetary! reward!have! to!be! completed,!enabling! investigation!of!
altered! brain! activation! associated! with! sustained! reward.! Goldstein! et! al.! (2007a)!
investigated! the! association! between! selfPreport! outcomes! of! ‘sensitivity! of! reward’!
with!task!dependent!brain!activations.!Lower!‘sensitivity!of!reward’!indices!turned!out!
to! be! associated! with! higher! activations! to! money! in! the! lateral! orbitofrontal!
cortex/inferior! frontal!gyrus!and!amygdala.! In!contrast,! lower! indices! in!sensitivity!of!
reward!were!associated!with!lower!activations!in!the!middle!frontal!gyrus.!Functional!
MRI! demonstrated! that! cocaine! abusers! had! lower! regional! brain! responsivity! to!
differences! in! the! three! blocks! associated! with! different! monetary! rewards! in! the!
orbitofrontal! cortex! (Goldstein! et! al.,! 2007b).! Of! relevance,! this! study! showed! that!
within! the!group!of! cocaine!users,!prefrontal! cortex! sensitivity! to!monetary! rewards!
was!related!to!selfPreport!measures!of!inhibitory!control!(Goldstein!et!al.,!2007b).!
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The!results!are!further!corroborated!by!a!reduction!in!the!P300!amplitude,!which!was!
considered! to! be! an! index! of! saliency! of! reward! (Goldstein! et! al.,! 2008).! In! healthy!
controls,! the! amplitude! of! the! P300! is! larger! for! reward! vs.! nonPreward! cues.! In!
cocaine!users,!however,!no!such!differences!in!the!P300!were!observed!(Goldstein!et!
al.,! 2008;! Parvaz! et! al.,! 2012a;! Parvaz! et! al.,! 2012b).! Moreover,! cocaine! users! who!
were!abstinent!(i.e.!negative!urine!toxPscreen)!showed!the!smallest!P300!amplitudes,!
suggesting!that!they!suffer! from!the!most!severe! impairments! (Parvaz!et!al.,!2012a).!




In! the!Drug!Cue!Monetary!Reward! Task,! subjects! are! presented!with! drug! and!nonP
drug!cues!in!the!presence!of!varying!levels!of!monetary!rewards.!It!was!demonstrated!
that! cocaine!users!display! a!hypoactivated!anterior! cingulate! cortex,!while!no!group!
differences!on!behavioural!task!outcomes!were!observed!(Goldstein!et!al.,!2009).!
Three!studies!compared!users!and!controls!on!their!performance!on!the!Two!Choice!
Picture! Task.! In! this! task! subjects! have! to! choose! between! cocainePrelated! pictures!
and!pictures!of!neutral,! negative,!or!positive!nature.! The!Two!Choice!Picture!Task! is!
not! regarded! to! be! a! reward! task! as! such,! as! no! monetary! rewards! are! involved.!
However,!increased!choice!for!cocainePrelated!pictures!suggests!an!overPevaluation!of!
cocainePrelated! rewards.! All! studies! demonstrated! that! cocainePaddicted! individuals!
displayed! an! enhanced!preference! for! cocainePrelated!pictures! compared! to!healthy!
controls! (Moeller! et! al.,! 2009;! S.J.!Moeller! et! al.,! 2010;! S.J.!Moeller! et! al.,! 2012).!Of!
interest,! the!cocainePrelated!LPP! (see!attention)!predicted!choice! for!cocainePrelated!
pictures!in!users!with!impaired!insight!(S.J.!Moeller!et!al.,!2012).!In!sum,!results!based!
on!the!Two!Choice!Picture!Task!indicate!that!users!show!increased!choice!for!cocaineP




Taken! together,! performance! differences! in! reward! tasks! are! most! elaborately!
investigated! in! cocaine! users.! The! reviewed! studies! point! toward! diminished!
performance!in!tasks!involving!monetary!rewards/risks,!which!is!further!corroborated!
by! altered! brain! activity! in! networks! commonly! involved!with! reward! processing.! In!
contrast,!a!consistent!finding!of!increased!choice!for!cocainePrelated!pictures!suggests!
that! reward!sensitivity! for!drugPrelated! rewards!may!be!enhanced.!The! latter! results!
nicely!fit!with!a!more!ecological!study!in!which!cocaine!users!had!a!higher!preference!
for!a!small!dose!of!actual!cocaine!over!a!real!monetary!reward!(Martinez!et!al.,!2007).!
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PSYCHOMOTOR PERFORMANCE 
ACUTE EFFECTS 
Six! studies! in! which! the! Digit! Symbol! Substitution! Test! (DSST)! was! assessed! have!
yielded!contrasting!results!(Haney!et!al.,!2005;!Higgins!et!al.,!1990;!Higgins!et!al.,!1993;!
Johnson! et! al.,! 1998;! Rush! et! al.,! 1999;! Rush! et! al.,! 2002).! In! this! test,! subjects! are!





Johnson! et! al.,! 1998;! Rush! et! al.,! 1999;! Rush! et! al.,! 2002).! In! contrast,! two! studies!
(Higgins! et! al.,! 1990! and! Higgins! et! al.,! 1993)! reported! a! significant! increase! in! the!
number! of! responses! per! second! and! a! shorter! latency! to! each! pairPgeneration.!
Furthermore,!Stillman!et!al.! (1993)!observed! improvement! in!psychomotor!speed!up!
to! 4! hours! after! prolonged! assessment!of! the!COVAT.! The!main!difference!between!
the!studies!that!showed!improved!performance!and!the!studies!that!failed!to!find!an!




a! limited!period!of! time!have! to! be!made!or! tests! in!which! time!needed! to!make! a!
motor!response!is!of!relevance.!Examples!of!the!first!category!are!the!Finger!Tapping!
Test!(FFT),!Finger!Oscillations!Test!(FOT),!DSST,!and!Grooved!Pegboard!Task.!The!mean!
number! of! motor! responses! is! the! main! outcome.! Examples! of! the! second! type!
referring! to! psychomotor! time! are! the! reaction! times! to! motor! responding! in!
sustained!attention!tasks!(i.e.!CPT!like!and!Trail!making!Test,!see!also!attention).!Four!
studies! demonstrated! performance! impairments! as! assessed! with! tasks! in! the! first!
category!(De!Oliveira!et!al.,!2009;!Goldstein!et!al.,!2004;!Hanlon!et!al.,!2010;!AbiPSaab!
et! al.,! 2005),!while!Woicik! et! al.! (2009)! reported! no! differences! in! finger! tapping.! A!





compared! to! controls.! Seven! studies! in! the! second! category! on! responses! latencies!
and! completion! time! showed! that! cocaine! users! need! more! time! to! respond! (De!
Oliveira!et!al.,!2009;!Hanlon!et!al.,!2010;!Goldstein!et!al.,!2004;!AbiPSaab!et!al.,!2005;!
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The! experiment! by! Hanlon! et! al.! (2010)! also! employed! concurrent! fMRI! scanning,!
showing! a! less! lateralized!BOLD! response! in! users! in! comparison! to! controls,! during!
performance! of! the! FFT.! Normally,! a! relative! increased! BOLD! response! in! the!
contralateral! vs.! the! ipsilateral! hemisphere! is! observed! due! to! innervation! of! the!
hemisphere!during!motor!performance.! This! result! suggests! that! in!users,! the! finger!
area!is!less!innervated.!
In!conclusion,!the!metaPanalysis!on!the!motor!responses!showed!a!large!mean!effect!




Although! we! have! aimed! to! categorize! all! tasks! under! one! of! the! seven! cognitive!
domains,! a! few! task! outcomes! did! not! fit! into! any! category,! but! are! still! worth!








DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
SUMMARY 
The! current! review! updates! a! past! review! (Jovanovski! et! al.,! 2005),! and! provides! a!
unique!and!comprehensive!discussion!of!both!acute!and!longPterm!effects!of!cocaine,!
by! discussing! many! cognitive! functions.! We! investigated! all! available! placeboP
controlled! acute! studies,! and! all! casePcontrolled! longPterm! studies! from! 2003!
onwards.! The! studies! were! summarized! in! a! narrative! review! and! discussed! per!
cognitive! domain.! In! addition,! for! domains! that! contained! sufficient! studies! with!
analysable!data,!summary!statistics!were!provided!by!taking!a!metaPanalytic!approach.!
The! results! on! the! acute! studies! indicate! that! cocaine! intoxication! in! general! is!
associated! with! improved! functioning! on! response! inhibition! and! functions! that!
involve!a!speed!component!in!psychomotor!tasks.!Only!minor!and!inconsistent!effects!
on!other!neurocognitive!domains!have!been!observed.!Notably,!some!of!the!domains!
have!never!been! investigated! in!a!placeboPcontrolled!design,! i.e.! cognitive! flexibility,!
rewardPbased!decision!making,!and!performance!monitoring.! In!contrast,! the!studies!
on! the! longPterm! effects! largely! outnumber! the! studies! on! acute! effects.! LongPterm!
cocaine!use! is! associated!with! cognitive! impairment! in!most!domains.! The! strongest!
and!most!convincing!evidence!applies!to!the!domains!of!sustained!attention,!response!
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inhibition,! memory,! rewardPbased! decision! making,! and! psychomotor! performance.!
Remarkably,! the!acute!effects!and! the!effects!after! longPterm!cocaine!use!appear! to!
oppose! each! other.! In! general,! cocaine! facilitates! cognitive! functions! directly! after!
administration,!whereas!the!effects!after!longPterm!use!seem!to!impair!cognition.!
The! findings! on! the! acute! effects! are! in! line! with! the! known! effects! of! other!
stimulants,! like! methylphenidate! and! amphetamine.! For! example,! methylphenidate!
administration!has!been!demonstrated!to! improve! inhibitory!control! (Nandam!et!al.,!
2011).! The! latter! two! drugs! are! approved! as! prescription! medication! used! in! the!
treatment!of!ADHD,!but!can!also!be!abused!as!a!cognitive!enhancer!(Partridge!et!al.,!
2011;! Sahakian! and! MoreinPZamir,! 2007).! Like! cocaine,! amphetamine! and!
methylphenidate! increase!the!release!of!dopamine,!although!it!should!be!noted!that!
there! are! notable! differences! in!mechanisms! of! actions! between! the! types! of! drugs!
(Volkow! et! al.,! 1995;! Yano! and! Steiner,! 2007).! Cocaine,! methylphenidate,! and!
amphetamine! are! known! to! exert! a! cognitive! enhancing! effect! on! inhibitory! control!
and! attention! (Aron! et! al.,! 2003;! Sagvolden! and! Xu,! 2008).! The! similarities! between!
cognitive! profiles,! as! well! as! pharmacological! mechanisms! of! action! in! the! brain,!










differentiate! in! different! executive! subprocesses,! i.e.! rewardPbased! decision!making,!
cognitive! flexibility,! performance!monitoring,! and! response! inhibition.! This! is! due! to!
incorporation!of!more!recent!studies!and!to!the!development!of!paradigms!in!the!field!
of!cognitive!neuroscience.!
Functional!MRI! studies! show! that! cocaine! is! associated!with! a! reduced! activation! in!
many!brain! regions,! including! frontal! (e.g.!ACC,!orbitofrontal! cortex!and! frontal! gyri)!
and! (connections!with)! subcortical! regions,! such! as! the! striatum! (Little! et! al.,! 1999;!
Volkow! et! al.,! 1999b).! The! deactivation! of! many! brain! regions! concurs! with! the!
observation!that!none!of!the!cognitive!domains!seem!to!be!spared!by!cocaine's!effect!
in! the! long! term.! This! observation! suggests! a! widespread! and! general! mechanism.!
Animal! and! human! studies! have! indicated! that! cocaine! administration! is! associated!
with! increased! progression! of! atherosclerosis,! i.e.! hardening! of! the! arterial! walls!
(Kloner!et!al.,!1992;!Rezkalla!and!Kloner,!2007;!Wilson,!1998).!The!brain!is!one!of!the!
organs! that! is! most! dependent! on! a! healthy! supply! of! oxygen! and! nutrition.!








As! stated! in! the! introduction,! elucidating! cognitive! effects! following!drug!use! are! of!
importance! for! further! development! of! theoretical!models! that! aim! to! describe! the!
role! of! (altered)! cognitive! functioning! in! the! development! of! addiction.!
Correspondingly,! several! theoretical! models! have! been! developed! that! have!
attempted!to!describe!addiction!resulting!from!drugPinduced!dysregulation!of!systems!
in! cognitive! control/impulsivity! (Jentsch! and! Taylor,! 1999;! Robinson! and! Berridge,!
2001;! Robinson! and! Berridge,! 2008),! response! inhibition! and! saliency! attribution!
(Goldstein!and!Volkow,!2002),!and!aberrant! learning!processes! (Everitt!and!Robbins,!
2005).!The!acute/intoxicated!stage! is!of! relevance!as! it! involves!the!very! first!step! in!
the! addiction! cycle! (Koob,! 2006).! As! our! review! shows,! acute! and! longPterm! effects!
sometimes!oppose!each!other.!One!of!the!motivations!to!repeatedly!use!cocaine!may!
be!to!temporally!ameliorate!the!longPterm!impairments!caused!by!chronic!use.!
Following! the! aforementioned! diversity! in! effects! and! models! is! the! increasing!
awareness! that! drug! effects! are! highly! individually! dependent! (George! and! Koob,!
2010),! although! this! cannot! yet! be! demonstrated! by! the! current! review.! This! may!
partly! lead! to! the! observed! diversity! of! the! longPterm! effects,! while! in! reality!
subgroups!of!people!may!only!be!impaired!in!some!domains,!but!not!in!others.!Group!
averaging! may! have! spread! out! the! multitude! of! different! effects.! Interindividual!
differences! possibly! account! for! this! diversity! in! effects.! Illustratively,! previous!
research!has! indicated! that!personality! traits,! genetic!polymorphisms,!and!history!of!
use!may!interact!with!pharmacological!manipulations!(Cuyas!et!al.,!2011;!Hamidovic!et!
al.,! 2010)! and! chronic! effects! following! drug! use! (Hamidovic! et! al.,! 2010).! The!
identification!of!interindividual!differences!could!lead!to!a!better!understanding!of!the!
diversity! in!drug!effects.!Moreover,! it!could! lead!to!profiling!of!which! individuals!are!
more!vulnerable!to!cognitive!sidePeffects!than!others.!
Cognitive! changes! following!drug!use! should! not! only! serve! to! provide! a! theoretical!
framework! of! addiction,! but! also! lead! to! the! development! and! identification! of!
putative! biomarkers.! These! biomarkers,! in! turn,! may! be! used! to! predict! risk! of!
development! into! addiction,! relapse! in! cocaine! dependence,! and! possibly! also! to!
improve! treatment.!Exemplifying! the! latter!are!a! few!studies! that!already! show!that!
brain! activation! as! measured! with! fMRI! can! be! predictive! for! successful! treatment!
outcome.!Functional!brain!activation!during,!for!example,!working!memory,!Monetary!
Incentives,! and! Stroop! tasks! were! previously! found! to! be! predictive! of! successful!
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CONSIDERATIONS IN THE INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS 
A! number! of! important! considerations! are! warranted.! With! respect! to! the! acute!
effects,! it!remains!unclear!how!cocaine!affects!cognition!in!cocainePnaïve!individuals.!
Due!to!ethical!considerations,!practically!all!subjects!in!acute!studies!are!regular!users,!
and,! as! the! review! shows,! are! likely! to! experience! impairments! in! cognitive!
performance.! Acute! intoxication!may! compensate! for! any! deficits! that!were! already!
present,!while!during!placebo!this!prePexistent!deficit!will! resurface.!We!hypothesize!
that!cognitive!performance!during!acute!intoxication!normalizes,!while!under!placebo!
performance! will! be! worse! in! comparison! to! the! nonPusing! control! group.! The!
tentative! conclusion! that! cocaine! improves! functioning! in! some! domains! may!
therefore!be!misleading!as!it!only!compensates!for!prePexisting!deficits.!
In!addition,! cocaine!abusers!as!a!group!may!also! suffer! from!prePexisting!changes! in!
cognitive! performance! and! personality! traits! compared! to! naïve,! nondrugPusing!
controls.! Differences! in! cognitive! performance! between! users! and! nonPusers! can!
therefore! never! be! interpreted! as! solely! caused! by! cocaine! use.! This! is! a! known!
limitation!in!many!of!the!longPterm!effect!studies.!Ideally,!the!cognitive!characteristics!
that! are! prePexisting! should! be! disentangled! from! the! effects! that! are! a! direct!
consequence! of! cocaine! exposure.! Only! preclinical! research! bears! potential! to!
optimally! bridge! this! gap.! However,! in! order! to! partly! overcome! this! in! humans,!
several! approaches! have! been! applied.! One! is! by!means! of! correlating! dosePrelated!
associations! between! lifePtime! amount! of! cocaine! use! and! cognitive! functions! (e.g.!
Bolla!et!al.,!2004).!Significant!correlations!suggest!that!at!least!part!of!the!variation!in!
task!performance!is!related!to!‘burden!of!use’,!providing!somewhat!stronger!evidence!
that! group! differences! are! partly! attributable! to! actual! cocaine! exposure.! Another!
approach! is! to! compare! cocaine! users! with! different! ‘at! risk’! groups,! such! as!
individuals!with!a! familial!history!of!dependence! (for! some!recent!examples!e.g.! see!
Ersche! et! al.,! 2012;! Smith! et! al.,! 2013).! Cognitive! differences! between! groups! who!
share! a! genetic! predisposition! to! develop! dependence! and! actual! dependent! users!
may!partly!eliminate!cognitive!alterations!due!to!prePexisting!factors,!because!they!are!
likely!to!be!shared!across!groups.!
A! further! complicating! factor! is! that! abstinence! rates! vary! between! studies.! Several!
studies! have! addressed! potential! differences! between! abstinent! and! nonPabstinent!
users,! some! finding! differences! in! cognitive! performances! (De! Oliveira! et! al.,! 2009;!
Woicik! et! al.,! 2009),! some! finding! no! effects! (Tomasi! et! al.,! 2007).! Given! that! the!
number!of! studies!on! this! topic! is! still! small,! no! conclusion! can!be!made!as! to!what!
extent! cognitive! domains! are! differentially! affected! in! current! users! with! small!
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abstinence,!versus!exPusers!with!longer!abstinence!rates.!The!fact!that!most!if!not!all!
cocaine!users!included!in!the!reviewed!studies!are!polydrug!users!further!complicates!
the! effort! to! profile! the! cognitive! effects! uniquely! related! to! cocaine.! Ideally,!
researchers! should! only! include! subjects! that! do! not! report! having! used! any! other!
drugs!besides!cocaine.!Another!viable!approach!is!including!control!groups!who!have!
comparable! history! of! drug! use,! but!who! have! no! experience!with! cocaine! (see! for!
similar! approach! Colzato! et! al.,! 2007).! Furthermore,! cocaine! dependent! subjects!
typically! adapt! an! unhealthy! lifestyle! in! general! and! differ! on! a! number! of!
demographic! factors,! for! example,! level! of! education.! These! factors! are! major!
potential!confounders!and!could!be!responsible!for!observed!group!differences!even!
without! consideration!of! cocaine!use.!Controlling! for! these! factors,!however,!will! be!
necessary!to!interpret!the!effects!of!sustained!cocaine!use!on!cognitive!performance.!
LIMITATIONS OF THE REVIEW 
A!limitation,!in!particular!affecting!the!metaPanalyses,!is!the!heterogeneity!in!reported!
outcome!measures.! The! broad! scope! of! paradigms! that! were! used!within! cognitive!
domains! prevents/hampers! performing! metaPanalyses! on! homogenous! outcome!
measures.! It! was! also! observed! that! even! in! studies! employing! the! same! or!
comparable!tasks,!the!same!outcome!measures!were!not!always!reported.!We!tried!to!
circumvent! this! variance! in! outcome! measures! by! calculating! standardized! mean!
differences.!However,!one!has!to!keep!in!mind!that!combining!outcomes!measures!is!
suboptimal!and!introduces!biases!on!its!own!(Puhan!et!al.,!2006).!A!further!limitation!
is! that! behavioural! results! during! fMRI! tasks! should! be! cautiously! interpreted.!





to! compute!metaPanalyses! for! any! of! the! acute! studies.! In! regards! to! acute! studies,!
functions!such!as!rewardPbased!decision!making,!risky!decision!making,!performance!
monitoring,! and! cognitive! flexibility! have! not! been! investigated! at! all,! while! they!
consistently! appeared! to! be! affected! after! longPterm! cocaine! use.! It! would! be!
particularly!interesting!to!investigate!these!under!acute!intoxication.!
Finally,! the! review! and! metaPanalyses! could! not! elucidate! to! what! extent! cognitive!
processes! are!moderated! by! variables! such! as! degree! of! abstinence,! history! of! use,!
and! different! types! of! users.! Although! complementing! the! review! with! additional!
metaPanalyses! has! been! proven! useful! to! better! understand! the! cognitive! profile! in!
cocaine! users,! subgroup! and! moderator! analyses! were! not! feasible.! This! is!
unfortunate,!as!a!number!of! studies! suggest! that!abstinence!and! recency!of!use!are!
important!variables!in!understanding!cognitive!effects!in!users!(Woicik!et!al.,!2009,!see!
for! a! recent! review! Hanlon! et! al.,! 2013).! The! absence! of! moderator! analyses! was!
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mainly!due!to!the!small!number!of!studies!per!domain.!Some!studies!fail!to!report!on!
abstinence! rates! and! history! of! use.! Another! problem! is! that! the! actual! outcomes!
providing! information! on! abstinence! rates! and! history! of! use! are! highly! variable!
between!studies.!The!field!could!benefit!from!employing!standardized!questionnaires!
assessing!such!information!across!research!labs.!
DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
The! cognitive! researcher! who! aims! to! investigate! the! effects! of! cocaine! and! its!
underlying!neurophysiology!faces!several!major!challenges!for!future!work.!The!first!is!






rats! resulted! in! an! increased! BOLD! response! in! dopaminePrich! regions! in! the! brain.!
Repeated! administration! of! cocaine! was,! in! turn,! associated! with! lower! BOLD!





from! acute! to! longPterm! effects,! may! be! particularly! helpful! for! a! more! refined!
development!of!cognitive!models!of!addiction!as!previously!discussed.!
Second,!additional! research! is!needed! to!enable!more! refined!comparisons!between!
acute!and!longPterm!effects.!Overall,!it!means!that!more!and!larger!studies!are!needed!
in! order! to! address! additional! crucial! questions.! One! question! is! to! what! extent!
affected!cognitive!processes!vary!as!a!function!of!route!of!administration!and!dosages.!
The!dose!and! route!of!administration! in! the!acute!studies!are!variable.!The! route!of!
administration!has!been!shown!to!be!of!considerable!influence!on!cocaine's!rewarding!
effects! (e.g.! Foltin! and! Fischman,! 1991).! It! is! also! likely! that! differences! in! the!
occurrence! of! cognitive! effects! depend! on! the! route! of! drug! administration.! Other!
questions! concern! how! cognitive! functions! change! and! develop! from! acute!




even! recreational!use!already!distorts! cognitive! function.! It! is!of! critical! relevance! to!
investigate!this,!as!by!far!the!majority!of!users!employ!a!recreational!use!pattern.!
A! final! challenge! is! to! identify! cognitive! effects! that! are! uniquely! attributable! to!
cocaine!use!and!to!position!cocaine!with!respect!to!other!illicit!drugs.!Several!studies!
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have! aimed! of! mapping! cognitive! effects! uniquely! associated! with! specific! types! of!
drugs,!such!as!cocaine,!MDMA,!cannabis,!and!amphetamine!(FernandezPSerrano!et!al.,!
2011;! Lundqvist,! 2005;!VerdejoPGarcia!et! al.,! 2007;!VerdejoPGarcia!and!PerezPGarcia,!
2007).!Some!cognitive!effects!of!cocaine!seem!to!overlap!with! those!of!other!drugs.!
For! example,! similar! to! the! effects! of! cocaine,! the! chronic! effects! of! MDMA! and!
cannabis! consist! of! reduced! activation! and! compromised! performance! in!
frontoparietal!network!and!cognitive!control!(Roberts!and!Garavan,!2010).!The!acute!
effects! of! various! illicit! drugs! appear! to! be! more! distinct.! In! acute! cannabis!
intoxication,! for! example,! shortPterm!memory! deficits! and! psychomotor! slowing! are!
well! established! (Ashton,! 2001;! Ramaekers! et! al.,! 2006a;! Ramaekers! et! al.,! 2006b;!
Ramaekers! et! al.,! 2009a;! Ranganathan! and! D‘Souza,! 2006).! Acute! intoxication! of!
MDMA!produces!selective! impairment!of!memory!function!(Kuypers!and!Ramaekers,!
2005,! Ramaekers! et! al.,! 2009b;! van!Wel! et! al.,! 2012)!while! improving! attention! and!
response!inhibition!functions!(Bosker!et!al.,!2010;!Ramaekers!and!Kuypers,!2006).!The!
latter! effects! parallel! with! the! acute! effects! of! cocaine! associated! with! improved!
functioning! on! response! inhibition.! Furthermore,! consistent! for! cocaine! is! the!






to!a! comprehensive!understanding!of! the! risks!of! acute!and! longPterm!use.! This!has!
the! potential! to! elucidate! the! processes! that! underlie! and! motivate! drug! use,! and!
addiction,!and!ultimately!influence!addiction!treatment.!
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Abstract 
Rationale:!The!errorPrelated!negativity!(ERN)!is!a!negative!eventPrelated!potential!that!
occurs! immediately! after! an! erroneous! response! and! is! thought! to! reflect! human!
performance! monitoring.! DeltaP9PTetrahydrocannabinol! (THC)! administration! in!
healthy! volunteers! has! been! linked! to! impaired! performance! monitoring! in!
behavioural!studies,!but!to!date!no!studies!have!examined!the!effects!of!cannabinoids!
on!the!ERN.  
Methods:. EEG!data! from!10! healthy! volunteers!was! recorded!during! execution! of! a!
speeded! choicePreactionPtime! task! (Flanker! task)! after! administration! of! THC! or!
placebo!vapour!in!a!doublePblind!randomized!crossover!design.  
Results:.The!findings!of! this!study!show!that! the!ERN!was!significantly! reduced!after!
administration! of! THC.! The! behavioural! outcomes! on! the! Flanker! task! showed! no!
indications!of!drugPinduced!impairments.  
Discussion:.The!diminished!ERN! reflects! impairments! in! the!process!of! performance!
monitoring.!The!task!design!was!not!optimized!to!find!behavioural!effects.!The!study!
shows!that!cannabinoids!impair!performance!monitoring.! !
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INTRODUCTION 
Several! studies! have! shown! that! acute! cannabis! administration! is! associated! with!
impairments!of!several!cognitive!processes!(Gonzalez,!2007).!One!important!process!is!
the! identification! and! correction! of! differences! between! intended! and! executed!
actions,!also!known!as!performance!monitoring.!This!performancePmonitoring!system!
enables! us! to!detect! failures! in! our! actions! and! to! adapt! our! behaviour! accordingly.!
Therefore,! it! is! an! essential! process! for! safe! and! efficient! functioning! in! everyday!
situations.! The! functionality! of! the! performance! monitoring! system! may! vary! with!
conditions!such!as!fatigue,!psychiatric!disease,!and!drug!taking!(Scheffers!et!al.,!1999;!
de! Bruijn! et! al.,! 2004;! Lorist! et! al.,! 2005;! Schrijvers! et! al.,! 2009;! Schellekens! et! al.,!
2010).!Many!drugs!of!abuse!are!known!to!increase!the!risk!of!engaging!in!maladaptive!
behaviour,! suggesting! that! drugs! of! abuse! may! impair! human! performance!
monitoring.! Cannabis! is! the!most! frequently! used! illegal! drug! in! Europe,!most! often!
selfPadministered! for! its! moodPaltering! or! “relaxing”! effects! (Green! et! al.,! 2003;!
Vicente!et!al.,!2008).!The!use!of!cannabis!and!other!cannabinoids!for!medical!purposes!
as!an!analgesic!or!antiemetic!for!example!is!on!the!rise!(Machado!Rocha!et!al.,!2008;!
Elikkottil! et! al.,! 2009).! Surprisingly,! to! date! the! effect! of! cannabinoids! on! human!
performance!monitoring!is!not!sufficiently!understood.!
Cannabis! contains! a! number! of! chemicals! that! belong! to! the! class! of! cannabinoids.!
DeltaP9Ptetrahydrocannabinol! (THC)! is! the!most! potent! psychoactive! cannabinoid! of!
cannabis! and! is! probably! of! greatest! importance! in! the! recreational! use! of! the!drug!
(Ashton,!1999;!Russo!and!Guy,!2005).!In!pharmacological!challenge!studies!in!humans,!
THC! in! isolation! as! well! as! cannabis! has! been! administered.! Administration! of! THC!
activates! the!cannabinoid! receptors! (CB1!and!CB2).!CB1!receptors!are!widespread! in!
the!brain,!which!probably!accounts!for!the!great!variety!of!associated!effects!(Glass!et!
al.,!1997).!These!effects!can!be!classified!into!two!categories:!affective!and!cognitive.!




and! attention! (Crean!et! al.,! 2011).! Studies! of! both!human!and! animal! subjects! have!
also! demonstrated! that! cannabis! administration! impairs! behavioural! flexibility! and!
inhibitory!control!(McDonald!et!al.,!2003;!Ramaekers!et!al.,!2006;!Pattij!et!al.,!2008).!
Performance! monitoring! is! a! process! that! allows! humans! to! respond! actively! and!
safely! to! changing!environmental! demands.!Neural! correlates!of! this!process! can!be!
assessed!by!means!of!electroencephalography!(EEG).!When!humans!make!an!error!in!
speeded!choicePreaction! tasks,!a! sharp!negative!peak! is! seen! in! the!EEG!around!50–
100! ms! after! the! erroneous! response.! Because! of! these! characteristics,! this! eventP
related! potential! (ERP)! component! was! named! the! errorPrelated! negativity! (ERN;!
Falkenstein! et! al.,! 1990;! Gehring! et! al.,! 1993).! The! ERN! is! considered! a! valid! and!
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reliable! index! of! performance! monitoring! (Segalowitz! et! al.,! 2010).! ERP! recordings!
present!a!major!advantage!over!behavioural!outcomes,!because!ERP!measures!enable!
us!to!objectively!investigate!mechanisms!underlying!changes!in!cognitive!functioning,!
for! example! as! a! result! of! drug! effects! (Kenemans! and! Kähkönen,! 2011).! Three!
influential! theories! have! been! developed! that! have! thoroughly! modelled! the!
functional!significance!of! the!component:! the!Mismatch!hypothesis! (e.g.,!Falkenstein!




an!extension!of! the!Mismatch!Theory.!According! to! the!RLPtheory! the!ERN!reflects!a!
learning! process! mediated! by! dopaminergic! signalling! in! the! mesencephalic!
dopaminergic!nuclei!when!an!outcome!is!worse!than!expected.!The!responsePconflict!
theory,! on! the!other! hand,! states! that! the! ERN! is! generated!when! responsePconflict!
occurs,!i.e.,!in!situations!where!a!choice!between!several!incompatible!responses!has!
to! be! made.! Various! imaging! studies! have! implicated! the! anterior! cingulate! cortex!
(ACC)!as!the!most!likely!candidate!structure!for!generating!the!ERN!(Herrmann!et!al.,!
2004;! Stemmer! et! al.,! 2004;! Debener! et! al.,! 2005).! In! line! with! this! assumption,!
Debener!et!al.!(2005)!showed!that!larger!ERN!amplitudes!are!associated!with!a!larger!




that! are! tightly! coupled!with! performance!monitoring! have! been! investigated.! First,!
Lane!et!al.!(2005)!found!that!cannabis!decreases!sensitivity!to!choice!outcome!during!
decision!making! tasks! (Lane! et! al.,! 2005).! The! sensitivity! to! choice! outcome! can! be!
interpreted! as! the! behavioural! consequence! of! performance! monitoring.! Second,!
working!memory! impairments! following!THC!administration!are!probably!one!of! the!
most!consistently!reported!cognitive!effects!of!THC!(Ranganathan!and!D’Souza,!2006).!
Previously!it!was!shown!that!working!memory!improvement!was!positively!correlated!
with! the! ERN! (HorowitzPKraus! and! Breznitz,! 2009).! This! coupling! between! working!
memory!and!performance!monitoring!also!suggests!that!performance!monitoring!will!
be! impaired!after!THC.!Third,! in!a!study!on!the! longPterm!effects!of!cannabis!use!on!
error! awareness! was! shown! that! regular! cannabis! users! demonstrated! less! error!
awareness.! Impaired! error! awareness! is! indicative! of! impaired! performance!
monitoring.! In! the! same! report! the! authors! also! showed! that! this! impairment! was!
associated!with!hypoactivity! in!the!ACC!(Hester!et!al.,!2009).!Several! imaging!studies!
have!shown!that!THC!administration! is!associated!with!a!reduction! in!cerebral!blood!
flow! in! frontal! brain! regions! (Borgwardt! et! al.,! 2008;! MartínPSantos! et! al.,! 2010).!
Together,! these! studies! strongly! suggest! that! THC! administration! is! associated! with!
compromised!performance!monitoring.!
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Jocham! and! Ullsperger! (2009)! mentioned! in! a! recent! review! that! investigating! the!
effects!of!cannabinoids!on!the!ERN!is!of!particular!relevance!(Jocham!and!Ullsperger,!
2009).! They! arrived! at! this! conclusion! because! of! the! widespread! distribution! of!
cannabinoid! receptors! in! the!brain! together!with! the! growing!use!of! THC.!However,!
they! also! note! in! their! review! that! to! date! these! studies! are! lacking.! Nonetheless,!
previous!research!can!provide!some!hypotheses!about!the!effects!of!cannabinoids!on!
the! ERN.! Pharmacological! studies,! for! example,! have! suggested! that! ERN!
characteristics!depend!on!changes!in!dopaminergic!neurotransmission.!Specifically,!in!
healthy! volunteers! the! amplitude! is! increased! after! administration! of! the! indirect!
dopaminergic! agonist!dPamphetamine! (de!Bruijn! et! al.,! 2004),! and!decreased!by! the!
dopamine!D2! receptor! antagonist! haloperidol! (Zirnheld!et! al.,! 2004;!de!Bruijn! et! al.,!
2006).! Importantly,!THC!has!also!been!shown!to! interact!with!the!dopamine!system,!
i.e.,!THC!administration!is!followed!by!an!increase!in!dopamine!release!in!the!striatum!





Bruijn! et! al.,! 2004).! NonPpharmacological! studies! have! repeatedly! demonstrated! a!
positive!correlation!between!ERN!amplitude!and!motivation!and!arousal!(de!Bruijn!et!
al.,!2006;!Ganushchak!and!Schiller,!2008).!From!this!research!it!may!be!expected!that!
THC! may! have! a! sedative! and! dePmotivational! effect! that! may! reduce! the! ERN!
amplitudes!post!THC!administration.!
In!summary,! there!may!be!two!competing!effects.!Based!on!pharmacological!studies!




on! the! ERN,! we! subjected! participants! to! the! Flanker! task! after! acute! THC!
administration!on!two!separate!testing!days!in!a!placeboPcontrolled!manner.!
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
SUBJECTS 
Sixteen!healthy!volunteers!(12!male,!four!female),!regular!users!between!the!ages!of!
18! and! 27! were! recruited! through! advertisement! on! the! internet! and! at! local! drug!
testing!services.!All!subjects!met!inclusion!criteria!of!on!average!at!least!two!exposures!
of! THC! per! week! in! the! last! year! and! at! least! eight! ecstasy! exposures! in! the! last! 2!
years.!Detailed!demographic!data!can!be!found!in!other!reports!(see!e.g.,!Dumont!et!
al.,! 2011).! Exclusion! criteria! included! pregnancy,! (history! of)! psychiatric! illness!
(assessed! using! the! Structured! Clinical! Interview! for! DSMPIV! axis! I! disorders,! nonP
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patient! version! (First! et! al.,! 1994)! Axis! II! disorders! were! excluded! using! the!
Temperament!and!Character! Inventory!(Svrakic!et!al.,!1993),!use!of!overPthePcounter!
medication! within! 2! months! prior! to! the! commencement! of! the! study,! (history! of)!
treatment! for! addiction! problems! as! assessed! by! a! structured! interview,! excessive!
smoking! (>10! cigarettes/day),! and! orthostatic! dysregulation.! Physical! and! mental!
health! was! determined! by! assessment! of! medical! history,! a! physical,! and!
electrocardiographic! examination! as! well! as! standard! haematological! and! chemical!
blood!examinations.!A! total!number!of!10!subjects! (eight!male,! two! female,!average!
age!of!20.6!years)!were!included!in!the!current!analyses.!Subjects!smoked!on!average!
4.6! exposures! of! THC! per! week! for! an! average! period! of! 5.9! years.! Of! the! subjects!
excluded,! one!did! not! refrain! from!drug!use,! after!which! further! study!participation!
was!denied.!Two!subjects!experienced!an!adverse!event!that!was! judged!to!be! likely!
related! to! study! drug! administration.! Furthermore,! for! three! subjects! no! EEG! data!
could!be!analysed!due!to!technical!problems.!These!six!subjects!were!not!included!in!
the! final! dataPanalysis.! All! subjects! provided! their! written! informed! consent! before!
participating!in!the!study,!and!were!paid!for!their!participation.!
The!study!was!approved!by!the!Medical!Ethics!Committee!of!the!Radboud!university!
medical! center! in!Nijmgen.! The! study! is! registered! at! The!Netherlands! Trial! Registry!
(No.!NTR1317).!
STUDY DRUGS 
THC! was! purified! according! to! good! manufacturing! practice! (GMP)Pcompliant!
procedures! (Farmalyse!BV,!Zaandam,!The!Netherlands)! from!the!flowers!of!Cannabis!
sativa! grown! under! Good! Agricultural! Practice! (Bedrocan! BV! Medicinal! Cannabis,!
Veendam,! The! Netherlands;! Choi! et! al.,! 2004;! Hazekamp! et! al.,! 2004)! and! was!
dissolved!in!200!µl!100!vol%!alcohol.!THC!was!stored!in!a!dark!room!at!–20°C!in!1!ml!
amber! glass! vials! containing! a! Teflon! screw! cap! secured! with! Parafilm! to! minimize!
evaporation.!The!200!µl!100!vol%!alcohol!solution!without!THC!was!used!as!placebo.!
On!each!study!day,!three!subsequent!dosages!of!THC!(4,!6,!and!6!mg)!or!placebo!were!
administered! at! 90Pmin! intervals.! Placebo! and! THC!were! administered! by!means! of!
using! a! Volcano®! vaporizer! (StorzPBickel! GmbH,! Tüttlingen,! Germany),! a! validated!
method!of!intrapulmonary!THC!administration!(Hazekamp!et!al.,!2006;!Abrams!et!al.,!
2007).! Five! minutes! before! administration,! THC! was! vaporized! at! a! temperature! of!
225°C! and! the! vapour! was! stored! in! a! polythene! bag! equipped! with! a! valved!
mouthpiece,!preventing!the! loss!of!THC! in!between! inhalations.!The!transparent!bag!
was!covered!with!a!black!plastic!bag!to!prevent!unblinding.!Subjects!were!not!allowed!
to! speak,! and!were! instructed! to! inhale! deeply! and! hold! their! breath! for! 10! s! after!
each! inhalation.! Subjects! were! instructed! to! empty! the! bag! within! 2–3! min.! The!
inhalation!procedure!was!practiced!at!screening!using!the!mouthpiece!of!the!vaporizer!
only.!
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DESIGN AND PROCEDURE 
Placebo! and! THC! were! administered! according! to! a! balanced! protocol! in! a!
randomized,! doublePblind,! and! crossover! design.! Every! subject! participated! in! both!
conditions! with! at! least! 7! days! in! between! in! which! no! other! drug! exposure! was!
allowed.!The!current!study!was!part!of!a!larger!study.!Pharmacokinetic,!cognitive,!and!
neurophysiological! data! obtained! from! the! study! sample! have! been! published!
previously!(Dumont!et!al.,!2009,!2011;!Lansbergen!et!al.,!2011).!
To! elicit! ERNs,! the! participants! performed! a! modified! Flanker! task! (Eriksen! and!
Eriksen,!1974;!de!Bruijn!et!al.,!2004,!2006)! in!which!they!had!to!respond!with!either!
their!left!or!right!index!finger!to!the!central!letter!(H!or!S)!of!a!congruent!(HHHHH!or!
SSSSS)! or! incongruent! (HHSHH! or! SSHSS)! letter! string.! First,! a! fixation! point! was!
presented!(lasting!100!ms)!followed!300!ms!later!by!the!stimulus!(also!lasting!100!ms).!
During! the! next! 900! ms! the! screen! remained! blank,! after! which! a! visual! feedback!
stimulus! appeared! for! 1000! ms.! The! next! trial! was! presented! after! an! interPtrial!
interval! of! 100!ms.!Visual! feedback! consisted!of! a! yellow,! a!blue,! or! a! red! rectangle!
indicating! whether! the! preceding! response! had! been! correct,! incorrect! or! too! late,!
respectively.! Participants! were! instructed! to! respond! as! fast! as! possible! to! avoid!
feedback!indicating!that!their!response!was!too!slow!according!to!a!prePset!reactionP
time!(RT)!deadline.!After!written!and!verbal!instructions,!the!participants!familiarized!
themselves!with! the! task! in!a!practice!block!consisting!of!60! trials,!during!which! the!
initial! RT! deadline!was! set! at! a! relatively! liberal! limit! of! 800!ms.! At! the! end! of! this!
practice!block,!the!average!RT!and!SD!of!the!correct!responses!were!computed.!Next,!
for!each!individual!participant!and!test!day!the!RT!deadline!was!determined!by!adding!
0.5! SD! to! the! mean! RT.! For! each! subject! and! per! each! condition! an! individualized!
deadline!was!computed.!Because!previous!studies!on!action!monitoring!have!shown!
that! ERN!amplitude! is! affected!by! accuracy! (see! e.g.,! Gehring! et! al.,! 1993)! including!
this!RT!deadline!was!essential!to!ensure!that!error!rates!did!not!vary!across!treatment!
conditions! (de! Bruijn! et! al.,! 2004,! 2006).! The! experimental! phase! consisted! of! five!
blocks! of! 100! trials!with! a! selfPpaced! pause! halfway! through! each! block.! After! each!





110,! 185,! 200! min! after! the! first! THC! administration.! Plasma! samples! were!
immediately! put! on! ice! and! were! processed! within! 30! min! after! collection.! Plasma!
samples! were! stored! at! a! temperature! of! –80°C! for! less! than! 3! months! before!
laboratory!analysis.!
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EEG RECORDING 
The!electroencephalogram!(EEG)!was!recorded!from!27!tin!electrodes!mounted!in!an!
elastic! electrode! cap! (Electrocap! International).! Electrodes! were! placed! at! seven!
midline!and!20!lateral!locations!in!accordance!with!the!international!10–20!system.!All!
electrodes!were!referenced!to!the!left!mastoid.!The!vertical!electroPoculogram!(EOG)!
was! recorded! bipolarly! from! electrodes! placed! above! and! below! the! right! eye.! The!
horizontal! EOG!was! also! recorded! bipolarly! from! electrodes! lateral! to! each! eye.! All!
electrode!impedances!were!kept!below!5!kΩ!at!the!start!of!the!recording!session.!The!





Gratton! et! al.! (1983).! For! the! ERP! analyses! all! responses! with! reaction! times! faster!
than!150!ms!(placebo!1.5%!and!THC!1.0%)!were!removed!from!the!data!sets.!Epochs!
associated!with!correct!and! incorrect! responses!were!averaged!separately!and! timeP
locked! to! response!onset,! starting!100!ms!before!and!ending!500!ms!after! response!
onset!relative!to!a!100!ms!prePresponse!baseline.!ResponsePlocked!ERP!analyses!were!
limited!to!incongruent!trials!only!(de!Bruijn!et!al.,!2004;!2006).!Correct!responses!were!
also! averaged! separately! for! congruent! and! incongruent! stimuli! timePlocked! to!
stimulus!onset.!The!ERN!was!determined!on!correct!and!error!trials!in!separate!subject!
averages!by! subtracting! the!most!negative!peak! in! the!0–200!ms! timePwindow!after!
response!onset!from!the!most!positive!peak!in!the!timePwindow!starting!80!ms!before!
and!ending!80!ms!after!response!onset!at!electrode!FCz/Cz,!where!ERN!amplitude!was!
largest! (Holroyd! et! al.,! 2003;! de! Bruijn! et! al.,! 2004).! The! stimulusPlocked! ERPs!were!
computed! separately! for! correct! congruent! and! incongruent! trial! types,! in! both!
treatment!conditions.!The!amplitude!of! the!N1!component!was!defined!as! the!most!
negative! deflection! occurring! in! the! 50–150! ms! post! stimulus! timePwindow! at!
electrodes! FCz,! Cz,! and! Pz.! The! N2! component! was! defined! on! congruent! and!




Individual! averages! for! error! rates! and! RTs! were! entered! in! a! general! linear!model!
(GLM)! with! repeated! measures! (SPSS! version! 16.0,! Chicago,! IL,! USA).! The! possible!
factors!of!the!different!GLMs!were!Condition!(two!levels:!THC!or!placebo),!Congruency!
(two! levels:! congruent! vs.! incongruent),! and! Correctness! (two! levels:! correct! vs.!
incorrect).! Adaptive! behaviour! following! erroneous! responses! was! investigated! by!
examining! reaction! times! on! correct! responses! following! either! correct! or! incorrect!
trials.!To!avoid!serial!congruency!effects,!only!incongruent!trials!were!included!in!!
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Table 3.1 Mean (SEM) THC peak (5 min after drug administration) and trough (20 min after 
drug administration) plasma levels (in ng/ml). 
 4 mg (1
st) 6 mg (2nd) 6 mg (3rd) 
Peak 59.8 (7.5) 71.9 (10.9) 89.2 (18.0) 
Trough 9.5 (1.1) 13.4 (1.8) 17.8 (2.0) 
 





Condition! (two! levels:! THC!and!placebo),!Congruency! (congruent! vs.! incongruent! for!
N2!analysis!only),!and!Electrode!sites!(three!levels!only!for!P300!and!N1!analyses).!
RESULTS 
THC PLASMA CONCENTRATIONS 
THC! concentrations! have! previously! been! published! (Dumont! et! al.,! 2011)! but! are!
reported!here!for!the!current!sample!selection.!Average!THC!peak!and!trough!plasma!





Condition! and! Trial! type! is! given! in! Table! 3.2.! The! average! error! rate! and! average!
percentage! of! “too! late”! trial! responses! did! not! differ! between! the! two! drug!
conditions!(both!p>0.1).!The!ANOVA!revealed!that!the!error!rate!of! incongruent!trial!
types!was!higher!than!on!congruent!trial!types!(F1,9=125.60,!p<0.001).!Similarly,!there!
were! more! “too! late”! responses! at! incongruent! trials! than! at! congruent! trials!
(F1,9=32.67,! p<0.001).! The! interaction! between! Congruency! and! Condition! did! not!
reach! significance! for! “incorrect”! and! “too! late”! trial! responses! (p>0.05).! The!
percentages! for! “too! early”! and! “omission”! responses! showed! that! they! constitute!
less!than!4%!of!the!responses!in!each!condition.!
Table 3.2 Mean percentages of correct, incorrect, too late, too early, and omission 
responses to congruent and incongruent trials for the placebo and THC condition. 
 Congruent Incongruent 
 Placebo THC Placebo THC 
% Correct 77.6 76.1 52.8 53.7 
% Incorrect 12.5 15.3 27.3 32.3 
% Too late 7.4 7.2 16.6 12.1 
% Too early 1.4 1.0 1.5 1.0 
% Omission 1.1 0.4 1.8 0.9 
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REACTION TIMES 








First,! we! compared! reaction! times! of! correct! responses! on! trials! that! followed! a!
correct!response!(postPcorrect)!or!an!erroneous!response!(postPerror).!This!postPerror!
slowing!analysis!revealed!neither!a!main!effect!for!Condition!(F1,9=0.11,!p=0.743),!nor!
for! PostPcorrectness! (F1,9=2.48,! p=0.150],! nor! an! interaction! between! the! two!
(F1,9=0.92,!p=0.362).!
























Figure 3.1 Bar graphs showing average Reaction Time for “congruent” and “incongruent” 
trials for placebo (black), and THC (gray) condition. Results are displayed separately for 
“correct,” “incorrect,” and “too late” responses. Error bars represent SE of the mean. 
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significant!main!effect! for!Condition!(F1,9=0.41,!p=0.538),!nor!a!significant! interaction!





Figure! 3.2! depicts! the! responsePlocked! ERNs! for! the! two! treatment! conditions.! No!
overall! significant! effects! of! Condition! was! observed! (F1,9=0.072,! p=0.795),! nor! was!
there! a! significant! main! effect! of! Correctness! (p>0.1).! There! was! a! significant!
interaction!between!Condition!and!Correctness!(F1,9=7.00,!p=0.027).!Planned!contrasts!
showed!that!the!difference!in!the!“ERN”!for!correct!and!incorrect!trial!responses!was!




by! an! overall! reduction! in! general! stimulus! processing! or! attention,! additional!
stimulusPlocked!ERPs!were!conducted.!Figure!3.3!depicts!the!grand!average!stimulusP
locked! ERP!waveforms! for! the! congruent! and! incongruent! trial! types! separately! for!
both! conditions! and! for! the! three! selected! electrode! sites.! The! waveform! is! in!
accordance!with!typical!stimulusPlocked!waveforms.!
N1 AMPLITUDE 






For! the! P300! amplitude,! there! was! only! a! significant! main! effect! of! Electrode!






p=0.002).! As! expected,! the! N2! amplitude! was! larger! for! incongruent! trials! than! for!
congruent! trials! (–2.7! vs.! –0.9! µV).! There!was! no!main! effect! of! Condition,! nor!was!
there!a!Condition!by!Congruency!interaction!effect!(p>0.1).!
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FIGURE 2 | Grand average waveforms of incorrect and correct responses to incongruent trial types for placebo andTHC conditions.
recognize this and correct their steering in order to prevent the
car from slipping off the road. Our results suggest that impair-
ments in performance monitoring caused by THC administration
may result in diminished warning signals and less efficient behav-
ioral adaptations in a daily task like driving. In practice this could
mean that the risk of slipping off the road is not timely notified
and the required motor response to keep the car on the road is
not operating correctly or fast enough. This suggestion is in line
with recent findings from Calabria et al. (2010) and Penning et al.
(2010) demonstrating that cannabis users show impaired driving
abilities and have an increased risk to die in motor accidents.
In our study all subjects were regular users, i.e., at least 1–2
exposures per week in the last year. Also, the age range was small
and all subjects had comparable durations of cannabis use. We
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Figure 3.2 Grand average wav forms of incorrect and correct responses to incongruent 
trial types for placebo and THC conditions. 
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FIGURE 3 | Grand average stimulus-locked waveforms in response to congruent and incongruent trial types for placebo, andTHC conditions.
observed an effect of THC on performance monitoring in reg-
ular users, however, it is of interest if the effect is also observed
in occasional cannabis users. Studies in which the effects of THC
on performance monitoring are directly compared between occa-
sional andheavy users arewarranted in order to directly investigate
potential differences in affected cognitive processes. It is also
imperative to compare acute drug effects with long-term drug
effects in order to identify to what extent the cognitive profiles are
different. For example, memory problems have repeatedly been
found among heavy and long-term cannabis users, but may also
occur under acute administration (see for a review Solowij and
Battisti, 2008). It is also of importance to dissociate between acute
drug effects in short-term occasional users vs. long-term/heavy
users. For example, Ramaekers et al. (2009) compared the cogni-
tive effects of THC administration between heavy and occasional
users. They reported that THC significantly impaired performance
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Figure 3.3 Grand average stimulus-locked waveforms in response to congruent and 
incongruent trial types for placebo, and THC conditions. 
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DISCUSSION 
The! current! study! investigated! the! effects! of! THC! administration! on! performance!
monitoring.! Results! showed! that! THC! leads! to! reduced! performance!monitoring,! as!
reflected! in!decreased!ERN!amplitudes! compared! to! the!placebo!condition.! The! two!
conditions! did! not! differ! however,! with! respect! to! either! behavioural! performance!
measures!or!stimulusPlocked!ERP!components.!
THC AND PERFORMANCE MONITORING 
Compromised! performance! monitoring! as! reflected! by! a! reduced! ERN! under! acute!
THC!administration! is! consistent!with!a!number!of!previous!behavioural! reports.! For!
example,! impairments! in! associated! cognitive! processes! after! THC! and! cannabis!
administration!were!demonstrated!for!reversal!learning,!inhibitory!control,!risk!taking,!
and!working!memory!(Curran!et!al.,!2002;!Ramaekers!et!al.,!2006;!Pattij!et!al.,!2008;!
Hunault! et! al.,! 2009).! We! did! not! find! any! effects! of! condition! on! the! behavioural!
measures! of! error! rate,! RT,! and! postPerror! slowing.! The! employment! of! individually!
determined! RT! deadlines! results! in! a! limited! timePwindow! in!which! participants! are!
able! to! give! a! correct! response.! This! procedure! leads! to! a! considerable! limitation! in!
the! possible! variance! in! performance! and! reaction! times,! but! with! the! aim! of!
maintaining! similar! performance! levels! between! the! conditions.! The! absence! of! an!
effect!in!performance!measures!is!therefore!not!surprising!and!is!a!direct!consequence!
of! the! individualised! deadline.! The! reason!we! employed! this!method!was! to! ensure!





Comparable! to!our! findings,! in! a! number!of! other! studies! not! always! an! association!
between! the! ERN! and! performance! measures! could! be! demonstrated! (see! e.g.,!
Ullsperger!et!al.,!2002;!de!Bruijn!et!al.,!2004;!Ullsperger!and!von!Cramon,!2006).!The!
absence! of! behavioural! effects!may,! among! other! factors,! be! depending! on! sample!
size!and!the!employed!task!design.!The!task!design!is!likely!to!be!the!main!contributing!




agree! that! this! process! reflected! by! the! ERN! is! the! result! of! a!warning! signal! in! the!
brain!–error!or!conflict–!that!triggers!the!need!for!behavioural!adaptation.!In!order!to!
modify! and! improve! behaviour,! other! functions! are! recruited! such! as! motor!
responses,!attention,!or!learning.!Although!the!relation!with!behavioural!performance!
is! often! not! that! evident! in! highly! controlled! paradigms! designed! to! investigate! the!
ERN,!the!relevance!of!performance!monitoring!in!daily!life!is!evident.!Everyday!actions!





need! to! recognize! this! and! correct! their! steering! in! order! to! prevent! the! car! from!
slipping!off!the!road.!Our!results!suggest!that!impairments!in!performance!monitoring!
caused! by! THC! administration! may! result! in! diminished! warning! signals! and! less!
efficient!behavioural!adaptations!in!a!daily!task!like!driving.!In!practice!this!could!mean!
that! the! risk! of! slipping! off! the! road! is! not! timely! notified! and! the! required!motor!






cannabis! use.!We! observed! an! effect! of! THC! on! performance!monitoring! in! regular!
users,! however,! it! is! of! interest! if! the! effect! is! also! observed! in! occasional! cannabis!
users.! Studies! in! which! the! effects! of! THC! on! performance! monitoring! are! directly!
compared! between! occasional! and! heavy! users! are! warranted! in! order! to! directly!
investigate!potential!differences! in!affected!cognitive!processes.! It! is!also! imperative!
to!compare!acute!drug!effects!with!longPterm!drug!effects!in!order!to!identify!to!what!
extent! the! cognitive! profiles! are! different.! For! example,! memory! problems! have!
repeatedly! been! found! among! heavy! and! longPterm! cannabis! users,! but! may! also!
occur!under!acute!administration!(see!for!a!review!Solowij!and!Battisti,!2008).!It!is!also!
of!importance!to!dissociate!between!acute!drug!effects!in!shortPterm!occasional!users!
vs.! longPterm/heavy! users.! For! example,! Ramaekers! et! al.! (2009)! compared! the!
cognitive! effects! of! THC! administration! between! heavy! and! occasional! users.! They!
reported! that! THC! significantly! impaired! performance! on! critical! tracking,! divided!
attention,!and!the!Stop!Signal!Task!in!occasional!users,!while!in!the!heavy!user!group!
only! stop! signal! performance!was! affected.! Therefore,! it! is! of! importance! to! assess!
user!history!and!to!select!subjects!with!comparable!histories!as!this!may!interact!with!
the!cognitive!process!under!investigation.!
Another! important! question! to! address! is! to! what! extent! the! effect! of! THC! on!
performance!monitoring!differs!from!other!substances.!It!has!been!shown!that!alcohol!
and! benzodiazepines! also! produce! reductions! in! the! ERN! (de! Bruijn! et! al.,! 2004;!
Ridderinkhof! et! al.,! 2002).! In! contrast! to! our! results,! benzodiazepine! administration!
was!associated!with!greater!cognitive! impairments!as! indicated!by!a!slowed!reaction!
time! and! absence!of! the!N2! congruency! effect.!Despite! control!measures! that!were!
taken!to!ensure!similar!performance! levels,!benzodiazepine!administration!overruled!
this.! In!order! to!systematically!address!potential!differences!between!THC!and!other!
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dopamine,! i.e.,! DA! agonists! increase! the! amplitude! and! DA! antagonists! result! in!
amplitude!reductions! (de!Bruijn!et!al.,!2004,!2006).!THC!administration! is! thought!to!
increase! dopaminergic! release! through! disinhibition! of! GABAergic! neurons! (Pistis! et!
al.,! 2002;! Lupica!et!al.,! 2004),!which! implies!an!effect!equivalent! to!a!DA!agonist.! In!
keeping!with!previous!pharmacological!literature!an!increase!in!ERN!amplitude!would!
be! expected,! while! we! have! observed! the! opposite! in! the! present! study.! The!
dopamine! system! is! also! of! importance! in! one! of! the! three! influential! theories! that!
have!modelled! the! ERN:! the!RLPtheory! (Holroyd! and!Coles,! 2002).! The! theory! states!
that! whenever! a! response! is! worse! than! expected,! i.e.,! during! commitment! of! an!
error,!a!negative!error!signal!is!generated!which!is!coded!as!a!phasic!dopaminergic!dip!
in! the! tonic!activity!of! the!mesencephalic!dopaminergic! system! (Holroyd!and!Yeung,!
2003).! Holroyd! and! Yeung! (2003)! have! outlined! how! the! finding! of! the! supposed!
increase!in!tonic!mesencephalic!dopaminergic!neurotransmission!by!alcohol,!may!lead!
to!a!decreased!ERN!according!to!the!RLPtheory.!One!of!the!mechanisms!they!proposed!
is! that! increased!tonic!activity!of! the!mesencephalic!dopamine!system,!could! lead!to!
an!increased!inhibition!of!the!ACC!that!in!turn!yields!a!reduction!of!the!ERN.!Similar!to!




and! imply! that! there! is! a! discrepancy! within! current! opinions! about! dopaminergic!
pharmacology!and!the!ERN/performance!monitoring.!Contributing!to!this!conundrum!
is! that! drugs! may! affect! dopaminergic! neurotransmission! via! different! pathways.!
Cannabis,!e.g.,!may!increase!dopamine!release!via!inhibition!of!the!GABAergic!system!
after!activation!of!the!endocannabinoid!system.!Amphetamine!for!example,!interacts!
with!dopamine!by! the! redistribution!of!dopamine! from! the! synaptic! vesicle! into! the!
cytosol! and! the! induction! of! reverse! transport! of! dopamine! through! prePsynaptic!
reuptake!transporters!of!dopamine!through!prePsynaptic!reuptake!transporters!(Sulzer!
et! al.,! 2005).!We! also! do! not! sufficiently! know! how! drugs! induced! changes! in! tonic!
mesencephalic! dopamine! neurotransmission! relate! to! phasic! dopaminergic! inP! and!
decreases! and!how! this! exactly! translates! to! reinforcementPlearning.! Caution! should!
thus! be! exercised! in! interpretation! of! our! results! in! terms! of! the! RLPtheory.! Future!
research! into! the! underlying! mechanisms! of! the! RLPtheory! as! well! as! the!
pharmacology!of!THC!administration!is!needed.!
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Drugs! rarely! only! affect! dopaminergic! neurotransmission,! and! this! certainly! also!
applies! for! administration! of! THC.! Cannabinoid! administration! has! also! been!




nicely! illustrated! with! the! example! of! alcohol! administration,! which! is! known! to!
increase! the! release!of!GABA!and!of! dopamine! in! the!midbrain.! Like! THC,! alcohol! is!
associated! with! a! reduction! of! the! ERN! amplitude! (Ridderinkhof! et! al.,! 2002;!
Bartholow! et! al.,! 2012).! This! example! shows! that! it! is! hard! to! show! which!
neurotransmission!system!the!observed!findings!should!be!attributed!to.!
The! endocannabinoid! system! has! relatively! recently! been! discovered! and! new!
perspectives!and!insights!are!booming.!One!new!perspective!is,!for!example,!that!THC!
administration! in! rats! with! a! history! of! regular! THC! exposure! yields! a! decrease! in!
dopamine!rather!than!an!increase!(Jentsch!et!al.,!1998;!Verrico!et!al.,!2004).!Although!
this!preclinical!work!might!not!be!directly!comparable!to!the!situation!in!our!study,!it!
is! important!to!consider! in!the! interpretation!and!discussion!of!our!results! in! light!of!
other!pharmacological!studies!and!the!RLPtheory.!All!subjects! included!in!the!current!
study!used!at!least!1–2!cannabis!exposures!per!week!in!the!last!year!and!can!thus!be!
considered! as! regular! users.! In! order! to! better! address! this! issue,! it! is! highly!
recommended! for! future! research! to! investigate! if! and!how!cannabis! administration!
affects!dopaminergic!signalling!in!short!vs.!longPterm!users.!
MOTIVATION, ATTENTION, AND ALERTNESS 
To! further! explore! the! decreased! ERN! post! THC! administration,!we! evaluated! three!
potential! factors! that!could!have! influenced!the!decreased!ERN.!First,!based!on!data!
obtained! from!a!partial!overlapping! study! sample,!we!previously!published! that!THC!
administration!causes!a!decrease! in!motivation!(Dumont!et!al.,!2011).!These!findings!
are!in!accordance!with!other!reports!(Böcker!et!al.,!2010).!Also,!the!ERN!is!known!to!
be! dependent! on! motivation! levels! (Bush! et! al.,! 2000;! Boksem! et! al.,! 2006)! and!
therefore! a! decrease! in! motivation! levels! could! have! indirectly! modulated! the!
observed!reduction!of!the!ERN.!In!order!to!address!this!with!more!objective!measures!
we! analysed! stimulusPlocked! ERPs.! The! amplitude! of! the! stimulusPlocked! P300!
component! is! most! relevant! for! motivation,! as! its! amplitude! has! previously! been!
positively! correlated!with!motivation! (Nijboer! et! al.,! 2010).! Despite! the! fact! that! no!
P300! differences! could! be! found! in! our! data,! an! effect! of! motivation! cannot! be!
excluded,! because! the! selfPreport! scales! obtained! from! the! same! sample! suggested!
that!motivation!decreased!under!THC!affects.!Similar!to!the!effects!of!motivation,!THC!
was! shown! to! reduce! attention! and! the! ERN! was! previously! shown! to! depend! on!
subjects’!attention!levels!(Pailing!and!Segalowitz,!2004;!Böcker!et!al.,!2010;!Larson!and!
Clayson,!2011).!The!N1!and!P300!components!are!among!the!group!of!ERPs!that!are!




Finally,! we! investigated! the! effect! of! sedation! by! analysing! the! stimulusPlocked! N2!
amplitude! to! congruent! and! incongruent! trials.! Previous! work! showed! that! this! N2!
congruency! effect! (i.e.,! increased! conflictPinduced! N2! amplitudes! on! incongruent!
trials)! is! affected! by! strong! sedative! effects! of! drugs.! Administration! of!






the!N2!ERP! (Ridderinkhof! et! al.,! 2002).! Saccadic! eye!movement! can! also!be!used! to!
measure! sedation.! Again,! previously! published! data! of! a! partly! overlapping! subject!
sample!showed!no!effects!of!THC!on!saccadic!eyePmovements!(Dumont!et!al.,!2011).!
In! contrast,! the! subjective! alertness! scale! showed! a! significant! decrease! in! the! THC!
condition!(Dumont!et!al.,!2011).!Taken!together,!the!subjective!measures!suggest!that!
the!ERN!could!be!mediated!by!sedation.!However,!this!could!not!be!supported!by!the!
objective! measures,! which! suggests! a! discrepancy! between! the! two.! Consequently,!







are! relevant! for! several! reasons.! First,! THC! is! the! most! important! component! of!
cannabis,!which! is!a!drug!that! is!recreationally!used!by!many!people!over!the!world.!
The! study! provides! a! better! understanding! of! the! risks! of! cannabis! use! during!
performance! of! complex! functions! like! driving! which! require! a! high! level! of!
performance! monitoring.! Second,! as! THC! is! increasingly! examined! and! applied! for!
clinical!applications,!mapping!the!potential!(cognitive)!sidePeffects!are!crucial!aspects!
of! patient’s! safety! and! drug! compliance.! We! for! the! first! time! demonstrated! that!
activation! of! the! endocannabinoid! system! influences! the! ERN.!We! believe! that! the!
results! of! this! study! have! extended! our! understanding! of! the! cognitive! effects!
associated!with!cannabinoids.!The!effects!of!cannabinoids!on!performance!monitoring!
and!cognitive!process!in!general,!need!further!evaluation.!
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Abstract 
Drug! use! is! often! associated! with! risky! and! unsafe! behaviour.! However,! the! acute!
effects!of!cannabis!and!cocaine!on!performance!monitoring!processes!have!not!been!
systematically! investigated.! The! aim! of! the! current! study! was! to! investigate! how!
administration!of!these!drugs!alters!performance!monitoring!processes,!as!reflected!in!
the!errorPrelated!negativity! (ERN),! the!error!positivity! (Pe)! and!postPerror! slowing.!A!
doublePblind! placeboPcontrolled! randomized! threePway! crossover! design! was! used.!
SixtyPone! subjects! completed! a! Flanker! task! while! EEG! measures! were! obtained.!
Subjects!showed!diminished!ERN!and!Pe!amplitudes!after!cannabis!administration!and!
increased! ERN! and! Pe! amplitudes! after! administration! of! cocaine.! Neither! drug!
affected! postPerror! slowing.! Furthermore,! there!were! not! any! interactions! between!
the!two!genotypes!and!drug!effects!on!performance!monitoring.!However,!the!DRD2!
Taq1A! gene! moderated! the! ERN! as! indicated! by! a! decreased! amplitude! in! the! A1!
carriers! compared! with! the! A2/A2! group.! These! results! demonstrate! diametrically!
opposing!effects!on!the!early!and! late!phases!of!performance!monitoring!of! the!two!
most! commonly! used! illicit! drugs! of! abuse.! Conversely,! the! behavioural! adaptation!
phase!of!performance!monitoring!remained!unaltered!by!the!drugs.!Our!results!point!
to! a! limited! role! of! the! investigated! dopaminergic! candidate! genes! in! individual!
variation!of!drug!effects!on!performance!monitoring.! !
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INTRODUCTION 




that! excites! the! central! nervous! system! (Rush! and! Baker,! 2001).! It! increases!
dopaminergic! activity! by! means! of! blocking! the! dopamine! reuptake! transporter!
(Volkow!et!al.,!1997;!Wise,!1984).!The!pharmacological!effects!of!cannabis!and!cocaine!
directly!affect!cognition!and!mood!(Green!et!al.,!2003;!Lukas!et!al.,!1996).! !Cannabis!
impairs! a! wide! range! of! cognitive! functions! including! attention,! memory! and!
processing! speed! (Crean!et! al.,! 2011).! Cocaine!exerts! cognitive!enhancing!effects!on!
response! inhibition! (Fillmore!et!al.,! 2005;!Garavan!et!al.,! 2008;!Spronk!et!al.,! 2015a;!
Ramaekers! et! al.,! 2006)! and! reversal! learning! (Spronk! et! al.,! 2015b).! However,!
compared! to! cannabis,! research! on! the! acute! cognitive! effects! of! cocaine! is! less!
abundant.! Cognitive! changes! associated! with! drug! use! might! be! implicated! in!
behaviour!under!influence!and!possibly!contribute!to!unsafe!and!risky!behaviour.!It!is!
therefore! surprising! that! performance!monitoring,! a! collection! of! functions! involved!
with!safe!and!efficient!responses!to!changing!environmental!demands,!has!only!been!
scarcely! investigated!for!cannabis!(Kowal!et!al.,!2015;!Spronk!et!al.,!2011)!and!not!at!
all! for! cocaine.! The! current! study! sets! out! to! investigate! if! and! how! acute!
administration! of! cannabis! and! cocaine! affect! behavioural! and! neurophysiological!
correlates!of!performance!monitoring.!!
Two! electrophysiological! correlates! of! performance! monitoring! have! been! heavily!
investigated! over! the! past! 20! years:! the! errorPrelated! negativity! (ERN)! and! errorP
positivity! (Pe).! EventPrelated! potentials! (ERPs)! are! particularly! useful! to! investigate!
psychopharmacological! effects! of! drugs! as! they! provide! a! subjective! means! of!
investigating! covert! cognitive! process! that! cannot! always! be! investigated! with!
behavioural!measures!alone.!Moreover,! they!allow!the! investigation!of!subprocesses!
owing! to! their! high! temporal! resolution.! The! errorPrelated! negativity! is! a! negative!
eventPrelated! potential! occurring! between! 50P100! ms! after! an! erroneous! response!
(Falkenstein! et! al.,! 1990;! Gehring! et! al.,! 1993).! The! ERN! is! followed! by! the! error!
positivity,! which! is! a! positive! ERP! component! which! develops! between! 200P400!ms!
after! an! erroneous! response.! The! Pe! reflects! conscious! awareness! of! an! error!
(Nieuwenhuis! et! al.,! 2011;! Overbeek! et! al.,! 2005)! and! is! associated! with! conscious!
behavioural!adaptations,!e.g.!the!signalling!of!an!error!(Brazil!et!al.,!2009;!Endrass!et!
al.,!2007).!Although!both!the!ERN!and!Pe!are!indices!of!performance!monitoring,!they!
are! functionally! different! and! dichotomous! (Brazil! et! al.,! 2009;! Endrass! et! al.,! 2007;!
Nieuwenhuis! et! al.,! 2001).! PostPerror! slowing! (PES)! is! an! established! behavioural!
measure! of! performance!monitoring! (Debener! et! al.,! 2005;! Rabbitt,! 1966).! It! is! the!
slowing! of! the! reaction! time! to! a! stimulus! following! an! erroneous! response.! The!
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amplitude! of! the! ERN!has! often! been! associated!with! automatic! adaptive! processes!
such!as!postPerror!slowing!(Debener!et!al.,!2005).!!!
We! and! others! have! shown! that! THC! administration! in! regular! users! results! in! a!
decrease! of! the! ERN! (Spronk! et! al.,! 2011;! Kowal! et! al.,! 2015).! This! is! in! line! with!
findings! from! other! arousalPreducing! drugs,! such! as! alcohol! and! benzodiazepines,!
which!have!also!been!associated!with!a!reduced!ERN!(Bartholow!et!al.,!2012;!de!Bruijn!




never! been! investigated.! However,! studies! on! the! acute! effects! of! other! stimulant!
drugs! with! comparable! psychopharmacological! properties! (e.g.! caffeine,!
methylphenidate! and! dPamphetamine)! consistently! show! an! increase! of! the! ERN!
(Barnes!et!al.,!2014;!de!Bruijn!et!al.,!2004;!Tieges!et!al.,!2004).!Additionally,!it!has!been!
shown! that!administration!of!methylphenidate!does!not!affect! the!Pe! (Barnes!et!al.,!
2014)!and!that!dPamphetamine!diminishes!postPerror!slowing!(Wardle!et!al.,!2012).!!
Another!ERP! that!has!been!associated!with!monitoring!of!behaviour! is! the! stimulusP
locked!N2.!The!N2!is!associated!with!conflict!as!its!amplitude!is!typically!increased!for!
highPconflict!(incongruent)!trials!compared!to!lowPconflict!(congruent)!trials)!(Kopp!et!
al.,! 1996;! Nieuwenhuis! et! al.,! 2003).! The! N2! congruency! effect! is! reduced! after!
administration! of! the! benzodiazepine! lorazepam,! but! is! unaffected! by! a! number! of!
other! substances! such! as! THC,! haloperidol,! dPamphetamine! and! alcohol! (Kenemans!
and!Kähkönen,! 2011;! Kowal! et! al.,! 2015;! Spronk!et! al.,! 2011).! Interestingly,! some!of!
these! substances! do! affect! the! ERN! (e.g.! THC,! dPamphetamine,! haloperidol! and!
alcohol),! suggesting! that! drugs! can! act! independently! on! the! separate! processes!
reflected!by!the!ERN!and!the!N2!components.!!
Finally,! the!P1!and!N1!ERPs! reflect! early! visual! processing!and!attentional!processes!
(Luck! et! al.,! 1990),!while! the! P300! is! associated!with! late! attentional! processes! and!
context! updating! (Polich! and! Kok,! 1995).! There! is! no! evidence! that! cannabis! and!





P300! ERP! in! a! Go/NoGo! task! (Spronk! et! al.,! 2015a).! Taken! together,! these! studies!
suggest!that!cannabis!and!cocaine!might!have!opposite!effects!on!the!P300!ERP.!
Because!drug!effects!may!vary!considerably!between! individuals! (de!Wit,!1998),! it! is!
important! to! classify! subgroups! most! sensitive! to! cognitive! side! effects.! Genetic!
polymorphisms! in! dopaminergic! genes!may! be! crucial! for! individual! variation,! since!
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dopamine!mediates!many! behavioural! effects! of! cannabis! and! cocaine! (Chen! et! al.,!
1990;! Volkow! et! al.,! 1999).! Moreover,! dopamine! is! thought! to! be! an! important!
neurotransmitter! for! performance! monitoring! functions! (Holroyd! and! Coles,! 2002;!
Ullsperger,! 2010).! Two! dopaminergic! candidate! genes! and! their! variants! related! to!
relevant!cognitive!processes!are!the!dopamine!receptor!D2!gene!DRD2!(and!its!Taq1A!
variant! =! rs1800497)! and! the! catecholPOPmethyltransferase! gene! COMT! (and! its!
Val158Met!variant!=!rs4680)!(Fallon!et!al.,!2013;!Frank!and!Fossella,!2011;!Ullsperger,!
2010).!The!DRD2!Taq1A!polymorphism!influences!dopamine!availability!by!regulating!
the! expression! of! the! dopamine! receptor! D2.! The! A1! allele! of! this! polymorphism! is!
associated! with! lower! D2! receptor! binding! affinity! and! lower! dopamine! receptor!
density! (Ritchie! and! Noble,! 2003).! Low! dopamine! binding! is! associated! with! the!
strongest!subjective!and!cognitive!effects! to!dopaminePenhancing!drugs! (Bello!et!al.,!
2012;! Buckholtz! et! al.,! 2010;! Dalley! et! al.,! 2007).! The! COMT! Val158Met! variant! is!
associated! with! variability! of! dopamine! turnover! in! the! prefrontal! cortex! and!
hippocampus.! COMT! Val158! carriers! show! increased! COMT! enzyme! activity! and!
decreased! dopamine! levels! in! comparison! to! Met! homozygotes! (Chen! et! al.,! 2004;!
Tunbridge! et! al.,! 2006).! Individuals!with! the! Val/Val! genotype! have! previously! been!
shown!to!demonstrate! the!strongest!benefit!after!amphetamine!administration!on!a!
working!memory!task!(Mattay!et!al.,!2003).!
The! aim! of! the! current! study! was! to! investigate! the! acute! effects! of! cannabis! and!
cocaine! on! the! abovePmentioned! manifestations! of! performance! monitoring! with! a!
Flanker! task! (de! Bruijn! et! al.,! 2004;! Spronk! et! al.,! 2014)! using! a! placeboPcontrolled!
crossover!design.!A!group!of!healthy!drugPusing!volunteers!received!either!placebo,!a!
dosage! of! 300! µg/kg! body! weight! of! cannabis! with! a! booster! of! 150! µg/kg! body!
weight,!or!300!mg!of!cocaine!with!a!booster!of!150!mg!on!three!separate!testing!days.!




We! expected! no! alteration! in! postPerror! slowing! after! cannabis,! but! tentatively!
hypothesized! that!postPerror! slowing!might!be!diminished!after! cocaine.!The! second!
aim! was! to! investigate! if! drugPinduced! effects! on! performance! monitoring! would!
depend! on! genetic! variation! in! two! dopaminergic! genes! (DRD2! Taq1A! and! COMT!
Val158Met).! We! expected! the! A1! allele! carriers! of! the!DRD2! gene! and! the! Val/Val!
genotype! of! the! COMT! gene! to! experience! the! largest! cognitive! effects! after! drug!
administration.! In! order! to! investigate! the! specificity! of! the! hypothesized! effect! on!
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METHODS 
SUBJECTS  
SixtyPfour! healthy! regular! (nonPaddicted)! polydrug! users! were! recruited! through!
advertisements! on! the! internet,! university! campuses,! and! word! of! mouth! referrals.!
Three!subjects!were!excluded! (one!withdrew!consent!after! the! first! testing!day,!one!
had! a! cardiovascular! reaction! to! the! blood! draw! and! study! discontinuation! was!
decided!by!the!investigators,!and!one!did!not!adhere!to!the!abstinence!instructions!as!
confirmed! by! high! baseline! cannabinoid! levels! for! each! testing! day).! All! participants!
were!between!18–40!years!and!reported!regular!use!of!cannabis!(>2!joints!per!week)!
and! cocaine! (>5! times! in! the! past! year).! They! furthermore! had! to! be! free! from!
psychotropic!medication,!be!in!good!physical!health!and!have!a!normal!weight!(body!
mass! index!18–28).! Exclusion! criteria!were!drug!dependence;! presence!or!history!of!
psychiatric! or! neurological! disorder! as! assessed! during! a! clinical! interview! (MINI;!
Sheehan,!1998),!pregnancy!or!lactation,!cardiovascular!abnormalities!as!measured!by!
ECG;! hypertension;! and! excessive! drinking! (>20! units! per! week)! or! smoking! (>20!
cigarettes!per!day).!!!
Of! the! remaining! sixtyPone! subjects,! eight! did! not! complete! the! Flanker! task! in! the!









Table 4.1 Subject characteristics and use history in mean and standard deviation (SD) 
unless otherwise stated (N=61, unless otherwise stated). 
 Mean (SD) 
Age, years 22.6 (4.3) 
Sex (m/f) 49 / 12 
Cannabis use, joints per week 6.2 (5.1) 
Cocaine use, occasions past year 10.7 (10.5) 
Alcohol use (drinks per week, N=61a) 10.9 (5.8) 
Nicotine (cigarettes per day, N=53a) 9.0 (6.0) 
Amphetamine (occasions past year, N=42a) 9.7 (11.0) 
MDMA (XTC, occasions past year, N=55a) 6.4 (4.4) 
Hallucinogen use (occasions past year, N=43 a) 8.0 (11.7) 
GHB use (occasions past year, N=19a) 13.8 (21.4) 
a n reflects the number of subjects who reported to use the substance. Means and SD based on that 
number (history of use data was available for all subjects) 
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DESIGN  
This!study!used!a!doublePblind!doublePdummy!placeboPcontrolled!threePway!crossover!
design,! in! which! cocaine,! cannabis,! or! placebo! were! separately! administered! over!
three!different! testing! days.! The! three!possible! conditions!were! 1)! cocaine! (placebo!
vapours! /! cocaine! capsules),! 2)! cannabis! (cannabis! vapours! /! placebo! capsules),! 3)!
placebo!(placebo!vapours/!placebo!capsules).!There!were!at! least!7!days! in!between!
visits! in!which! no!other! drug! exposure!was! allowed,!with! the! exception!of! cannabis!
and!alcohol.!All!drugs!were!administered!in!a!randomized!order!using!a!block!design.!!
PROCEDURE 
On! the! first! (screening)! visit,! subjects! gave! informed! consent,! received! a! medical!
examination!including!assessment!of!blood!and!urine!samples!for!standard!chemistry!
and! haematology,! electrocardiogram! (ECG),! and! interview! of! medical! history.!
Furthermore,!subjects!were!familiarized!with!the!Flanker!task!and!received!instruction!





sandwiches)! and! a! urine! drug! screen,! pregnancy! test! (women! only),! and! alcohol!
Breathalyzer! test.! This! was! followed! by! prePdrug! (baseline)! vital! sign! recordings,!
subjective! questionnaires,! and! blood! draws.! Subjects! received! a! capsule! containing!
either!300!mg!cocaine!HCl!or!placebo!orally!(T0),!and!fortyPfive!minutes!later!subjects!
inhaled! 300! µg/kg! body!weight! cannabis! or! placebo! (T1).! It! takes! approximately! 45!
minutes!before!plasma!cocaine!concentrations!start!to! increase,!whereas! increase!of!
THC!plasma! levels!starts! immediately!after! inhalation.!These!45!minutes!between!T0!
and!T1!were!used!to!apply!the!EEG!cap.!After!T1,!the!first!block!of!behavioural!tasks!!
 
Figure 4.1 Timeline (in minutes) of the course of a testing day. The black triangles represent 
the moment of cocaine (or placebo) capsule administration and the grey triangles 
represent the moment of cannabis (or placebo) vapor administration. M1-M4 represent 
the four moments during which the visual analog scales were assessed. Note that in 
Testblock 1 and Testblock 2 several cognitive paradigms were performed. Those 
paradigms are not further discussed in the current chapter. 
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was! assessed! (Testblock! 1).! Approximately! one! hour! after! T1! a! booster! dose! was!
given:! a! second! dose! of! cocaine! (150!mg)! or! placebo! followed! by! a! second! dose! of!
cannabis!150!µg/kg!or!placebo!(T2).!Hereafter,!the!second!block!of!behavioural!tasks!
was! assessed! (Testblock! 2).! Throughout! the! testing! day,! vital! sign! recordings,!
subjective! questionnaires! and! blood! draws! were! obtained! 5! minutes! after! drug!
administration! (T1! and! T2)! and! at! the! end! of! the! testing! day.! An! extra! vital! sign!
recording!was!performed!before!T2! to!determine! if! the!second!dose!could!be!safely!
administered.!!
Of! the! sixtyPone! subjects!who! completed! the! Flanker! task! in! the! cocaine! condition,!









Zaandam,! The! Netherlands).! As! placebo! for! cannabis! an! herbal! mixture! containing!
hemp!flowers!was!used.!Two!dosages!of!cannabis!(T1:!300!µg/kg!body!weight,!T2:!150!
µg/kg! body! weight)! or! placebo! were! administered.! Cannabis! and! placebo! cannabis!
were!administered!by!means!of!a!Volcano®!vaporizer!(StorzPBickel!GmbH,!Tüttlingen,!
Germany).! Five! minutes! before! administration,! cannabis! was! vaporized! at! a!
temperature!of!225˚C!and!the!vapour!was!stored!in!a!polythene!bag!equipped!with!a!
valved!mouthpiece,! preventing! the! loss! of! cannabis! vapour! in! between! inhalations.!




capsules! contained! only! filling! material! of! equivalent! weight.! The! cocaine! HCl! and!
placebo! cocaine! were! purchased! from!Mallinckrodt! Pharmaceuticals,! St! Louis,! MO,!




result! of! the! first! administration! would! decline! in! the! second! testing! block.! For!
cannabis,!psychotropic!effects!of!cannabis!reach!a!maximum!after!15P30!minutes!but!
psychoactive!effects!can!last!up!to!several!hours!(Grotenhermen,!2003).!!Peak!levels!of!
psychoactive! effects! of! oral! cocaine! reach! a! maximum! after! approximately! 1! hour!
(Fillmore!et!al.,!2002;!for!a!review!Bigelow!and!Walsh,!1998).!!
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GENOTYPING 
Blood! samples! were! obtained! by! venepuncture,! and! DNA! was! isolated! using! the!
following! standard! protocols.! Molecular! analyses! were! performed! in! a! certified!
laboratory!at!the!Department!of!Human!Genetics,!Radboud!university!medical!center,!
the! Netherlands.! The! DRD24 rs1800497! and! COMT4 rs4680! polymorphisms! were!
genotyped!using! TaqManPbased! analysis.!Genotyping!was!performed! in! a! volume!of!
10! µl! containing! 10! ng! of! genomic! DNA.! For!DRD2,! 5! µl! of! TaqManMastermix! (2x;!
Applied!Biosystems,!Nieuwerkerk!aan!de!IJssel,!the!Netherlands),!0.125!µl!of!TaqMan!
assay! (TaqMan!assay:!C_7486676_10,! reporter!1,!VICPAPallele,! reverse!assay;!Applied!
Biosystems),!and!3.875!µl!of!water!were!added.!For!COMT,!5!µl!of!ABgene!Mastermix!
(2x,!Applied!Biosystems),!0.125!µl!of!TaqMan!assay! (TaqMan!assay:!C_25746809_50,!




software! supplied! by! the! manufacturer! (Applied! Biosystems).! To! investigate! the!
random!genotyping! error! rate! in! the! 2! assays,! the! laboratory! included! 5%!duplicate!
DNA! samples,! which! showed! 100%! consistency! in! genotype.! There! are! three!
genotypes!of! the!dopamine!DRD24Taq1A!gene:! the!A2/A2!variant,! the!A1/A2!variant!
and! the! A1/A1! variant.! The! A1/A1! and! A1/A2! variants! were! grouped! together! and!





VISUAL ANALOG SCALES 
Visual!analog!scales! (VAS)!were!assessed!on! four!occasions! (see!Figure!4.1)!over! the!








congruent! (HHHHH!or! SSSSS)! or! incongruent! (HHSHH!or! SSHSS)! letter! string.! First,! a!
fixation!cross!was!presented!for!100!ms!followed!after!300!ms!by!the!stimulus!with!a!
duration!of!100!ms!duration.!During!the!next!900!ms!the!screen!remained!blank,!after!
which! visual! feedback!appeared! for!1,000!ms.! The!next! trial!was!presented!after! an!
interPtrial! interval!of!100!ms.!Visual! feedback! consisted!of! a! yellow,! a!blue,!or! a! red!
rectangle! indicating!whether! the!preceding! response!had!been! correct,! incorrect,! or!
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too! late,! respectively.! Participants!were! instructed! to! respond! as! fast! as! possible! to!
avoid! feedback! indicating! that! their! response! was! too! slow! according! to! a! prePset!
reaction! time! (RT)! deadline.! After! written! and! verbal! instructions,! the! participants!
familiarized!themselves!with! the! task! in!a!practice!block!consisting!of!60! trials!and!a!
liberal!RT!deadline!of!800!ms.!!An!individualized!RT!deadline!was!computed!based!on!
the!average!reaction!time!and!standard!deviation!(SD)!of!the!correct!responses!in!the!
practice! block! (RT! deadline! =!mean! RT! +! 0.5! SD;! de! Bruijn! et! al.,! 2004;! 2006).! This!
individualized!RT!deadline!was! intended!to!keep!error! rates!between!the! three!drug!
conditions! equal,! as! previous! studies! on! the! ERN! have! shown! that! the! ERN!may! be!
affected!by! accuracy! (see!e.g.!Gehring!et! al.,! 1993).! The!experiment! consisted!of! 10!
blocks!of!50! trials!per!block!with!a! compulsory!break!of!a! couple!of!minutes!after!5!
blocks.! After! each! block,! participants! were! verbally! encouraged! to! keep! accuracy!
around!80–90%.!!
EEG RECORDING AND ERP QUANTIFICATION 
The! electroencephalogram! (EEG)! was! recorded! from! thirtyPtwo! active! electrodes!
(ActiCap,! Brain! Products,! Munich,! Germany)! that! were! arranged! according! to! an!
extension!of!the!international!10P20!system.!All!electrodes!were!referenced!to!the!left!
mastoid,! but! were! later! rePreferenced! offline! to! the! average! of! both!mastoids.! The!
ground!was!placed!on! the!nose.! The! vertical! electroPoculogram! (EOG)!was! recorded!
bipolarly! from!electrodes!placed!above!and!below!the! right!eye.!The!horizontal!EOG!
was! also! recorded! bipolarly! from! electrodes! lateral! to! each! eye.! All! electrode!
impedances!were! kept! below! 50! kΩ! at! the! start! of! the! recording! session! and!were!
monitored!during! the! test! session.!All! signals!were!digitized!with! a! sampling! rate!of!
500!Hz!and!no!online!filtering!was!applied.!The!signals!were!filtered!offline!with!a!filter!
with! a!passPband!between!0.01–30!Hz.! Prior! to! running! an! independent! component!
analysisPbased!(ICA)!EOG!correction;!an!artefact!rejection!procedure!was!performed!to!
remove! trials! with! large! drifts! in! the! signal! and! extreme! low! voltage.! For! the! ERP!
analyses,! all! trials!with! responses! faster! than! 150!ms!were! removed! from! the! data.!
ResponsePlocked!ERPs!were!calculated!for!correct!and!incorrect!trials.!The!EEG!signals!
were!divided!into!epochs!of!600!ms,!i.e.!intervals!from!100!ms!before!to!500!ms!after!
response! onset.! The! voltage! in! the! epochs! was! calculated! relative! to! the! average!
voltage! in! the! 100! ms! prePresponse! baseline.! Epochs! associated! with! correct! and!




ResponsePlocked! averages! were! determined! separately! for! erroneous! and! correct!
responses!for!each!individual.!A!small!negative!peak!is!often!observed!in!the!responseP
locked!average!for!correct!trials:!the!correctPrelated!negativity!(CRN).!This!component!
was! determined! to! account! for! waveform! differences! between! error! and! correct!
responses.! For! the! ERN/CRN,! peakPtoPpeak! amplitudes!were! calculated! at! electrode!
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FCz/Cz,!where! the! ERN/CRN! amplitude!was! largest! (de! Bruijn! et! al.,! 2004).! PeakPtoP
peak!was!defined!as!the!difference!between!the!negative!peak!in!the!0!to!200!ms!time!
window!after!response!onset!and!the!most!positive!peak!in!the!time!window!starting!
80! ms! before! and! ending! 80! ms! after! response! onset.! PeakPtoPpeak! analyses! were!
chosen! as! they! provide! a! robust! measure! of! the! ERN! and! were! also! adopted! in!
previous! pharmacological! studies! (de! Bruijn! et! al.,! 2004,! 2006;! Spronk! et! al.,! 2011,!
Spronk! et! al.,! 2014).! The! peakPtoPpeak! method,! furthermore,! limits! the! effect! of! a!







this! dataset! was! not! excluded! from! the! analyses.! Most! importantly,! the! average!




The! stimulusPlocked! ERPs! were! computed! separately! for! correct! responses! for! all!
three!drug!conditions.! In!line!with!previous!literature!(e.g.!Nieuwenhuis!et!al.,!2003),!
the! N2! component! was! calculated! at! electrode! FCz! (where! N2! amplitudes! were!
largest)!by!subtracting!the!most!negative!peak!in!the!200–350!ms!time!window!after!
stimulus!onset!from!the!preceding!positive!peak.!The!P1!ERP!was!defined!as!the!most!
positive! peak! between! 70! and! 130! ms! post! stimulus! at! electrode! Oz.! The! N1!
component!was!defined!as! the!most!negative!deflection!occurring! in! the!50–150!ms!
postPstimulus!timePwindow!at!electrodes!FCz,!Cz,!and!Pz.!The!P300!was!defined!as!the!
most! positive! peak! between! 300! and! 500! ms! at! electrodes! FCz,! Cz,! and! Pz.! All!
stimulusPlocked!ERPs!were!calculated!for!congruent!and!incongruent!trials.!
STATISTICS 
The! behavioural! measures! included! the! percentage! of! ‘correct’,! ‘error’,! ‘too! late’,!
‘omission’!and!‘too!early’!responses,!the!mean!reaction!time!(RT)!to!correct!and!error!
responses! (only! RTs>150! ms! were! included)! and! the! postPerror! slowing! (Rabbitt,!
1966).! PostPerror! slowing! was! defined! as! the! difference! between! the! mean! RT! on!
correct!trials!that!were!preceded!by!errors!(postPerror)!and!mean!RT!on!correct!trials!
that!were! preceded! by! a! correct! response! (postPcorrect).!! Responses! that!were! ‘too!
late’!were!included!in!the!mean!postPcorrect!and!postPerror!reaction!times!(‘omission’!
and! ‘too! early’! trials! were! never! included).! PostPerror! slowing! measures! were! only!
calculated!for! incongruent!preP!and!postP!trials,! in!order!to!control!for!possible!serial!
congruency!effects!(Gratton!et!al.,!1992).!





and! cannabis)! and! Time! (M1,! M2,! M3,! M4)! were! entered! as! fixed! factors.! For! the!
‘error’! and! ‘too! late’! rates,! Drugs! (cocaine,! placebo,! cannabis)! and! Congruency!
(congruent! vs.! incongruent)! were! used! as! fixed! factors.! For! reaction! times,! Drugs,!
Congruency!and!Correctness! (correct! vs.! error)!were!used!as! fixed! factors.! For!postP
error! slowing,!Drugs! and!PostPcorrectness! (postPcorrect! vs.! postPerror)!were!used! as!
fixed!factors.!By!convention,!the!ERN!and!Pe!were!analysed!for!incongruent!trials!only!
with!Correctness! and!Electrode! (FCz/Cz! for! ERN!or!Cz/Pz! for!Pe)! as! fixed! factors! (de!
Bruijn!et!al.,!2004;!2006;!Spronk!et!al.,!2014).!The!N2!was!analysed!at!FCz!for!correct!
congruent!and!incongruent!trials!with!Drugs!and!Congruency!as!fixed!factors.!The!P1,!
N1! and! P300! amplitude! and! P300! latency! were! analysed! with! Congruency! and!
Electrode!site!(for!N1!and!P300!only:!FCz,!Cz,!Pz)!as!fixed!factors.!The!analysis!of!ERN,!
Pe! and! PES! were! also! performed! with! the! subjects! who! had! only! one! cocaine!
administration!(see!Procedure)!excluded.!
For! the! three! performance! monitoring! outcomes! (ERN,! Pe,! postPerror! slowing)!
additional!analyses!were!performed!with!DRD2!Taq1A!(A2/A2,!A1!carriers),!and!COMT!
Val158Met!(Val/Val,!Val/Met,!Met/Met)!as!fixed!factors.!No!gene!×!gene!interactions!




The! average! VAS! over! the! course! of! the! three! testing! days! and! for! the! three! drug!
conditions!are!presented!in!Table!4.2.!There!was!a!significant!drugs!×!time!interaction!
for!both!the! ‘VAS!high’!and! ‘VAS!active’! (p’s<0.001).!FollowPup!analyses!showed!that!
both! cannabis! and! cocaine! were! associated! with! significant! increases! in! ratings! of!
‘feeling! high’.! Cocaine! was! associated! with! an! increase! in! ‘feeling! active’,! while!
cannabis!was!associated!with!a!decrease!in!‘feeling!active’.!Importantly,!there!were!no!
baseline! differences! on! the!VAS! scales.! The! average! ratings! suggest! that! both! drugs!
had!strong!psychoactive!effects!on!subjective!experiences.!
 
Table 4.2 Means percentages and standard deviations for the psychoactive drug effects 
for each condition. 
 VAS high VAS active 
 M1 M2 M3 M4 M1 M2 M3 M4 
Cocaine 0.2±0.6 3.9±2.9 3.9±2.9 1.8±1.9 5.6±2.3 7.5±1.5 6.9±1.7 4.3±2.0 
Placebo 0.1±0.4 0.8±1.2 0.6±1.0 0.2±0.5 5.6±2.1 5.7±2.0 5.1±2.2 4.9±2.2 
Cannabis 0.3±1.1 7.3±2.2 6.8±2.1 3.2±2.0 5.5±2.2 4.0±2.0 4.1±2.0 4.1±2.0 
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ERROR RATES AND REACTION TIMES 
Table! 4.3! contains! the! error! rates! and! reaction! times! for! the! congruent! and!
incongruent! trial! types,! for! each! drug! condition.! Across! all! three! conditions,! we!
observed!the!typical!Flanker!interference!effect.!Incongruent!trials!are!associated!with!
larger! error! rates! (19.9%! vs.! 7.1! %;! F1,281.809=549.82,! p<0.001)! and! longer! reaction!
times!compared!to!congruent!trials! (335!ms!vs.!318!ms,!F1,624.427=59.1,!p<0.001).!The!
main! effect! of! Drugs! on! error! rates! was! not! significant! (p=0.11),! but! there! was! a!
significant! Drugs! ×! Congruency! interaction! (F2,281.809=3.84,! p=0.023).! Pairwise!
comparisons!showed!that!error!rates!on!incongruent!trials!were!higher!in!the!cocaine!
than!placebo! condition! (p=0.008).! There!were!no!differences!between! cannabis! and!
placebo,! and! cannabis! and! cocaine,! nor! were! there! any! drug! differences! on! the!
congruent!trials! (all!p’s>0.25).!With!regard!to!the!percentage!of! ‘too! late’!responses,!
we!found!a!similar!congruency!effect,! i.e.!there!were!more!‘too!late’!responses!after!
incongruent! (13.9%)! than! congruent! trials! (5.5%;! F1,282.729=316.67,! p<0.001).!






For! the! reaction! times,! there!was!a! significant!Congruency!×!Correctness! interaction!
(F1,624.427=19.78,!p<0.001),! indicating!that!that!the!congruency!effect!was!stronger!for!
correct! responses! (see! Table! 4.3).! Furthermore,! there!was! an! overall!main! effect! of!
Drugs! (F2,627.457=12.49,! p<0.001),! which! was! caused! by! slower! reaction! times! in! the!
cannabis!(335!ms)!compared!to!the!placebo!(325!ms)!and!cocaine!condition!(321!ms,!
all! p’s<0.003),! while! the! reaction! times! between! cocaine! and! placebo! were! not!





Table 4.3 Means percentages and standard deviations for the behavioural measures for 
each drug condition.  
 Congruent Incongruent 
 Cocaine Placebo Cannabis Cocaine Placebo Cannabis 
% Correct 87.9±8.6 85.4±13.4 81.5±12.4 64.5±11.1 64.5±13.6 61.6±13.5 
% Error 6.5±5.2 6.8±4.9 8.0±4.6 21.4±9.6 18.6±8.3 19.8±7.6 
% Too late 4.7±2.8 5.4±4.9 6.3±3.4 13.1±5.5 14.3±6.6 14.1±.7 
% Omission 0.2±0.5 0.4±0.9 1.4±2.7 0.4±0.6 0.7±1.1 1.8±3.3 
% Too early 0.7±2.6 2.0±7.6 2.7±7.4 0.7±2.3 1.9±7.7 2.8±7.8 
RT correct 322±29 329±34 342±38 350±37 356±43 367±48 
RT error 304±42 302±61 314±54 309±35 312±36 320±40 
!
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In! light! of! the! interpretation! of! the! error! rates! and! reaction! times,! we! additionally!
calculated! if! the! individualized! reaction! time! deadlines! differed! between! drug!
conditions.!Indeed,!we!found!a!main!effect!of!Drugs!(F2,177.891=5.22,!p=0.007).!Pairwise!













































































































Correct responses Incorrect responses
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ERROR-RELATED NEGATIVITY 
As!evident! in!Figure!4.2,!there!was!a! larger!negative!deflection!after!errors!(8.11!µV)!
compared! with! correct! responses! (2.86! µV;! main! effect! of! Correctness!
(F1,620.125=516.29,! p<0.001)).! The! Correctness! ×! Electrode! interaction! (F1,620.125=8.18,!
p=0.004)! was! significant.! These! results! demonstrated! a! frontocentral! distribution,!
which! was! present! after! errors! (p<0.001),! but! not! after! correct! responses! (p=0.19).!
There! was! a! significant! main! effect! of! Drugs! (F2,624.552=21.71,! p<0.001).! Most!
importantly,! the! analyses! revealed! a! significant! Drug! ×! Correctness! interaction!
(F2,620.125=9.66,! p<0.001).! Pairwise! comparisons! indicated! that! this! interaction! was!
caused!by! significant!differences!between! the! three!drug! conditions! in! the!ERN,!not!
the!CRN.!The!ERN!was!larger!in!the!cocaine!(9.63!µV)!compared!with!the!placebo!(8.21!
µV,!p=0.001)!and!cannabis!condition!(6.51!µV,!p<0.001).!The!ERN!after!cannabis!was!
significantly! smaller! compared! with! placebo! (p<0.001).! No! drug! differences! were!
found! on! the! CRN! (all! p’s>! 0.083).! The! threePway! Correctness! ×! Electrode! ×! Drugs!
interaction! was! not! significant! (F2,620.125=0.12,! p=0.89),! indicating! that! there! was! no!
difference!in!the!Correctness!×!Drugs!interaction!between!the!two!electrodes.!
When! in! the! cocaine! condition,! a! total! of! 16! subjects! have!not! received! the! second!
cocaine!administration,!and!a! total!of!7!of! the!52! subjects! in! the!cannabis! condition!
have!not!received!the!second!cannabis!administration.!To!investigate!if!the!number!of!
dosages! had! an! impact! on! the! outcomes,! supplementary! analyses! were! performed!
excluding! those! subjects! who! had! received! 1! drug! administration! across! all! three!
conditions.!These!analyses!showed!that!the!results!remained!similar!for!both!analyses.!
Of!most! relevance,! there!was!a! significant!Drug!×!Correctness! interaction! (p<0.001).!
The! followPup! analyses! again! showed! that! this! effect! was! driven! by! amplitude!
differences! between! placebo! and! cannabis! (p’s<0.001)! and! placebo! and! cocaine!
condition!to!the!incorrect!responses!(p’s<0.024).!!
Figure! 4.3! depicts! the! grand! average! ERN! (incorrect! responses! only)! for! COMT4 and!
DRD24genotype.!To!analyse!the!potential!moderating!effects!of!the!polymorphisms!in!
these!genes,!both!genotypes!were!included!as!additional!fixed!factors!in!a!new!model.!
For! analyses! of! COMT,! there! was! a! significant! Genotype! ×! Correctness! interaction!
(F620=4.66,!p=0.010),!caused!by!a!smaller!ERN!in!the!Val/Val!(5.3!µV)!compared!to!the!






compared! to! the! A1! carriers! (5.18! µV)! after! incorrect! responses.! No! genotype!
differences! were! observed! after! correct! responses! (p=0.064).! No! other! interactions!
that!included!the!factors!Drugs!and!DRD2!genotype!reached!significance!(all!p’s>0.57).!
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ERROR POSITIVITY 
For! the! Pe,! there! was! a! main! effect! for! Correctness4 (F1,619.952=423.0,! p<0.001),!
indicating! increased! amplitudes! following! incorrect! (6.78! µV)! compared! to! correct!
responses! (0.57! µV).! There! was! a! significant! effect! for! Electrode! (F1,619.952=126.4,!
p<0.001)!as!indicated!by!larger!Pe!amplitudes!at!Cz!compared!to!Pz!(5.37!µV!vs.!1.98!
µV).! Furthermore,! there! was! a! significant! main! effects! for! Drugs! (F2,626.659=3.30,!
p=0.038),!which!was!further!qualified!by!a!significant!Drugs!×!Correctness!interaction!
(F2,619.952=19.0,! p<0.001).! Pairwise! comparisons! showed! that! the! Pe! after! incorrect!
responses! was! larger! in! the! cocaine! compared! to! placebo! (8.32! µV! vs.! 6.68! µV,!
p=0.004),!and!smaller!in!the!cannabis!compared!to!placebo!condition!(5.34!µV!vs.!6.68!
µV,!p<0.001).!Furthermore,!the!Pe!after!correct!responses!was!larger!in!the!cannabis!
compared! to! the! placebo! condition! (1.67! vs.! P0.050,! p=0.004),! while! there!were! no!
differences! between! the! cocaine! and! the! placebo! condition! (p=1.0)! for! the! Pe! after!
correct! responses.! None! of! the! other! possible! twoPway! or! threePway! interactions!
reached! significance! (p’s>0.57).!Moreover,! the! supplementary! analysis! excluding! the!
participants!who!have!only!had!1!cocaine!administration!did!not!show!a!change!in!the!
pattern! of! results.! There!was! a! significant! Drug! ×! Correctness! interaction! (p<0.001),!
that! was! caused! by! larger! Pe! amplitudes! after! incorrect! responses! in! the! cocaine!
compared!to!the!placebo!condition!(p=0.019).!
 
Figure 4.3 Response-locked grand average waveform for COMT and DRD2 genotype for 
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correct! responses! (all4 p’s=1.0).! Finally,! there! were! no! further! significant! interaction!
effects!involving!COMT!(all!p’s>0.15)!or!DRD2!genotype!(all!p’s>0.39).4
PERFORMANCE ADJUSTMENTS  
Analyses! of! postPresponse! reaction! times! demonstrated! a! main! effect! for! PostP
correctness! (F1,282.669=23.55,! p<0.001).! As! expected,! subjects! slowed! down! after!
committing! an! error! compared! with! after! correct! responses! (394! ms! vs.! 377! ms).!
There!was!a!main!effect!of!Drugs!(F2,285.561=12.83,!p<0.001),!caused!by!general!slowing!
in! the! cannabis! condition! compared! to! placebo! and! cocaine! (all! p’s<0.001).! Most!
importantly,! drugs!did!not!differentially! affect!postPerror! slowing,! as! evidenced!by! a!
lack! of! Drug! ×! PostPcorrectness! interaction! effect! (F2,282.669=0.11,! p=0.90).! The!
supplementary! analyses! on! the! subset! of! subjects! who! have! received! 2! cocaine!
administrations!showed!a!similar!pattern!of!results!for!all!tests,! including!an!absence!
of!Drug!×!PostPcorrectness!interaction!(p’s>0.82).!
The! additional! analyses! including! COMT! and! DRD2! genotype! did! not! show! any!
interactions!between!the!genotypes,!drugs!and!PostPcorrectness!(all!p’s>0.58).!
STIMULUS-LOCKED ERPS 
Figure! 4.4! depicts! the! grandPaverage! stimulusPlocked! waveforms.! The! P1! amplitude!
was!not!different!for!the!three!drug!conditions!as! indicated!by!an!absence!of!a!main!
effect! for! Drugs! and! absence! of! a! Drugs! ×! Congruency! interaction! effect! (p’s>0.34).!
There! was! a! main! effect! for! Congruency! (F1,279.456=10.7,! p<0.001),! with! larger! P1!
amplitudes! for! incongruent!compared! to!congruent! trials.!For! the!N1!amplitude,! the!
analyses! revealed! a! main! effect! for! Electrode! (F2,949.021=37.12,! p<0.001).! Pairwise!
comparisons!showed!that!the!N1!amplitude!was!larger!at!FCz!(P3.12µV)!and!Cz!(P2.72!
µV)!compared!with!the!Pz!electrode!(P2.14!µV,!p’s<0.001).!There!was!neither!a!main!
effect! of! Drugs! nor! Congruency,! nor! were! any! of! the! interactions! significant! (all!
p’s>0.094).! The! analyses! on! the! P300! amplitude! demonstrated! a! significant! main!
effect! for! Electrode! (F2,948.924=38.7,! p<0.001)! and! for! Drugs! (F2,952.313=83.7,! p<0.001).!
The!P3!amplitude!was! significantly! larger!at!electrode!Cz! (12.9!µV)! compared! to!FCz!
and! Pz! (10.7! µV! and! 11.1! µV,! p’s<0.001).! The! main! effect! of! Drugs! was! caused! by!
larger!P3!amplitudes!after!cocaine!(13.2!µV)!compared!to!placebo!(11.8!µV,!p=0.002),!
and! smaller! P3! amplitudes! after! cannabis! (9.7! µV)! compared! to! placebo! (p<0.001).!!
None!of!the!other!main!and!interaction!effects!reached!significance!(p’s>0.22).!
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For! the! latency! of! the! P300! ERP,! there! was! a! significant! main! effect! of! Drugs!
(F2,965.456=32.3,! p<0.001,! see! Figure! 4.4),! a! main! effect! of! Electrode! (F2,960.144=39.0,!
p<0.001)!and!a!main!effect!of!Congruency!(F2,960.144=87.3,!p<0.001).!The!effect!of!Drugs!
is!due!to!a! longer!P300! latency! in!the!cannabis! (442!ms)!compared!with!the!placebo!
and!cocaine!condition!(399!ms!and!391!ms,!p<0.001);!the!P300!latency!for!placebo!and!
cocaine!did!not!differ!(p=0.2).!The!main!effect!of!Electrode!was!due!to!a!longer!P300!
latencies! at! the! anterior! electrode! compared! to! posterior! electrode! positions.! The!
main!effect!of!Congruency!was!due!to!longer!latencies!after!the!incongruent!(427!ms)!
compared! to! the! congruent! trials! (404!ms).!None! of! the! interaction! effects! reached!
significance!(p’s>0.098).!
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STIMULUS-LOCKED N2 
As!expected,! there!was!a! significant!main!effect!of!Congruency,! indicating! larger!N2!
amplitudes! for! incongruent! (4.49! µV)! than! for! congruent! trials! (3.22! µV,!
F1,280.342=49.05,! p<0.001).! Furthermore,! there! was! a! significant!main! effect! of! Drugs!
(F2,282.944=8.98,! p<0.001).! The! pairwise! comparisons! indicated! that! the! overall! N2!
amplitudes! were! larger! in! the! cannabis! (4.42! µV)! compared! to! placebo! (3.50! µV,!
p<0.001)!and!cocaine!condition!(3.65!µV,!p=0.003).!There!was!no!difference!between!
cocaine! and! placebo! (idem! p=1.00).! The! Congruency! ×! Drugs! interaction! was! not!
significant!(F2,280.342=2.256,!p=0.079).!!
DISCUSSION 
The! current! study! revealed! opposite! effects! of! acute! administration! of! cocaine! and!
cannabis! on! performance!monitoring.! For! cocaine,! the! results! showed! an! increased!
ERN,!whereas!cannabis!decreased!the!ERN.!For!the!Pe,!there!was!an!enhancing!effect!
of! cocaine! and! a! diminishing! effect! of! cannabis.! Neither! drug! affected! postPerror!
slowing.!Furthermore,!we!demonstrated!a!decreased!ERN!in!carriers!of!the!A1!allele!of!










Ridderinkhof! et! al.,! 2002)! as! well! as! in! psychiatric! populations! characterized! by!
increased! impulsivity,!such!as!borderline!personality!disorder!(de!Bruijn!et!al.,!2006).!
Notably,! impulsivity! is!a!known!risk! factor! for!continued!drug!use! (VerdejoPGarcia!et!
al.,! 2008).! The! current! findings!might! therefore! imply! that! suboptimal! processing! of!
erroneous! behaviour! could! promote! continued! drug! use.! Similar! processes! might!
happen! when! people! are! under! the! influence! of! alcohol! (Spronk! et! al.,! 2014;!
Ridderinkhof!et!al.,!2002).!!
The!enhanced!ERN!and!Pe!after!cocaine,! in!contrast,! suggest! improved!performance!
monitoring.! This! implies! that! people! not! only! become! better! in! the! early! automatic!
detection! of! an! error,! but! they!might! also! be!more! aware! that! they! have!made! an!
error.!Previous!studies!have!shown!that!cocaine!acts!as!a!cognitive!enhancer!and!leads!
to! improved! response! inhibition! (for! a! review! see! Spronk! et! al.,! 2013).! It! is! also!
consistent! with! other! psychopharmacological! studies! that! indicate! that! arousalP
enhancing! substances! promote! an! enhancement! of! the! ERN.! In! agreement,! the!
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subjective! ‘feel! active’! VAS! showed! that! cocaine! successfully! induced! arousal.! The!
current! finding! thus! further! supports! that! dopamineP! and! arousalPenhancing!
substances!contribute!to!an!enhanced!ERN.!!
Like!cocaine,!caffeine!also!enhanced!the!Pe!(Tieges!et!al.,!2004).!The!administration!of!
the! dopamine! agonist! methylphenidate! previously! did! not! affect! the! Pe! (see! e.g.!
Barnes!et!al.,!2014).! It!has!been!argued!that! the! lack!of!a!clear!operationalization!of!
the! Pe! (e.g.! in! terms! of! time! window,! measured! location! etc.)! is! a! major! factor!
contributing! to! inconsistency! in! findings! (Overbeek! et! al.,! 2005).! Furthermore,!
psychopharmacological!studies!on!the!Pe!are!scarce.!We!argue!that!more!systematic!
studies! are! needed! in! other! to! understand! the! pharmacological! moderators! of! this!
later!component.!
Whereas!the!ERN!is!thought!to!be!related!to!an!internal!error!monitoring!system,!the!
Pe! is! associated! with! an! external! monitoring! system! related! to! the! conscious!
perception! and! awareness! of! errors! (Hewig! et! al.,! 2011).! As! such,! both! are!
hypothesized!to!reflect!separate!performance!monitoring!systems!and!the!dissociable!




behavioural! adaptation! appears,! at! first,! to! contrast! with! our! electrophysiological!
results.! However,! the! use! of! the! strict! reactionPtime! deadline! allowed! for! less!
variability! in! reaction! times!which! could! conceal! drug! effects! on! alterations! in! postP
error! adaptations.! In! addition,! postPerror! slowing! is! only! one! operationalization! of!
behavioural! adaptation.!We! cannot! exclude! the! possibility! that! other!measures! are!
more!sensitive!to!drugPinduced!alterations.!
Cocaine! yielded! an! increase! in! error! rate! on! incongruent! trials! in! the! absence! of!
differences! in! reaction! times.! This! contrasts! with! previous! findings! where! cocaine!
resulted!in!a!decrease!in!errors!as!well!as!reaction!times!in!a!Go/NoGo!task!(Spronk!et!
al.,! 2015).! In! the! current! paradigm,! we! aimed! to! manipulate! task! performance! (by!
coaching! and! setting! an! individualized! reaction! time! deadline)! such! that! the! drug!
conditions! would! have! equal! error! rates.! Therefore,! interferences! about! drug!
differences!on!behavioural!performance!should!be!made!with!caution.!Furthermore,!
the! strict! reaction! time! deadline! and! the! repeated! instruction! for! speedy! responses!




differences! in! drug! effects.!COMT! and!DRD2!genotypes!only! constitute!one!possible!
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source! of! dopaminergic! variation,! and! it! is! probable! that! other! sources! (e.g.! other!
dopaminergic!candidate!genes!such!as!DAT4or!DRD4!genotype,!or!dopamine!synthesis!
capacity!as!measured!by!radioactive!labelling!in!positron!emission!tomography)!would!
be! of! relevance.! In! addition,! given! the! generally! small! effects! of! individual! genetic!
factors,! the! study! is! likely! to! be! underpowered! for! genetic! association! analyses,!
because! the! number! of! included! subjects! is! limited! (Button! et! al.,! 2013;! Sullivan,!
2007).! Therefore,! although! larger! recent! studies! on! the! COMT! genotype! have! also!
failed! to! replicate!genetic!effects!on!cognition! (Blanchard!et!al.,!2011;!Wardle!et!al.,!
2013a;!2013b),!the!current!result!should!be!considered!with!caution.!
Nonetheless,!both!genes!appeared!to!modulate!the!ERN.!!The!A1!allele!carriers!of!the!
DRD2! gene! showed! lower! ERN! amplitude! compared! to! the! A2/A2! genotype! group.!
Previous! studies! have! shown! that! carriers! of! the! DRD2! A1! allele! were! worse! at!
learning!from!negative!feedback!and!reversal!learning!(Jocham!et!al.,!2009;!Klein!et!al.,!
2007).! According! to! the! reinforcementPlearning! theory,! the! ERN! is! a! learning! signal!
(Holroyd! and! Coles,! 2002),! and! it! is! thought! to! be! closely! related! to! learning! from!
negative! feedback! specifically! (Frank! et! al.,! 2005a).! Hence,! the! current! outcomes! fit!
with!theories!that!implicate!dopamine!D2!receptors!in!reinforcementPlearning!(Frank,!
2005b).!The!COMT!finding!suggested!that!larger!ERN!and!Pe!amplitudes!were!seen!in!
the! Met/Met! genotype! group.! While! this! is! consistent! with! a! general! account! of!
improved!cognitive!control!in!Met/Met!compared!to!Val/Val!individuals!(Tunbridge!et!
al.,! 2006),! it! contrasts!with!a!number!of! studies!on! the! relation!between!COMT! and!
performance!monitoring! (Mueller! et! al.,! 2011,! 2014;! Osinsky! et! al.,! 2012).!Many! of!
those!studies!are!based!on!small!sample!sizes,!however,!and!hence!there!is!a!need!to!
replicate! COMTPperformance! monitoring! relations! in! larger! samples! with! healthy!
volunteers.!
While! supporting! our! hypothesis! that! drugs! affect! performance! monitoring,! the!
selectivity! of! this! finding! could! only! be! partly! demonstrated.! The! P300! ERP! was!
decreased! and! increased! for! cannabis! and! cocaine,! respectively.! The! P300! ERP!was!
affected!in!a!similar!manner!as!the!Pe,!which!is!agreement!with!suggestions!that!the!
P300!and!Pe!reflect!similar!components!(Overbeek!et!al.,!2005).!!Of!particular!interest!
is! the!enhanced!P300! latency!after! cannabis,!which! suggests! that! cannabis!does!not!
only! lead!to!slower!motor!responses,!but!also!to!a!prolonging!of!stimulus!evaluation!
(Kutas!et!al.,!1977).!The!results!suggest!that!cannabis!impacts!performance!at!both!the!
response! level! (as! indicated!by! the! ERN)! as!well! as! the! stimulusPevaluation! level! (as!
indicated!by!the!P300).!This!argues!for!an!aspecific!effect!of!cannabis!on!a!variety!of!
cognitive! stages.!The!unaffected!P1!and!N1!suggest! that! cocaine!and!cannabis! leave!
early!attention!intact.!
The!N2Pcongruency!effect! (i.e.! the! larger!N2! in! incongruent!vs.! congruent! trials)!was!
not! differentially! affected! by! any! of! the! drugs,! suggesting! that! there! were! no!
differences! in! conflict!monitoring.! However,! the! overall! N2! amplitude! (across! trials)!
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was! larger! in! the! cannabis! condition.! At! first,! this!might! seem! surprising,! given! that!
many!studies!have!reported!cognitive! impairment!and!reduced!ERP!amplitudes!after!
cannabis! (e.g.! Böcker! et! al.,! 2010;! D’Souza! et! al.,! 2012).! However,! studies! that!
specifically!addressed!the!determinants!of!the!N2!amplitude!have!shown!that!the!N2!




processing! in! an! auditory! selection! task.! Possibly,! the! observed! enlarged! N2! in! the!
current!study!suggests!that!people!had!more!difficulty!to!reject!the!irrelevant!flanking!
information.! This! interpretation! is! in! line! with! the! increased! reaction! times! under!
influence!of!cannabis.!!!
Comparisons!of!the!current!results,!with!studies!investigating!performance!monitoring!
in! chronic! users! highlight! that! acute! and! chronic! effects! of! drugs! on! cognitive!
performance! do! not! necessarily! correspond.! For! example,! the! finding! of! enhanced!
performance!monitoring! after! cocaine! contrasts! with! a! wealth! of! studies! indicating!
impaired! performance! in! addicted! cocaine! users! who! are! not! tested! under! acute!
influence!(Spronk!et!al.,!2013).!In!relation!to!cannabis,!both!acute!and!chronic!effects!
are!often! in!the!direction!of! impairment,! rather!than! improvement! (for!a!review!see!
Crean! et! al.,! 2011;! Crane! et! al.,! 2013).! Notably,! a! recent! study! in! chronic! cannabis!
users! investigating! the! exact! same! performance! monitoring! parameters! as! in! the!
current!study,!i.e.!ERN!and!Pe!(Fridberg!et!al.,!2013)!reported!that!the!Pe!was!affected,!
but! the!ERN!was! intact.! This! finding! suggests! that!different!performance!monitoring!




could!not!be! controlled! for! in! the! current!experiment.!For!example,!on!most! testing!
days! it!was!rather!obvious!for!both!the!participant!and!the!experimenter!which!drug!
they!had!been!given!(although!we!have!no!written!statements!regarding!the!success!





in! the! cannabis! condition! (e.g.!not! feeling! well! or! extreme! fatigue).! Factors! such! as!
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Another! potential! limitation! that! concerns! the! generalizability! of! the! results! is! the!
route!of!administration!of!cocaine.!The!oral!intake!in!the!form!of!a!capsule!is!different!
from!the!most!frequently!used!route!of!administration!in!recreational!use!(intranasal!
or! snorting).! Because! the! route! of! administration! can! have! profound! effects! on!
experienced! subjective! and! cognitive! effects,!we! cannot! exclude! the! possibility! that!
the! current! data! would! not! have! been! observed! after! intranasal! administration! of!
cocaine.! However,! the! subjective! reported! feelings! of! ‘high’! and! ‘active’! are!
comparable! to! those! reported! after! the! intranasal! route!of! administration,!which! at!




result!would!be! the! same! in!drugPnaive! individuals.! Furthermore,!almost!all! subjects!
were! smokers! (see! Table! 4.1).! Participants!were! instructed!not! to! smoke!during! the!
testing! day! and! this! might! have! led! to! nicotinePwithdrawal! symptoms.! Nicotine!
withdrawal! symptoms! can! impair! performance! monitoring! in! itself! (Luijten! et! al.,!
2011)! although! this! nicotinePwithdrawal! is! likely! to! have! been! the! same! across! all!
three!testing!days.!!
Other! limitations! are! that! not! all! subjects! received! the! second! administration! of!
cannabis!or!cocaine.!As!the!Flanker!task!was!assessed!after!the!second!administration,!
this! could! have! affected! the! results.! FollowPup! analyses! show,! however,! that! the!
results! are! in! the! same! direction,! irrespective! of! the! number! of! administrations.!
Moreover,!even! if! subjects!had!only! received!one!administration!of! the!drug,! results!
were! still! within! limits! of! the! psychoactive! effects,! because! the! Flanker! task! was!
assessed!no! longer! than! 80!min! after! the! first! cannabis! administration! and!125!min!
after!the!first!cocaine!administration.!
To!conclude,!our!data!highlight!the! impact!of!cannabis!and!cocaine!on!performanceP
monitoring.! Cannabis! decreases! the! ERN! and! the! Pe,!whereas! cocaine! increases! the!
ERN!and!Pe.!Both!drugs!do!not!affect!postPerror! slowing.!These! results!demonstrate!
opposing!effects!on!the!early!and! late!phases!of!performance!monitoring!of! the!two!
common! drugs! of! abuse.! Conversely,! the! behavioural! adaptation! phase! of!
performance! monitoring! remained! unaltered! by! the! drugs.! ! The! current! results!
suggest! a! cognitive!mechanism! by! which! acute! drug! effects! can! contribute! to! risky!
behaviour.! Our! results! point! to! a! limited! role! of! the! investigated! dopaminergic!
candidate!genes!in!individual!variation!of!drug!effects!on!performance!monitoring.!
!
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Abstract 
Rationale:! LongPterm! cannabis! and! cocaine! use! have! both! been! associated! with!
impairments! in! reversal! learning.! However,! how! acute! cannabis! and! cocaine!
administration!affect!reversal!learning!in!humans!is!not!known.!
Objective:! In!this!study,!we!aimed!to!establish!the!acute!effects!of!administration!of!
cannabis! and! cocaine!on!valencePdependent! reversal! learning!as! a! function!of!DRD2!
Taq1A!(rs1800497)!and!COMT!Val108/158Met!(rs4680)!genotype.!
Methods:!A!doublePblind!placeboPcontrolled!randomized!3Pway!crossover!design!was!




decreased! by! cannabis.! Effects! of! cocaine! depended! on! the! DRD2! genotype,! as!
increases!in!proportion!correct!were!seen!only!in!the!A1!carriers,!and!not!in!the!A2/A2!
homozygotes.! COMT! genotype! did! not! modulate! drugPinduced! effects! on! reversal!
learning.!
Conclusions:! These! data! indicate! that! acute! administration! of! cannabis! and! cocaine!
has! opposite! effects! on! reversal! learning.! The! effects! of! cocaine,! but! not! cannabis,!
depend!on!interindividual!genetic!differences!in!the!dopamine!D2!receptor!gene.! !
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INTRODUCTION 
Reversal! learning! is! the! ability! to! flexibly! adapt! behaviour! in! response! to! changing!
stimulus–outcome!contingencies.!It!is!a!cognitive!function!that!is!frequently!reported!
to!be!affected!by!drug!use.!Preclinical!research!has!revealed!that!cannabis!and!cocaine!
are! associated! with! impaired! reversal! learning! (Egerton! et! al.,! 2005;! Sokolic! et! al.,!
2011;! Wright! et! al.,! 2013;! McCracken! and! Grace,! 2013;! Schoenbaum! et! al.,! 2004).!
Furthermore,!chronic!cocaine!use! in!human!addicted!individuals!has!been!associated!
with!impaired!flexible!behaviour!(Ersche!et!al.,!2008).!Impaired!reversal!learning!is!also!
a! dimension! of! impulsivityPrelated! traits.! Trait! impulsivity,! which! includes! reversal!
learning,! has! been! related! to! enhanced! drug! selfPadministration! levels! in! rodents!
(Cervantes!et! al.,! 2013;! Izquierdo!and! Jentsch,!2012;!Dalley!et! al.,! 2007).!How!acute!
effects! of! drugs! of! abuse! causally! affect! reversal! learning! in! humans! is! yet! to! be!




learning! following! the! acute! administration! of! cannabis! and! cocaine,! the! two!most!
commonly! used! illicit! drugs! in! Europe! (EMCDDA,! 2014).!We! also! investigated! drugP
induced!effects!on!reversal! learning!as!a!function!of!genetic!variants! in!two!common!
dopaminergic!candidate!genes.!
None! of! the! previous! studies! on! cannabis! and! cocaine! have! dissociated! between!
reversal! based! on! unexpected! reward! versus! reversal! based! on! unexpected!
punishment.!This! issue! is!pertinent,!because!cannabis!and!cocaine!have!been!argued!
to!act!by!way!of!modulating!dopamine!transmission,!which!is!accompanied!by!a!shift!
in! learning! from! reward! versus! punishment! (Maia! and! Frank,! 2011).! Increases! in!
striatal! dopamine! transmission,! as! elicited! by! cocaine! (Volkow! et! al.,! 1997;! Wise,!
1984),!are!accompanied!by!better!rewardP!versus!punishmentPbased!reversal!learning!
(Cools! et! al.,! 2009;! see!also! Frank!et! al.,! 2004;! Frank!and!O’Reilly,! 2006;!Bódi! et! al.,!
2009).! In!agreement,! cocaine!has!been! shown! to!enhance! rewardPmagnitude! in! rats!
(Roesch!et!al.,!2007)!and!thus!might!cause!an!overall!bias!to!reward!over!punishmentP
related! information.! This! suggests! that! cocaine! might! increase! the! impact! of!
unexpected! reward!on! reversal! learning—thus! improving! reward! versus!punishment!
reversal! learning.! Cannabis! has! also! been! associated! with! increases! in! striatal!
dopamine! release! (Bossong! et! al.,! 2009);! however,! others! have! not! been! able! to!
replicate!this!effect!(Stokes!et!al.,!2009;!Barkus!et!al.,!2011).!Current!evidence!has!also!
suggested!that!cannabis!reduces!sensitivity!to!external!reinforcing!stimuli!irrespective!
of! their! valence! (Lane! et! al.,! 2002,! 2005),! which! suggests! that! the! valence! of! the!
reinforcer!does!not!play!a!role!in!shaping!learning!after!reversals,!but!rather!has!less!of!
an!impact!on!learning!overall.!
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Individual! differences! in! baseline! levels! of! dopamine! synthesis! capacity! have! been!
shown! to! be! predictive! of! the! effects! of! dopaminergic! drugs! on! reversal! learning!
(Cools! et! al.,! 2009).! Accordingly,! the! effects! of! cannabis! and! cocaine! might! also!
depend!on!individual!differences!in!baseline!levels!of!dopamine!(de!Wit,!1998).!Thus,!
we!exploited! common!polymorphisms! in!dopamine! genes! to! take! into! account! such!
interindividual!differences.!
The!A1!allele!of!the!DRD2!Taq1A!polymorphism!is!associated!with!lower!D2!receptor!
density! and! hence! decreased! dopamine! D2! receptor! signalling! (Ritchie! and! Noble,!
2003;! Jönsson!et! al.,! 1999).!Moreover,! dopamine!D2! receptor! function—whether! or!
not! investigated!by!means!of!polymorphisms!or!pharmacology—has! frequently!been!





in! comparison! to!Met! homozygotes! (Chen! et! al.,! 2004;! Tunbridge! et! al.,! 2006).! Val!
homozygotes! are! thought! to! exhibit! the! largest! cognitive! benefit! from! dopamineP




2012)! and! may! therefore! be! involved! in! modulating! the! acute! effects! of! drugs! of!
abuse.!
In! this! study,! we! investigated! the! acute! effects! of! cannabis! and! cocaine! in! healthy!
regular!users!of!these!drugs.!All!participants!received!cocaine,!placebo,!or!cannabis!in!
a! placeboPcontrolled! doublePblind! crossover! study! design.! A! reversal! learning!
paradigm!was!employed!that!is!well!established!to!be!sensitive!to!dopaminergic!drug!
manipulations! (Cools! et! al.,! 2006,! 2009;! van! der! Schaaf! et! al.,! 2013,! 2014).! This!
paradigm!enabled!us! to!assess! (1)!whether!cannabis!and!cocaine!alter! rewardPbased!
vs.! punishmentPbased! reversal! learning! and! (2)! if! drugPinduced! effects! on! reversal!
learning! varies! as! a! function! of! genetic! variation! in! two! dopaminergic! genes! (DRD2!
Taq1A!and!COMT!Val108/158Met).!In!order!to!investigate!the!functional!selectivity!of!
the!effects!to!reversal! learning,!we!also! investigated!attentional!switching! (Attention!
Switch! Task:! AST)! and! forward! planning! (Tower! of! London:! ToL).! Functional!
neuroimaging!has!most!consistently!identified!the!implication!of!the!prefrontal!cortex!
during! setPswitching! (Monsell,! 2003).! Forward! planning! implicates! the! prefrontal!
cortex!and!striatal!dopamine,!as!evidenced!by!studies!with!patients!with!Parkinson’s!
disease,! characterized! primarily! by! severe! striatal! dopamine! depletion! and!
psychopharmacological! studies! using! drugs! that! act! primarily! on! striatal! dopamine!
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receptors!(Newman!et!al.,!2003;!Ravizza!and!Carter,!2008;!Dagher!et!al.,!2001;!Owen!
et!al.,!1998;!Mehta!et!al.,!2003;!van!Wel!et!al.,!2013).!
Cocaine! was! predicted! to! enhance! reward! relative! to! punishmentPbased! reversal!
learning.! For! cannabis,! two!hypotheses!were!deemed!possible.! First,! cannabis!might!
improve! reward! versus! punishment! reversal! learning! as! a! result! of! the! dopamineP
enhancing! effects.! Second,! cannabis! might! have! a! valencePindependent! impairing!
effect!on! reversal! learning,! consistent!with!prior!observations! that! cannabis! reduces!






SixtyPfour! healthy! regular! (nonPaddicted)! polyPdrug! users,! aged! 18–40!years! were!
recruited!through!advertisements!on!the!Internet,!university!campuses,!and!wordPofP
mouth! referrals.! A! total! of! 61! subjects! remained! in! the! study,! because! 3! had! to! be!
excluded.!One!withdrew!consent!after!the!first!testing!day,!one!had!a!cardiovascular!
reaction! to! the! blood! draw! and! study! discontinuation! was! decided! by! the!
investigators,!and!one!did!not!adhere!to!the!abstinence! instructions!as!confirmed!by!
high! baseline! cannabinoid! levels! for! each! testing! day.! All! subjects! reported! regular!
cannabis!use!(i.e.,!two!or!more!times!per!week)!and!occasional!cocaine!use!(i.e.,!more!
than!five!times!in!the!previous!year).!They!had!to!be!in!good!physical!health!and!be!of!
normal! weight! (body! mass! index! 18–28).! Subjects! who! used! other! psychotropic!
medication,! reported! excessive! drinking! (>20! standard! drinks! per!week)! or! smoking!
(>20! cigarettes! per! day)! were! excluded.! Further! exclusion! criteria! were! alcohol! or!
substance!dependence!or!history!of!psychiatric!or!neurological!disorders!as!assessed!
during!a!clinical!interview!(M.I.N.I.!plus;!Sheehan!et!al.,!1998),!pregnancy!or!lactation,!
and! cardiovascular! abnormalities! as! measured! by! ECG! and! hypertension.! Not! all!
subjects!completed!all!tasks!in!all!three!drug!conditions.!Of!the!61,!3!subjects!did!not!
complete! the!Attention!Switch!Task!and!5!did!not!complete! the!Tower!of!London! in!
the!cannabis!drug!condition!(because!of!adverse!events).!Eight!additional!datasets!of!
the!Tower!of!London!could!not!be!analysed!due!to!experimenter!error! (1!cocaine,!1!
placebo)! or! to! nonPcompliance! or! failure! to! understand! the! task! by! the! subject! as!
reflected!in!an!overall!performance!of!less!than!60!%!correct!(3!cannabis,!2!placebo,!1!
cocaine).! There! were! 14! missing! datasets! for! the! reversal! learning! due! to! adverse!
events!or! lack!of!motivation! (13! cannabis,! 1! cocaine).!Data! for!4!additional!datasets!
were!excluded!due!to!poor!behavioural!performance!(overall!average!accuracy!<60!%;!
2!cannabis,!1!placebo,!1!cocaine).!





according! to! the! code! of! ethics! on! human! experimentation! established! by! the!
Declaration! of! Helsinki! (1964,! amended! in! Seoul,! 2008),! and! was! approved! by! the!
Medical!Ethics!Committee!of!Maastricht!University!and!the!regional!ethics!committee!
for! the!University!Medical!Center!of! the!Radboud!University.!A!permit! for!obtaining,!
storing,! and! administering! cocaine! and! cannabis!was! obtained! from! the!Dutch!Drug!
Enforcement!Administration.!
PROCEDURE 
Prior! to! starting! the! testing! days,! all! participants! were! invited! for! a! screening! and!
practice!day!where! they!gave! informed!consent!and!received!a!medical!examination!
including! assessment! of! blood! and! urine! samples! for! standard! chemistry! and!
haematology,!electrocardiogram!(ECG),!and!interview!of!medical!and!drug!use!history.!
All! subjects! completed! shortened! versions! of! all! cognitive! paradigms! in! a! practice!
session.!
After!study!inclusion,!subjects!completed!a!series!of!cognitive!tests!on!three!separate!




four! sandwiches)! and! performance! of! a! urine! drug! screen,! pregnancy! test! (women!
only),!and!alcohol!breath!analyser.!This!was!followed!by!prePdrug!(baseline)!vital!sign!
recordings,!questionnaires,! and!blood!draws! (see! supplementary!material!1! for!drug!
metabolites!and!see!(van!Wel!et!al.,!2015)!for!questionnaire!data).!Subjects!received!a!
capsule!containing!either!300!mg!cocaine!HCl!or!placebo!orally!(T0),!and!45!min!later,!
subjects! inhaled! 300!μg/kg! body! weight! cannabis! or! placebo! (T1);! because! the!
experiment! was! doublePblind,! therefore,! all! participants! had! to! take! a! capsule! and!
 
Figure 5.1 Timeline (in minutes) of the course of a testing day. The black triangles represent 
the moment of cocaine (or placebo) capsule administration and the gray triangles 
represent the moment of cannabis (or placebo) vapour administration. AST Attention 
Switch Task, ToL Tower of London, RL reversal learning 
15 45 15 60 15 100 15
T0 T1 T2
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complete! inhalation.! The! delay! of! 45!min!was! based! on! prior! observations! that! the!
capsule!needs!about!45!min!before!plasma!concentrations!start!to! increase!(Fillmore!
et! al.,! 2002;! and! for! a! review! Bigelow! and!Walsh,! 1998).! Conversely,! cannabis! was!
anticipated! to! be! absorbed! immediately! (Grotenhermen,! 2003).! After! T1,! the! first!















of! the! results.! Of! the! 46! subjects! who! completed! the! reversal! learning! task! in! the!
cannabis!condition,!6!did!not!receive!a!second!administration!(3!refused,!3!exceeded!
vital!sign!limits).!
DESIGN, STUDY DRUGS, AND ADMINISTRATION 
This! study! used! a! doublePblind,! doublePdummy,! placeboPcontrolled,! threePway!
crossover!design.!The!three!possible!conditions!were!as!follows:!(1)!cocaine!(placebo!
cannabis! vapour/cocaine! capsules),! (2)! cannabis! (cannabis! vapours/placebo! cocaine!
capsules),! and! (3)! placebo! (placebo! cannabis! vapours/placebo! cocaine! capsules).!
Cannabis! was! obtained! from! flowers! of! Cannabis4 sativa,! grown! according! to! good!
manufacturing! practice! (GMP)Pcompliant! procedures! (FarmalyseBV,! Zaandam,! The!
Netherlands).! A! herbal! mixture! containing! hemp! flowers! was! used! as! placebo! for!
cannabis.!Cannabis!was!administered!in!two!subsequent!dosages!that!were!tailored!to!
each! individual’s! weight! (T1 = 300!μg/kg,! T2 = 150!μg/kg).! Cannabis! and! cannabis!
placebo!were!vaporized!at!a!temperature!of!225!°C!by!means!of!a!Volcano®!vaporizer!
(StorzPBickel! GmbH,! Tüttlingen,! Germany)! 5!min! before! administration.! The! vapour!
was! stored! in! a! polythene! bag! equipped! with! a! valved! mouthpiece.! Subjects! were!
instructed!to! inhale!deeply,!to!hold!their!breath!for!10!s!after!each! inhalation!and!to!
take!as!much!time!as!needed!to!empty!the!bag!in!order!to!minimize!the!occurrence!of!
adverse! events.! Cocaine! HCl! and! matching! placebo! cocaine! were! encapsulated! in!
white! opaque! capsules.! The! placebo! capsules! contained! only! filling! material! of!
equivalent! weight.! The! cocaine! HCl! and! placebo! cocaine! were! purchased! from!
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Mallinckrodt! Pharmaceuticals,! St.! Louis,! MO,! USA,! and! encapsulated! and! tested! by!
Basic! Pharma!Geleen,! The!Netherlands,! according! to!Good!Manufacturing! Practices.!




Blood! samples! were! obtained! by! venepuncture,! and! DNA! was! isolated! using! the!
following! standard! protocols.! Molecular! analyses! were! performed! in! a! certified!
laboratory!at!the!Department!of!Human!Genetics,!Radboud!university!medical!center,!
the! Netherlands.! The! DRD2! rs1800497! and! COMT! rs4680! polymorphisms! were!
genotyped!using! TaqManPbased! analysis.!Genotyping!was!performed! in! a! volume!of!
10!μl! containing! 10!ng! of! genomic! DNA.! For! DRD2,! 5!μl! of! TaqManMastermix! (2x;!
Applied!Biosystems,!Nieuwerkerk!aan!de!IJssel,!the!Netherlands),!0.125!μl!of!TaqMan!
assay! (TaqMan!assay:!C_7486676_10,! reporter!1,!VICPAPallele,! reverse!assay;!Applied!
Biosystems),!and!3.875!μl!of!water!were!added.!For!COMT,!5!μl!of!ABgene!Mastermix!
(2x,!Applied!Biosystems),!0.125!μl!of!TaqMan!assay! (TaqMan!assay:!C_25746809_50,!




supplied! by! the! manufacturer! (Applied! Biosystems).! To! investigate! the! random!
genotyping! error! rate! in! the! two! assays,! the! laboratory! included! 5!%! duplicate!DNA!
samples,!which!showed!100!%!consistency!in!genotype.!There!are!three!genotypes!of!
the!dopamine!DRD2!Taq1A!gene;!the!A2/A2!variant,!the!A1/A2!variant,!and!the!A1/A1!
variant.! The! A1/A1! and! A1/A2! variants! were! grouped! together! and! named! the! “A1!
carriers,”! because! the! prevalence! of! the! A1/A1! variant! is! very! low.! There! are! three!
variants! for! the! COMT! gene;! the! Val/Val! variant,! the! Val/Met! variant,! and! the!
Met/Met!variant.!The!COMT!genotype!could!not!be!determined!for!two!subjects.!The!







reward! and! the! other! with! punishment.! Subjects! were! instructed! to! learn! these!
deterministic! stimulus–outcome! associations! by! predicting! the! outcome! of! the!
stimulus!that!was!highlighted!by!a!black!border.!Outcome!predictions!were!made!by!
pressing!either!a!red!(for!punishment)!or!green!(for!reward)!button!with!the!index!!
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finger!of! the! left! and! the! right! hand! (counterbalanced!between! subjects).!Note! that!
the! computer! selected! which! stimulus! was! highlighted! and! that! the! outcome! was!






an! unexpected! reward,! presented! after! the! previously! punished! stimulus! was!
highlighted,!or! an!unexpected!punishment,! presented!after! the!previously! rewarded!
stimulus! was! highlighted.! After! unexpected! outcomes,! the! same! stimulus! was!
highlighted! again,! such! that! behavioural! and! cognitive! requirements! were! matched!
between!valence!conditions.!
Each! participant! performed! four! experimental! blocks! that! contained! 120! trials:! two!
blocks!in!which!reversals!were!signalled!by!unexpected!rewards!(reward!valence)!and!
two!blocks!in!which!reversals!were!signalled!by!unexpected!punishment!(punishment!
valence).! Each! block! consisted! of! one! acquisition! stage! until! the! first! reversal! and! a!
variable!number!of!reversal!stages,!depending!on!the!participant’s!accuracy.!Accuracy!




Figure 5.2 The deterministic reversal learning task. a An example of a punishment trial. On 
each trial, subjects are presented with a face and a landscape. One of the images is 
surrounded by a black border. The subject had to predict whether the surrounded stimulus 
was followed by a reward or by a punishment outcome by pressing the associated 
“reward” or “punishment” button on a keyboard. After the response had been made, the 
subject saw the actual outcome. b Example of a trial sequence for the unexpected 
punishment and unexpected reward condition. The reversals are indicated by an 
unexpected reward or unexpected punishment trial. rw reward prediction, pn punishment 
prediction, ns-r non-switch reward trial, ns-p non-switch punishment trial, sw-r reversal trial 
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was! associated! with! reward! (nonPswitch! reward)! or! punishment! (nonPswitch!
punishment).!Thus,! in! total,! there!were! three! trial! types! (switch,!nonPswitch! reward,!
nonPswitch!punishment)! across! two!valence! levels! (reward,!punishment).! Proportion!
correct!is!the!main!outcome!measure!in!this!task.!On!the!“screening!and!practice!day”!
subjects!performed!two!practice!blocks!to!familiarize!them!with!the!paradigm.!
ATTENTION SWITCH TASK 
The! experimental! Attention! Switch! Task! (AST)! was! used! to! measure! the! subject’s!
ability!to!frequently!switch!attention!between!different!task!instructions!(Markus!and!
Jonkman,!2007).!This!task!is!an!adjusted!version!of!the!task!reported!by!Kramer!et!al.!
(2001).! The!AST! consists! of! two!nonPswitch!blocks! and!one! switch!block.!During! the!
task,!four!stimulus!types!were!randomly!presented!on!the!screen!(1,!3,!111,!or!333).!
During! the! first! nonPswitch!block,! the! subject!was! asked! to! respond! to! the!question!
“what!number?”!by!pressing!a!left!button!when!the!cue!“1”!or!“111”!appeared!and!a!
right! button! when! “3”! or! “333”! appeared.! In! the! second! nonPswitch! block,! the!
question!“how!many?”!had!to!be!answered!by!pressing!the!left!button!when!the!cue!
“1”!or!“3”!appeared!and!the!right!button!when!the!cue!“111”!or!“333”!appeared.! In!
the! switch! block,! the! “what! number?”! and! “how! many?”! trials! were! randomly!
intermixed.! The! nonPswitch! blocks! included! 40! randomly! presented! trials! each,!
consisting!of!10!stimuli!of!each!stimulus!type.!The!switch!block!included!80!randomly!
presented! trials!and!20!stimuli!of!each!stimulus! type.!The!questions!were!presented!
for! 400!ms,! after!which! a! stimulus!was! presented! for! 800!ms.! After! this,! a! 2000Pms!
response! interval! occurred! before! the! next! instruction! appeared.! The! dependent!
variables!were!mean!proportion!correct!and!reaction!time.!
TOWER OF LONDON 
The! Tower! of! London! task! provides! a!measure! of! forward! planning! (Shallice,! 1982).!
The! original! version! of! the! Tower! of! London! consists! of! three! coloured! balls,!which!
must!be!arranged!on!three!sticks!to!match!the!target!configuration!on!a!picture!while!
only! one! ball! can! be!moved! at! a! time.! The! present! version! consisted! of! computerP
generated! images! of! beginP! and! endParrangements! of! the! balls.! The! subjects! were!
asked! to!decide!as!quickly!as!possible,!by!pushing!a! coded!button,!whether! the!end!
arrangement! could! be! accomplished! in! 2,! 3,! 4,! 5,! or! 6! steps! from! the! begin!
arrangement! (Veale! et! al.,! 1996).! The! complexity! of! the! task!was!dependent!on! the!
minimal! number! of! steps! in! which! the! rearrangement! could! be! achieved.! To! avoid!





on! reversal! learning,!a! linearPmixed!model! (LMM)!was!constructed!with!Subject!as!a!
random!factor!and!Drugs!(cocaine,!placebo,!cannabis);!Valence!(reward,!punishment);!




with! COMT! (Val/Val,! Val/Met,! Met/Met)! and! DRD2! (A2/A2,! A1! carriers),! as! two!
additional!fixed!factors.!To!measure!drug!effects!on!AST!and!ToL!performance,!LMMs!
were! constructed! with! Subject! as! a! random! factor! and! Drugs! (cocaine,! placebo,!
cannabis);!Block!(switch,!nonPswitch,!for!AST);!or!Step!(steps!2,!3,!4,!and!5,!for!ToL)!as!
fixed!factors.!All!individual!datasets!which!involved!more!than!40!%!overall!error!rate!
were!excluded!as!performance!was!considered! to!be!at!chance! level,! signalling!nonP
compliance! or! failure! to! understand! the! instructions.! As! is! appropriate! for!
proportional!data,!where!the!variance!is!proportional!to!the!mean,!we!applied!arcsine!
transformation! !2"(asin √" )!on! all! analyses! on! proportion! correct! (Howell,! 1997).!








Table! 5.1! shows! the! subject! characteristics! for! gender,! age,! education! and!drug!use!
history! stratified! for! genotype.! There! was! a! significant! DRD2! genotype! effect! on!
occasions!of!cocaine!use!in!the!past!year.!The!A1!carriers!showed!a!higher!prevalence!
of!cocaine!use!compared!with!the!A2/A2!homozygotes.!However,!the!A1!carrier!group!!
Table 5.1 Demographics of the subjects stratified per genotype, values are mean±SD 
Measure DRD2 genotype COMT genotype 
  A2/A2 A1 carriers p-value MetMet ValMet ValVal p-value 
N 44 17  23 23 13  
Gender (m/f) 36/8 13/4 0.64 16/7 19/4 13/0 0.08 
Age (years) 22.1±3.8 23.8±5.3 0.17 23.1±4.8 22.1±3.0 23.1±5.4 0.71 
Years of 










5.5±4.9 8.0±5.3 0.078 6.6±4.8 6.4±5.9 5.5±4.7 0.83 
a Data is missing for one subject 
b When one outlying participant was removed, the DRD2 genotype effect on occasions of cocaine use 
was no longer significant (p = 0.17) 
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Table 5.2 Behavioral data on the reversal learning task (mean proportion correct ± SD). 
 Cocaine Placebo Cannabis 












Switch 0.91±0.10 0.92±0.087 0.89±0.10 0.84±0.10 0.81±0.15 0.77±0.19 
Non-sw reward 0.95±0.059 0.95±0.039 0.93±0.074 0.91±0.038 0.89±0.081 0.85±0.12 
Non-sw punish 0.95±0.053 0.94±0.070 0.92±0.079 0.90±0.060 0.90±0.066 0.86±0.094 
Unexpected punishment 
Switch 0.95±0.047 0.95±0.051 0.92±0.086 0.87±0.11 0.84±0.17 0.84±0.14 
Non-sw reward 0.95±0.049 0.95±0.034 0.93±0.046 0.91±0.056 0.88±0.080 0.85±0.10 






The! average! proportions! of! correct! responses! are! shown! in! Table! 5.2.!Mixed!model!
analysis! revealed! a! significant! main! effect! of! Drugs! (F2,929.565=76.2,! p<0.001),! a!
significant! effect! of! Valence! (F1,911.998=5.0,! p=0.026),! and! a! significant! Trial! type! ×!
Valence! interaction! (F2,911.998=67.20,! p=0.001).! There! was! no! Trial! type! ×! Drugs!
interaction! (F2,911.998=0.0.68,!p=0.61),! suggesting! that!drug!effects!were! the! same! for!
switch! and!nonPswitch! trials.!Moreover,! in! contrast! to! our! hypothesis,! there!was!no!
Drugs!×!Valence!interaction,! indicating!that!drug!effects!did!not!vary!as!a!function!of!
the!valence!of! the!outcome! that! signalled! the!need! for! reversal.! Furthermore,! there!
was!also!no! threePway!Trial! type!×!Valence!×!Drugs! interaction! (p’s>0.99).! The!main!
effect! of! Drugs!was! due! to! a! higher! accuracy! after! cocaine! compared!with! placebo!
(0.94! vs.! 0.91,! p<0.001),! but! lower! accuracy! after! cannabis! compared! with! placebo!
(0.87! vs.! 0.90,! p<0.001).! Thus,! cocaine! improved,! while! cannabis! impaired!
performance!on! the! reversal! learning! task! in!a!nonPvalence! specific!manner!and! the!
effects!extended!to!the!nonPswitch!trials.!
PostPhoc!analyses!of!the!twoPway!interaction!between!Valence!and!Trial!types!showed!
a! significant! effect! of! valence! for! switch! trials,! i.e.,! across! all! drug! sessions! subjects!
performed!better!when!unexpected!reversal!was!signalled!by!punishment!rather!than!
reward! (0.90!vs.! 0.86,!p<0.001).!No!differences!were!observed!between! reward!and!
punishment!on!the!two!types!of!nonPswitch!trials!(p>0.75).!
GENETIC EFFECTS ON REVERSAL LEARNING 
In! addition,! we! assessed! whether! reversal! learning! performance! was!modulated! by!
DRD2!or!COMT!genotype.!The!proportion!of!correct!responses!as!a!function!of!Drug,!
Trial! type,! and!DRD2! genotype! (A2/A2! and!A1! carriers)! are! presented! in! Figure! 5.3.!
There!was!a! significant!DRD2! ×!Drugs! interaction! (F2,841.511=5.33,!p=0.005).! FollowPup!
analyses!investigating!this!DRD2!×!Drugs!interaction!for!only!the!cocaine!and!placebo!!





A1! carriers! and! the! A2/A2! group.! There!were! no! other! significant! interactions! with!
DRD2!genotype!(all!p’s>0.52).!There!was!no!significant!main!effect!for!COMT!genotype!
(p=0.08),! neither!were! there! any! significant! interactions! between!COMT! and! any! of!
the!other!factors!(all!p’s>0.34).!
ATTENTION SWITCH TASK 
The! average! proportion! of! correct! responses! and! reaction! times! for! the! Attention!
Switch!Task!and!the!Tower!of!London!tasks!are!shown!in!Table!5.3.!Analysis!revealed!
the! expected! switch! effect! as! indicated! by! a! decreased! proportion! of! correct! in! the!





interaction! was! not! significant! (F2,294.289=2.36,! p=0.097),! suggesting! that! the! switch!
 
Figure 5.3 Proportion correct for the cocaine, placebo, and cannabis conditions as a 
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effect! on! proportion! correct!was! not! different! across! the! three! drugs! conditions.! In!
addition,! in! terms! of! reaction! times,! there! was! also! a! main! effect! of! Switch!
(F1,294.047=241.9,!p<0.001)!and!of!Drugs! (F2,294.863=13.3,!p<0.001).!Subjects! took! longer!
to! respond! to! trials! in! the! switch! compared! with! the! nonPswitch! block! (652! vs.!
485!ms).!The!significant!main!effect!of!Drugs!was!due!to!overall!longer!reaction!times!
in!the!cannabis!compared!with!placebo!condition!(603!vs!568!ms,!p=0.031)!and!faster!
reaction! times! in! the!cocaine!compared!with! the!placebo!condition! (534!vs.!568!ms,!
p=0.028).!There!was!no!significant!Switch!×!Drugs!interaction!(F2,294.047=0.036,!p=0.96),!
suggesting! that! the! switch! effect! on! reaction! time! was! not! different! between! the!
drugs.!
TOWER OF LONDON 
The! analyses! on! the! reaction! times! in! the! ToL! showed! the! expected! decrease! in!
proportion! correct! with! increasing! number! of! steps! (F3,607.373=104.3,! p<0.001).! With!
the!exception!of!steps!2!and!3,!significantly!fewer!correct!responses!were!made!with!
each! subsequent! step! (all! p’s<0.001).! There! was! also! a! significant! effect! of! Drugs!
(F2,619.725=12.1,!p<0.001).!Pairwise!comparisons! revealed! that! the!effect!of!drugs!was!
due! to! an! overall! lower! proportion! correct! after! cannabis! compared! with! placebo!
(p<0.001),!while!there!were!no!differences!between!placebo!and!cocaine!(p=1.0).!The!
Drugs! ×! Steps! interaction! on! proportion! correct! was! not! significant! (F6,619.132=1.0,!
p=0.42).! Likewise,! there! was! a! significant! main! effect! of! Steps! on! reaction! time!
(F3,608.498=560.2,! p<0.001),! indicating! that! reaction! time! increased! with! each!
subsequent! step! (all! p’s<0.001).! In! addition,! a! main! effect! of! Drugs! (F2,612.612=15.7,!
p<0.001)! indicated! that! reaction! times! were! longer! after! cannabis! compared! with!
placebo! (p<0.001),! while! there! were! no! reaction! time! differences! between! cocaine!
and!placebo!(p=1.0).!There!was!no!interaction!between!Steps!×!Drugs!(F6,608.498=0.76,!
p=0.61).!
Table 5.3 Behavioral data on Attention Switch Task (AST) and Tower of London (ToL) after 
placebo, cocaine and cannabis (mean ± SD). 
  Placebo Cocaine Cannabis 
Attention Switch Task 
Non-Switch 
RT (ms) 483±91 452±67 517±142 
proportion correct 0.98±0.026 0.98±0.024 0.96±0.036 
Switch 
RT (ms) 654±198 617±148 682±201 
proportion correct 0.95±0.050 0.95±0.036 0.92±0.049 
Tower of London 
2 steps 
RT (ms) 4,962±1,404 4,910±1,690 6,161±2,625 
proportion correct 0.94±0.088 0.95±0.090 0.92±0.12 
3 steps 
RT (ms) 6,218±1,870 6,292±2,513 7,377±2,740 
proportion correct 0.95±0.071 0.95±0.068 0.92±0.093 
4 steps 
RT (ms) 9,449±3,452 9,144±3,184 10,914±3,909 
proportion correct 0.88±0.10 0.85±0.11 0.82±0.15 
5 steps 
RT (ms) 15,337±4,839 15,278±4,988 15,760±5,904 
proportion correct 0.76±0.18 0.79±0.17 0.69±0.17 
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DISCUSSION 
The!main! findings! of! this! study! are! that! (1)! cocaine! and! cannabis! exerted! opposite!
effects! on! reversal! learning.! Cocaine! increased!proportion! correct!whereas! cannabis!
decreased!proportion!correct.!These!effects!were!observed!across!all!trials:!switch!and!
nonPswitch;!(2)!drug!effects!on!reversal! learning!did!not!vary!with!the!valence!of!the!
outcome! (reward!vs.!punishment)! signalling! the!need! for! reversal;! and! (3)! the!DRD2!
Taq1A! genotype! differentially! modulated! the! effects! of! cocaine,! but! not! cannabis.!
Specifically,! the! results! suggested! that! cocaine! improved! performance! to! a! greater!
degree! in! the! A1! carriers! compared! with! the! A2/A2! genotype! group.! The! COMT!
Val108/158Met!did!not!affect!reversal!learning.!
Cocaine! induced!a! larger! improvement! in!the!DRD2!A1!allele!carriers!compared!with!
the!A2/A2!homozygotes.! Furthermore,! this!was! irrespective! of! switch! or! nonPswitch!
trials,!suggesting!that!this!effect!reflects!modulation!of!reinforcement!learning!rather!
than! reversal! learning! specifically.! The! finding! that! cocaine! had! greater! beneficial!
effects! in! subjects!with! genetically! determined! lower!dopamine!D2! receptor! density!
concurs! with! prior! pharmacogenetic! studies! also! showing! greater! effects! of!
dopaminergic!drugs!in!such!subjects!(Cohen!et!al.,!2007;!Kirsch!et!al.,!2006;!PearsonP
Fuhrhop! et! al.,! 2013;! Kwak! et! al.,! 2013).! For! example,! in! the! work! by! Cohen! et!
al.!(2007)! it! was! shown! that! administration! of! the! dopamine! D2! receptor! agonist!
cabergoline! resulted! in! stronger! taskPrelated! neural! activation! in! the! A1! carriers!
compared! with! the! A2/A2! genotype! group.! The! results! also! accord! with! a! recent!
pharmacological! PET! study! in! healthy! individuals! (Ersche! et! al.,! 2011),! which!
demonstrated! that! the! beneficial! effects! of! the! dopamine! receptor! agonist!
pramipexole! on! reversal! learning! depended! on! baseline! levels! of! dopamine! D2/3!
receptor! availability! in! the! striatum! (Ersche! et! al.,! 2011).! Although! cocaine! is!
pharmacologically! different! from! the!dopamine!precursor! LPdopa! and! the! dopamine!
receptor! agonists! investigated! in! the! aforementioned! studies! (Cohen! et! al.,! 2007;!
Kirsch! et! al.,! 2006;! PearsonPFuhrhop! et! al.,! 2013;! Kwak! et! al.,! 2013),! these! studies!
generally! concur! to! suggest! that! the! degree! of! cognitive! benefit! after! increasing!
dopamine!transmission!is!predicted!by!baseline!dopamine!D2!receptor!availability.!
The! DRD2! Taq1A! polymorphism! did! not! explain! interindividual! differences! in! the!
effects! of! cannabis.! To! the! authors’! knowledge! there! are! currently! no! published!
cannabis!drug!studies!that!investigate!the!interaction!with!the!DRD2!Taq1A!genotype.!
Cannabis! has! a! unique! and! complicated! pharmacological! profile,! involving! many!
neurotransmission! systems! such! as! dopamine,! GABA,! and! acetylcholine! (Bossong! et!
al.,!2009;!Stokes!et!al.,!2009;!Barkus!et!al.,!2011;!Wilson!and!Nicoll,!2002).! It! is! likely!
that!cannabis’!effects!on!cognition!are!predominantly!mediated!by!neurotransmitters!
other! than! dopamine.! More! extensive! future! studies! should! address! the!
pharmacogenetic!effects!of!cannabis!on!cognition.!
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Whether!individual!differences!in!acute!drug!effects!on!reversal!learning!could!provide!
information! with! relevance! for! drugPusing! individuals! is! an! intriguing! question.! Our!
results! showed! that! the! A1! carriers! showed! the! largest! cognitive! benefits! after!
cocaine.! Assuming! that! cognitive! benefits! from! a! drug! are! a! direct! motivational!
reinforcer!for!use,!cocaine’s!beneficial!effect!on!reversal!learning!could!further!reveal!
a!potential!mechanism!by!which!the!A1!carriers!are!more!vulnerable!for!cocaine!use.!
The! higher! benefit! from! cocaine! for! A1! carriers! perhaps!means! that! the! reinforcing!
effects! are! larger! for! this! group.! This! fits! well! with! studies! showing! that! lowered!




In! contrast! to! the! DRD2! Taq1A! gene,! the! COMT! Val108/158Met! genotype! did! not!
interact!with!drug!effects.!This!lack!of!significant!association!might!be!due!to!a!lack!of!
statistical! power,! which! is! a! common! problem! in! genePcognition! studies.! While! an!
effect! of!COMT! on! cognition! has! been! demonstrated!many! times! (Tunbridge! et! al.,!
2006),! it!can!often!not!be!replicated!(Barnett!et!al.,!2008;!Wardle!et!al.,!2013b).!This!
includes! failures! to! replicate! seminal! pharmacogenetic! findings! on! which! our!
hypotheses!were! based! (Mattay! et! al.,! 2003).! The! current! results! thus! suggest! that!
better! powered! studies! are! needed! to! establish! the! role! of! the! COMT! gene! in!
cognition!in!general!and!in!combination!with!pharmacological!substances.!
Irrespective! of! the! DRD2! genotype! interaction! with! drugs,! it! is! notable! that! the!
impaired! learning! in! the! DRD2! A1! allele! carriers! compared! with! the! A2/A2! group!
agrees!with!a!number!of!studies!(Jocham!et!al.,!2009;!Klein!et!al.,!2007;!Richter!et!al.,!
2014).!Specifically,!these!studies!indicated!that!carriers!of!the!gene!variant!associated!
with! presumably! lower! D2! receptor! density! show! impaired! performance! on!
reinforcement! learning! (Klein! et! al.,! 2007;! Frank! et! al.,! 2007),! as! well! as! impaired!
avoidance! learning! (Richter! et! al.,! 2014).! This! also! concurs! with! prior! observations!
from!pharmacological!work! showing! that! reversal! learning!performance!depends!on!
the!degree!of!dopamine!D2!receptor!availability!(van!der!Schaaf!et!al.,!2013;!Groman!
et! al.,! 2011).! However,! our! finding! of! impaired! learning! in! the! A1! allele! carriers!
compared!with!the!A2/A2!was!irrespective!of!valence.!This!contrasts!with!studies!that!
have! linked! the! DRD2! polymorphisms! to! learning! from! punishment! or! avoidance!
learning!specifically!(Frank!and!Hutchison,!2009;!Klein!et!al.,!2007;!Frank!et!al.,!2007).!
However,!we!note!that! the!paradigms!used! in! the!various!studies!are!very!different:!
where!we!employed!a!deterministic!paradigm! in!which!the!outcome!was!dependent!
on! the! stimulus,! previous! work! commonly! used! a! probabilistic! reversal! learning!
paradigm!in!which!the!outcome!was!dependent!on!the!response.!
Cocaine! is! a! powerful! stimulant! and! the! observed! improvement! on! the! reversal!
learning! task! is! in! the!same!direction!as! the!effects!of!other!stimulant!drugs!such!as!
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amphetamine! and! modafinil! on! learning! tasks! in! humans! (Pessiglione! et! al.,! 2006;!
Wickens,! 1990;! Pringle! et! al.,! 2013).! Stimulant! drugs! share! comparable!
pharmacological!properties! such!as! increasing!dopamine!and!noradrenaline! levels! in!
the! brain! and! enhancement! of! arousal! (Kuczenski! and! Segal,! 1994;! Berridge,! 2006).!
These!results!support!the!interpretation!that!cocaine!facilitates!overall!learning!due!to!
its!stimulant!properties.!By!contrast,! the!cocainePinduced!performance! improvement!
contrasts! with! previous! observations! in! rodents! and! humans! showing! that! prior!




Spronk! et! al.,! 2013).! Moreover,! this! cocainePinduced! improvement! in! learning! was!
restricted! to! the! reversal! learning! task! and! did! not! extend! to! the! other! tasks.!







Additionally,! we! observed! that! valence! differentially! affected! learning.! Participants!
seemed!to!learn!better!after!punishment!rather!than!reward!predicting!reversal.!Most!
relevant!to!the!current! investigation,!drugs!did!not!differentially!affect!the!degree!of!
learning! from! reward! versus! punishment,! but! instead! only! revealed! a! general!
improvement!on!all!trial!types.!For!cocaine,!the!results!contrasted!with!our!hypothesis!
in!which!we!expected! relative!enhanced! improvement! in! reward!versus!punishment!
learning.!These!results!are!in!striking!contrast!with!previous!findings!showing!opposite!
effects!of!dopaminergic!agents!on!reward!and!punishment!learning!(Cools!et!al.,!2006;!
Frank! and!O’Reilly,! 2006;!Cools! et! al.,! 2009;! van!der! Schaaf! et! al.,! 2013)! even!when!
using!the!same!task!(Cools!et!al.,!2006,!van!der!Schaaf!et!al.,!2013).!On!the!other!hand,!
they! seem! to! concur! with! recent! pharmacological! studies! showing! unidirectional!
effects!on!both!reward!and!punishment! learning! (Pessiglione!et!al.,!2006,! Jocham!et!
al.,!2014).!There!are!several!reasons!that!may!explain!these!contrasting!results.!




depends! on! learned! (Pavlovian)! stimulus–outcome! associations! and! is! measured! by!
the!accuracy!on!the!trials!directly!after!a!reversal!signalled!by!unexpected!rewards!and!
unexpected! punishments.! Alternatively,! subjects! could! improve! on! the! task! by!
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detecting! whether! their! action! was! correct! or! incorrect! by! means! of! a! match! or!
mismatch!between! their! prediction! (action)! and! the!outcome.! This! process! depends!
on! instrumental! (actionPoutcome)! associations! and! may! be! reflected! by! general!
accuracy!on!all!trials!(irrespective!of!outcome!valence!or!reversal).!Indeed,!in!previous!
studies,! an! instrumental! learning! task! (without! reversals)! was! used! in! which!
improvement! in! both! rewardPapproach! as! well! as! punishmentPavoid! learning! was!
observed!(Pessiglione!et!al.,!2006;! Jocham!et!al.,!2014).!Taken!together,!our! findings!
that! cocaine! improved! general! accuracy! might! reflect! improvements! on! the!
instrumental!component!of!our!task,!which!could!have!overshadowed!the!(expected)!
valencePdependent!effects.!
Alternatively,! the! lack! of! valencePspecific! effects! after! cocaine!may! imply! enhanced!
saliency!of!both!reward!and!punishment!signals.!Dopamine!has!been!shown!to!code!
information! related! to! salient! events! (BrombergPMartin! et! al.,! 2010;! Horvitz,! 2000)!
and! can! predict! both! rewardP! and! punishmentPrelated! information! (Matsumoto! and!
Hikosaka,! 2009;!Brischoux!et! al.,! 2009).!Accordingly,! enhanced!motivational! salience!
due! to! elevated! dopamine! levels! could! thus! have! led! to! equally! improved! learning!
from!both!reward!and!punishment!signals.!Third,!cocaine!is!different!from!the!(mostly)!
agonists!and!antagonists!that!were!administered!in!previous!work!and!might!therefore!
exert! very! different! effects.! Cocaine! does! not! only! enhance! dopaminergic!
neurotransmission,! but! affects! the! serotonergic! and! noradrenergic! systems! as! well!
(Ritz! et! al.,! 1990).! Therefore,! not! only! the! elevated! dopamine! levels,! but! also! other!
cathecholamines! might! be! responsible! for! nonPspecific! alterations! in! learning!
(Breitenstein! et! al.,! 2006;! Mitchell! et! al.,! 2007).! In! other! words,! the! general!
pharmacological!effects!of!cocaine!may!have!resulted!in!more!general!changes!on!our!






on! the! Attention! Switch! Task! and! Tower! of! London.! The! results! also! concur! with!
cannabis!administration!studies!on!other!executive! functions! like!response! inhibition!
and!errorPmonitoring,!which!show!comparable! impairments!(Spronk!et!al.,!2015;!van!
Wel!et!al.,!2013;!Kowal!et!al.,!2015).!Our!results!suggest!that!cannabis!affects!a!generic!
process,! rather! than! exerting! any! specific! effects! on! cognitive! functions.! Diminished!
motivation,! or! decreased! willingness! to! exert! effort,! is! a! wellPknown! side! effect! of!
cannabis!use!(Lynskey!and!Hall,!2000).!The!results!from!the!current!study!thus!suggest!
that! diminished! motivation! might! underlie! impaired! performance! under! acute!
influence!as!well.!
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A!number!of! issues!could!have!influenced!the!interpretation!of!our!results.!First,! it! is!
possible! that! ceiling! effects! occurred! in! the! cocaine! condition.! This! is! of! particular!
relevance! for! the! interpretation!of! the!DRD2!genotype! interaction.!The!A2/A2!group!
might,!for!example,!have!shown!a!further!cocainePinduced!performance!increase!if!the!
task! would! have! been! more! difficult.! However,! the! number! of! participants! that!
reached! the!maximum!score!was! low,!with!only! a!minor!difference!between! the!A1!




most! tired/least! motivated! to! continue! testing.! However,! we! already! found! an!
impaired!performance!under!cannabis.! If!anything,! inclusion!of! those!subjects!would!
have!demonstrated!an!even!stronger!impairment!on!the!level!of!drug!condition.!Third,!
all! subjects! reported! the! use! of! other! substances! (most! notably! XTC,! amphetamine,!
alcohol,! and!nicotine).! The! required!abstinence,!of! smoking! in!particular,! could!have!
yielded! underperformance! in! each! of! the! conditions.! However,! as! this! effect! would!
have!been!the!same!in!each!of!the!three!conditions,!it!is!unlikely!that!this!had!a!large!
effect! on! the! outcomes.! Ideally,! future! studies! should! address! how! cocaine! and!
cannabis! affect! reversal! learning! in! naive! users,! but! ethical! concerns! limit! the!
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 
Table S5.1 Serum concentration (ng.ml-1) of THC, THC-COOH, THC-OH and plasma 
concentrations (ng.ml-1) of benzoylecgonine for all four time points. Moment 1 is prior to 
drug administration, Moment 2 is ~45 min after capsule (T0) and ~5 min after vapour 
administration (T1), Moment 2 is ~10 min after capsule and 5 min after the capsule and 
vapor booster administration (T2), Moment 4 is at the end of the test day ~2 hours after (T2). 
Results are shown as means±SD. The number of subjects averages were based on is 
provided in brackets. 
 M1 M2 M3 M4 
Placebo Condition 
THC 0.55±1.31 (57) 1.01±1.90 (57) 0.76±1.21 (57) 0.52±1.19 (57) 
THC-OH 0.29±0.81 (57) 0.25±0.65 (57) 0.20±0.43 (57) 0.20±0.55 (57) 
THC-COOH 17.64±37.74 (57) 13.82±27.87 (57) 12.75±24.18 (57) 12.54±27.77 (57) 
Cannabis Condition 
THC 1.04±2.67 (60) 89.09±80.6 (60) 53.13±42.4 (55) 4.41±2.86(54) 







THC-COOH 15.48±28.3 (60) 33.81±28.4 (60) 38.35±35.8 (55) 28.18±25.0 (54) 
Cocaine Condition 
THC 0.52±1.24 (58) 0.81±1.63 (57) 0.79±2.11 (58) 0.46±1.19 (58) 
THC-OH 0.22±0.56 (58) 0.24±0.60 (57) 0.17±0.42 (58) 0.16±0.40 (58) 
THC-COOH 19.65±41.6 (58) 18.90±40.9 (57) 14.87±32.2 (58) 13.32±31.3 (58) 
Cocaine 0.00±0.00 (57) 0.22±0.19 (56) 0.31±0.17 (57) 0.18±0.094 (57) 
Benzoylecgonin 0.00±0.00 (57) 0.47±0.30 (56) 1.20±0.34 (57) 1.80±0.45 (57) 
! !
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Abstract 
Substance!abuse!has!often!been!associated!with!alterations! in!response! inhibition! in!
humans.!Not!much!research!has!examined!how!the!acute!effects!of!drugs!modify!the!
neurophysiological! correlates! of! response! inhibition,! or! how! these! effects! interact!
with! individual! variation! in! trait! levels! of! impulsivity! and!novelty! seeking.! This! study!
investigated! the! effects! of! cocaine! and! cannabis! on! behavioural! and! eventPrelated!
potential! (ERP)! correlates! of! response! inhibition! in! thirtyPeight! healthy! drug! using!
volunteers.!A!doublePblind!placeboPcontrolled!randomized!threePway!crossover!design!
was!used.!All!subjects!completed!a!standard!Go/NoGo!task!after!administration!of!the!
drugs.! Compared! to! a! placebo,! cocaine! yielded! improved! accuracy,! quicker! reaction!
times,!and!an!increased!prefrontal!NoGoPP3!ERP.!Cannabis!produced!opposing!results;!
slower! reaction! times,! impaired! accuracy,! and! a! reduction! in! the! amplitude! of! the!
prefrontal! NoGoPP3.! Cannabis! in! addition! decreased! the! amplitude! of! the! parietally!
recorded!P3,!while!cocaine!did!not!affect!this.!Neither!drugs!specifically!affected!the!
N2! component,! suggesting! that! prePmotor! response! inhibitory! processes! remain!
unaffected.!Neither!trait!impulsivity!nor!novelty!seeking!interacted!with!drug!induced!
effects! on!measures! of! response! inhibition.!We! conclude! that! acute!drug! effects! on!
response! inhibition! seem! to! be! specific! to! the! later,! evaluative! stages! of! response!
inhibition.!The!acute!effects!of!cannabis!appeared!less!specific!to!response!inhibition!
than! those! of! cocaine.! Together,! the! results! show! that! the! behavioural! effects! on!
response!inhibition!are!reflected!in!electrophysiological!correlates.!This!study!did!not!
support! a! substantial! role! of! vulnerability! personality! traits! in! the! acute! intoxication!
stage.! !
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INTRODUCTION 
People! under! the! influence! of! cannabis! or! cocaine! exhibit! changes! in! behaviour!
ranging!from!changes!in!mood!to!changes!in!cognitive!processes.!One!of!the!cognitive!
processes! often! associated! with! the! effects! of! drugs! is! the! ability! to! inhibit! preP
planned!motor!actions,!also!referred!to!as!response!inhibition.!While!longPterm!effects!
of! various! classes! of! drugs! often! lead! to! impaired! response! inhibition! (Smith! et! al.,!
2014),! the! acute! drug! effects! can! lead! to! either! impairment! or! improvement!
depending!on!the!drug.!Cannabis!and!cocaine!are!the!two!most!commonly!used!drugs!
in! Europe! (EMCDDA,! 2014)! with! quite! distinct! behavioural! and! pharmacological!
effects.! The! acute! effects! of! cannabis! and! cocaine! on! response! inhibition! were!
therefore!investigated!in!the!current!study.!!
Acute!cannabis!administration!has!quite!consistently!been!shown!to!result!in!impaired!
response! inhibition! (Hart! et! al.,! 2001;! Atakan! et! al.,! 2013;! Borgwardt! et! al.,! 2008;!
Ramaekers!et!al.,!2006;!van!Wel!et!al.,!2013).!In!contrast,!acute!cocaine!administration!
appears!to!improve!the!ability!to!suppress!actions!(Fillmore!et!al.,!2005,!2006;!Garavan!
et! al.,! 2008;! Spronk! et! al.,! 2013).!However,! until! now!no! study! has! investigated! the!
neural! correlates! of! response! inhibition! in! a! Go/NoGo! response! inhibition! task.! The!
neurophysiological! underpinning! of! response! inhibition! can! be! investigated! with!
eventPrelated!potentials!(ERPs).!ERPs!are!derived!from!the!EEG!and!offer!an!objective!
basis! for! investigating! drug! effects! on! behaviour! (Kenemans! and! Kähkönen,! 2011).!










N2! reflects! response! conflict! arising! from! competition! between! execution! and!
inhibition!of!a!motor!action!(Donkers!and!van!Boxtel,!2004;!Nieuwenhuis!et!al.,!2003).!
The! NoGoPP3! is! a! large! positive! deflection! that! is! maximal! over! frontocentral!
electrodes,! and! is! generated! about! 300–600! ms! after! stimulus! presentation.! The!
amplitude!of!the!NoGoPP3!is!thought!to!reflect!cognitive!and!motor!inhibition!(Smith!
et! al.,! 2008).! In! particular,! the! NoGoPP3! is! often! associated! with! a! later! stage! of!
response!inhibition!such!as!evaluation!of!successful!inhibitions!and!termination!of!the!
inhibition!process!(Bokura!et!al.!,2001).!!
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Several!pharmacological!studies!on!cannabis!and!cocaine!have!investigated!the!effects!
on! N2! and! P3! ERPs! in! paradigms! other! than! the! Go/NoGo! paradigm.! In! relation! to!
cannabis,!earlier!findings!from!our!own!lab!and!others!have!suggested!that!acute!THC!
administration,! which! is! the! main! psychoactive! component! of! cannabis,! does! not!
affect! the!N2! component! in! a! Flanker! task! or! Stop! Signal! Task! (Böcker! et! al.,! 2010;!
Spronk!et!al.,!2011;!Theunissen!et!al.,!2012;!but!also!see!Ilan!et!al.,!2005!who!found!a!
reduction! in! N2! amplitude).! In! contrast,! several! studies! employing! various! tasks!




1987),! while! an! earlier! one! reported! a! decrease! in! P3! amplitude! in! an! oddball! task!
(Herning!et!al.,!1985).!Differences!in!dosages!and!routes!of!administration!could!have!
contributed! to! the! divergent! findings. On! the! other! hand,! a! recent! review! of!
pharmacoPERP! studies! indicated! that! noradrenaline! and! dopamine! enhancing!
substances! increase! the! amplitude! of! the! P3! ERP! (Kenemans! and! Kähkönen,! 2011).!
This! result! suggests! that! cocaine! could! also! increase! the! amplitude! of! P3! ERPs! as! it!
increases! catecholaminergic! neurotransmission! (Bennett! et! al.,! 1995;! Jones! et! al.,!
1995;! Ritz! et! al.,! 1990;! Venton! et! al.,! 2006).! In! addition,! Go/NoGo! ERP! studies! in!
patients!with!disorders! characterized!by!dopamine!deficiencies,! i.e.,! Parkinson's! and!




There! are! individual! differences! in! vulnerability! to! drug! abuse! and! addiction.!
Impulsivity! and! sensation/novelty! seeking! personality! traits! are! among! the! most!
frequently! reported.! Trait! impulsivity! is! predictive! of! cannabisPrelated! problems! and!
frequency! of! use! (Day! et! al.,! 2013;! Hayaki! et! al.,! 2011;! Simons! and! Carey,! 2002).!
Furthermore,! it! is! a! wellPestablished! vulnerability! marker! for! the! development! of!
substance!use!disorders!(VerdejoPGarcía!et!al.,!2008),!as!has!also!been!demonstrated!
in!preclinical!research!(Belin!et!al.,!2008).!Of!particular!relevance!for!the!current!study,!
trait! impulsivity! in! rats! interacts! with! acute! cocaine! effects! on! response! inhibition,!
such!that!highly!impulsive!rats!show!the!strongest!benefit!to!response!inhibition!from!
cocaine! (Caprioli! et! al.,! 2013;!Dalley!et!al.,! 2007;!Winstanley!et!al.,! 2009).! ! Likewise,!
trait! sensation! or! novelty! seeking! is! associated!with! a! younger! age! at!which! people!
first!use!cannabis!and!cocaine!(Jaffe!and!Archer,!1987;!Martin!et!al.,!2002).!This!trait!




expected! that! impulsive! and! novelty! seeking! individuals! will! experience! stronger!




on! response! inhibition! related! ERPs.! A! secondary! aim! was! to! examine! how! trait!
impulsivity! and! trait! novelty! seeking!would! interact!with! acute! effects! of! drugs.! For!
cannabis,!we!expected!smaller!P3!amplitudes,! irrespective!of!Go!or!NoGo!trial!types,!




and! novelty! seeking! would! be! more! sensitive! to! cognitive! enhancing! effects! of!




FortyPone! healthy! regular! (nonPaddicted)! polydrug! users! were! recruited! through!
advertisements!on!the!internet,!university!campuses,!and!word!of!mouth!referrals.!On!
the! first! screening! visit,! subjects! gave! informed! consent,! received! a! medical!
examination!including!assessment!of!blood!and!urine!samples!for!standard!chemistry!
and! haematology,! electrocardiogram! (ECG),! and! interview! of! medical! history.!!
Inclusion!criteria!were!age,!18–40!years;!regular!cannabis!use,!i.e.,!two!or!more!times!
per! week;! cocaine! use,! i.e.,! more! than! five! times! in! the! previous! year;! free! from!
psychotropic!medication;!good!physical!health;!normal!weight! (body!mass! index!18–
28);! and! written! informed! consent.! Exclusion! criteria! were! substance! or! alcohol!
dependence!based!on!DSMPIV!criteria!and!as!assessed!with!the!M.I.N.I.!plus!(Sheehan!
et!al.,!1998);!presence!of!neurological!disorder!as!assessed!during!a!clinical!interview;!
pregnancy! or! lactation;! cardiovascular! abnormalities! as! measured! by! ECG;!
hypertension;!and!excessive!drinking!(>20!units!per!week)!or!smoking!(>20!cigarettes!
per!day).!All!subjects!were!asked!to!abstain!from!caffeine!and!nicotine!on!the!testing!
day! and! from! cannabis! and! alcohol! at! least! 24h! prior! to! each! testing! day.! Three!
subjects!were!excluded;!one!withdrew!consent!after! the! first! testing!day,!one!had!a!
cardiovascular! reaction!to! the!blood!draw!and!study!discontinuation!was!decided!by!
the!investigators,!and!one!did!not!adhere!to!the!abstinence!instructions!as!confirmed!
by!high!baseline!cannabinoid! levels! for!each! testing!day.!Of! the! remaining!38,! seven!
subjects!did!not!complete!the!Go/NoGo!task!in!the!cannabis!condition!due!to!adverse!
reactions!or! refusal! by! the! subject.! The! subject! characteristics! are!provided! in!Table!
6.1.!
!
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Table 6.1 Subject characteristics and use history in mean and standard deviation (SD) 
unless otherwise stated (N=38). 
 Mean (SD) 
Age, years 22.1 (4.6) 
Sex (f/m) 9/29 
Trait Impulsivity (BIS, N=36)a 69.8 (9.2) 
Trait Novelty seeking (TCI, N=36)a 25.9 (4.9) 
Cannabis use, joints per week 5.5 (4.8) 
Cocaine use, occasions past year 11.6 (12.5) 
Alcohol use (drinks per week, N=38b) 11.8 (6.2) 
Nicotine (cigarettes per day, N=35b) 9.4 (6.1) 
Amphetamine (occasions past year, N=27b) 8.5 (11.8) 
MDMA (XTC, occasions past year, N=35b) 7.6 (4.9) 
Hallucinogen use (occasions past year, N=29 b) 6.5 (9.9) 
GHB use (occasions past year, N=15b) 9.2 (7.6) 
a n reflects the number of subjects for which data was available and the average was based on 
b n reflects the number of subjects who reported to use the substance. Means and SDs based on that 
number (history of use data was available for all subjects)  
 
This! study! was! part! of! a! larger! multicentre! trial! in! which! participants! performed!
numerous! psychological! tests! on! cognitive! control! and! impulsivity! (see! Dutch! Trial!
Register,! trial!number!NTR2127;! results!will! be!published!elsewhere).! The! study!was!
conducted!according!to!the!code!of!ethics!on!human!experimentation!established!by!
the!Declaration!of!Helsinki!(1964)!and!amended!in!Seoul!(2008),!and!was!approved!by!
the!Medical! Ethics! Committee! of!Maastricht! University! and! the! Radboud! university!
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followed!by!prePdrug!(baseline)!vital!sign!recordings,!questionnaires,!and!blood!draws.!
Subjects! received! a! capsule! containing! either! 300!mg! cocaine! HCl! or! placebo! orally!
(T0),!and!fortyPfive!minutes!later!subjects!inhaled!300!µg/kg!body!weight!cannabis!or!
placebo! (T1).! The! EEG! cap!was! applied! in! the! 45!minutes! between! T0! and! T1.! This!
period!was! taken!because! it! takes!approximately!45!minutes!before!adequate!blood!
levels! are! reached! after! oral! cocaine! administration.! After! T1! the! first! block! of!
behavioural!tasks!was!assessed!(Testblock!1).!About!one!hour!after!T1,!a!booster!dose!
of!cocaine!(150!mg)!or!placebo!followed!by!a!booster!dose!of!cannabis!150!µg/kg!body!
weight! or! placebo!was! given! (T2).! Hereafter,! the! second! block! of! behavioural! tasks!
was! assessed! (Testblock! 2).! Throughout! the! testing! day,! vital! sign! recordings,!
questionnaires! and! blood! draws!were! obtained! 5!minutes! after! drug! administration!





ten!only! received!one!capsule.! !Of! those! ten!subjects,! five!did!not! receive!a!booster!
session!due!to!exceeding!vital! signs! limits!and! five!subjects!did!not! receive!a!second!
cocaine!dosage,!because!the!decision!to!give!a!second!booster!dosage!was!made!after!
start! of! the! study,! and! approval! for! this! amendment! had! to! be! awaited.! All! our!
analyses! were! repeated! without! the! ten! subjects! who! did! not! get! the! booster!
administration.! The! results! without! those! 10! subjects! showed! the! same! pattern! of!
significant!effects!for!the!Go!reaction!times,!N2!amplitude!and!latency!results,!and!P3!
latency! results.! For! the! error! rates! and! P3! amplitudes,! the! results! showed! a! similar!
pattern! albeit! some! of! the! tests! were! now! only! marginally! significant.! Because! the!
results!were!in!the!same!direction!the!analyses!on!all!subjects!are!here!reported.!
STUDY DRUGS 
The! cannabis! use! in! the! study!was!obtained! from! flowers!of!Cannabis! sativa,! grown!
according!to!good!manufacturing!practice!(GMP)Pcompliant!procedures!(FarmalyseBV,!
 
Figure 6.1 Timeline of the course of a testing day. Time indication is in minutes. The black 
triangles represent the moment of cocaine (or placebo) capsule administration and the 
grey triangles represent the moment of cannabis (or placebo) vapor administration. Note 
that in Testblock 1 and Testblock 2 several cognitive paradigms were performed. 
15 45 15 60 15 100 15
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Zaandam,! The! Netherlands).! As! placebo! for! cannabis! a! herbal! mixture! containing!
hemp! flowers! was! used.! Two! subsequent! dosages! of! cannabis! (T1:! 300! µg/kg! body!
weight,! T2:! 150! µg/kg! body! weight)! or! placebo! were! administered.! Placebo! and!
cannabis! were! administered! by! means! of! using! a! Volcano®! vaporizer! (StorzPBickel!
GmbH,! Tüttlingen,! Germany).! Five! minutes! before! administration,! cannabis! was!
vaporized!at! a! temperature!of! 225˚C! and! the! vapour!was! stored! in! a!polythene!bag!
equipped! with! a! valved! mouthpiece,! preventing! the! loss! of! cannabis! vapour! in!
between! inhalations.! Subjects! were! not! allowed! to! speak,! and! were! instructed! to!
inhale! deeply! and! hold! their! breath! for! ten! seconds! after! each! inhalation.! Subjects!
were!instructed!to!take!as!much!time!as!needed!in!order!to!minimize!the!occurrence!
of!adverse!events.!The!cocaine!HCl!was!purchased!from!Mallinckrodt!Pharmaceuticals,!
St! Louis,! MO,! USA! and! encapsulated! and! tested! by! Basic! Pharma! (Geleen,! The!
Netherlands)! according! to! Good! Manufacturing! Practices.! Cocaine! HCl! was!
encapsulated! in! opaque! capsules,! which! were! taken! orally! with! 150! ml! of! water.!
Matching!placebo!capsules!contained!only!filling!material!of!equivalent!weight.!!
TRAIT IMPULSIVITY AND NOVELTY SEEKING 
SelfPreport! trait! impulsivity! was! assessed! with! the! Dutch! version! of! the! Barratt!
impulsiveness!scale!(BISP11)!(Barratt,!1985;!Patton!et!al.,!1995).!The!BISP11!consists!of!
thirty! items!yielding!a! total!score,!and!additional!scores! for! three!subcategories.!The!
novelty! seeking! personality! trait! was! measured! with! the! Dutch! version! of! the! TCI!
(Cloninger! et! al.,! 1993).! The! TCI! consists! of! 240! items.! The!novelty! seeking! subscale!




index! finger! on! a! response! key! upon! presentation! of! the! letter! X! (Go! trial)! and! to!
withhold!their!response!upon!appearance!of!the!O!(NoGo!trial).!The!letters!were!white!







to!use! the!same!hand!across! the! three! testing!days.!All! stimuli!were!presented!with!
Presentation! software! package! (Neurobehavioral! Systems,! Davis,! CA).! The! Go/NoGo!
task! was! assessed! in! Block! 2! about! 45! minutes! after! T2! (see! also! Figure! 6.1).!
Psychotropic! effects! of! cannabis! reach! a! maximum! after! 15–30! minutes! and! were!
already! declining,! but! still!within! range! of! psychoactive! effects!which! can! last! up! to!
several! hours! (Grotenhermen,! 2003).! ! Peak! levels! of! psychoactive! effects! of! oral!
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cocaine! reach! a! maximum! after! approximately! 1! hour! (Fillmore! et! al.,! 2002;! for! a!
review! Bigelow! and! Walsh,! 1998).! The! Go/NoGo! was! about! 45! minutes! after! the!
booster! administration! and! thus! around! expected! peak! effects! for! subjects! who!
received!the!booster!administration.!
EEG RECORDING 
The! electroencephalogram! (EEG)! was! recorded! from! thirtyPtwo! electrodes! active!
electrodes! (ActiCap,!Brain!Products,!Munich,!Germany)! according! to!an!extension!of!
the!international!10P20!system.!All!electrodes!were!referenced!to!the!left!mastoid,!but!
were! later! offline! rePreferenced! to! the! average! of! both! mastoids.! The! ground! was!
placed!on!the!nose.!The!vertical!electroPoculogram!(EOG)!was!recorded!bipolarly!from!
electrodes! placed! above! and! below! the! right! eye.! The! horizontal! EOG! was! also!
recorded!bipolarly!from!electrodes!lateral!to!each!eye.!All!electrode!impedances!were!
kept!below!50!kΩ!at!the!start!of!the!recording!session!and!monitored!during!the!test!
session.!All! signals!were!digitized!with!a! sampling! rate!of!500!Hz!and! filtered!offline!
with! a!bandPpass!of! 0.01–30!Hz.! Prior! to! running! an! independent! component!based!
(ICA)!EOG!correction,!a!crude!artefact!rejection!procedure!was!performed!to!remove!
large!drifts! and!extreme! low!voltage! signal.! StimulusPlocked!eventPrelated!potentials!
were! computed! separately! for! correct!Go! and!NoGo! stimuli,! starting! 200!ms!before!
and!ending!600!ms!after!stimulus!onset.!Segments!were!baseline!corrected!to!a!200!
ms!prePstimulus!interval.!Trials!with!reaction!times!faster!than!100!ms!(<0.15%)!were!
removed! from! the! data! sets! as! they! reflect! anticipatory! responses.! Segments!
exceeding!±75! μV!were! rejected.! The!N2! component!was! defined! on!Go! and!NoGo!
stimulusPlocked! subject! averages!by! subtracting! the!most!negative!peak! in! the!200–
350!ms!time!window!after!stimulus!onset!from!its!preceding!positive!peak!at!electrode!
FCz,! where! N2! amplitudes! were! largest! and! in! line! with! previous! literature!
(Nieuwenhuis! et! al.,! 2003).! The! P3! was! defined! as! the! most! positive! deflection!
occurring! in! the! 300–600! ms! postPstimulus! time! window! relative! to! baseline.! Local!




For! behavioural! performance,! mean! RTs! for! correct! Go! responses,! individual!
percentages!of!commission!(false!alarms!to!NoGo!trials)!and!omissions!errors!(misses!
to!Go!trials)!were!calculated.!All!analyses!were!conducted!using!a!linear!mixed!model!
(LMM)!using!SPSS.! Linear!mixed!modelling!was! chosen! in!order! to! keep! subjects! for!
whom! no! three! complete! drug! conditions! were! available! on! the! assumption!
incomplete! data! were! missing! at! random.! The! percentages! of! commission! and!
omission!errors!were!analysed!with!Drugs!(cocaine,!placebo,!cannabis),!and!Trialtype!
(Go,! NoGo)! as! fixed! factors! and! subject! as! random! factor.! The! Go! trial! RTs! were!
analysed! with! Drugs! (cocaine,! placebo,! cannabis)! as! fixed! factor! and! Subject! as!





could! not! be! included! in! the! ERP! analyses.! Behavioural! data! was! kept! in! the! other!
analyses.! We! calculated! drugPinduced! differences! on! the! NoGoPN2! amplitude,!
prefrontal!NoGoPP3!amplitude!and!commission!errors!by!subtracting!the!value!under!
acute! drug! influence! (cocaine! or! cannabis)! from! placebo.! Pearson! correlation!
coefficients!were!calculated!between!these!difference!scores!and!individual!trait!levels!
(total!score!BISP11,!attention,!motor!and!planning!subscales,!and!TCI!Novelty!Seeking!
scores)! with! a! significance! criterion! of! p<0.05,! twoPtailed.! Indices! of! history! of! use!
(frequency!and!years)!were!examined! in!the!same!manner.! In!addition,! the!relations!
between! indices!of!history!of!use!and!performance!under!placebo!were! investigated!
for!commission!errors,!and!the!amplitude!and!latency!of!the!NoGoPN2!and!NoGoPP3.!




The!mean! percentages! of! error! rates! and! reaction! times! across! drug! conditions! are!
shown! in!Table!6.2.!The! linear!mixed!model!on!percentage!of!error! rates! revealed!a!
robust!main!effect!of!Trialtype!(F1,171.529=122.9,!p<0.001),!indicating!that!subjects!made!
more!commission!compared!to!omission!errors! (13.4%!(SD:!10.3)!vs.!3.6%!(SD:!5.7)).!
Moreover,! there! was! a! significant! interaction! between! Drugs! and! Trialtype!
(F2,171.532=3.44,!p=0.034).!!
Pairwise! comparisons! showed! that! subjects! made! more! commission! errors! in! the!
cannabis! compared! to! the! placebo! and! cocaine! condition! and! fewer! commission!
errors! in! the! cocaine! compared! to! the! placebo! condition! (all! p’s<0.022).! For! the!
omission! errors,! there! were! no! differences! between! each! drug! and! placebo! (all!
p’s>0.130),!although!subjects!made!more!omission!errors!in!the!cannabis!compared!to!
the! cocaine! drug! condition! (p=0.003).! The! analyses! on! the! correct! Go! trial! reaction!
times! showed! a! significant! main! effect! of! Drugs! (F2,33.512=33.5,! p<0.001).! Subjects!
responded! faster! in! the! cocaine! condition! compared! to! the! cannabis! and! placebo!
condition!and!slower!in!the!cannabis!compared!to!placebo!condition!(all!p’s<0.001).!!
 
Table 6.2 Means and SDs of percentage of errors and Go reaction times as a function of 
drug condition. 
 Cocaine Placebo Cannabis 
Commission error rate (%) 7.8±6.4 14.5±10.5 18.8±11.0 
Omission error rate (%) 0.9±1.3 4.0±6.7 6.3±6.5 
Reaction time Go (ms) 324±28 348±36 375±50 
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Figure 6.2 Grand-average stimulus-locked waveforms for correct Go and NoGo trials at FCz 
and Pz for the placebo, cocaine and cannabis drug conditions. 
 
Figure 6.3 Topographic maps of the NoGo-Go differences waveforms for the N2 and P3 ERPs 
at peak amplitudes for the placebo, cocaine and cannabis drug conditions. 


























































significant!main! effect! for! Trialtype! (F1,158,593=52.5,! p<0.001).! The! N2! amplitude! was!
larger!in!the!NoGo!compared!to!the!Go!trials!(5.8!μV,!SD=2.6!vs.!3.9!μV,!SD=2.1).!There!
was!neither!a!significant!main!effect!for!Drugs!(F2,161.952=1.9,!p=0.16),!nor!a!significant!
Drugs! ×! Trialtype! interaction! (F2,158.593=0.10,! p=0.91),! indicating! that! drugs! did! not!
affect!the!N2!amplitude!in!any!manner.!!
With! regards! to! the! N2! latency,! there! was! no! significant! main! effect! for! Drugs!
(F2,165.644=3.0,!p=0.053),!although!there!was!a!trend!for!the!N2!peak!to!occur!earlier!in!
the!cocaine!compared! to! the!cannabis!condition! (259!ms,!SD=38!vs.!273!ms,!SD=42;!
p=0.094).!Furthermore,! there!was!no!main!effect! for!Trailtype! (F1,160.133=2.4,!p=0.13),!
nor!was!there!a!significant!Drugs!×!Trialtype!interaction!(F2,160.133=0.094,!p=0.91).!
P3 ERP 
In! regards! to! the! P3! ERP,! there! was! a! significant! Trialtype! ×! Electrode! interaction!
(F1,352.988=21.0,! p<0.001).! As! expected,! pairwise! comparisons! within! each! level! of!
electrode!demonstrated!that!the!P3!amplitudes!were!significantly!larger!for!the!NoGo!
compared!to!the!Go!trials!at!FCz!(6.5!μV,!SD=4.8!vs.!5.0!μV,!SD=4.0;!p<0.001),!while!for!
electrode! position! Pz! the! opposite! was! found;! P3! amplitudes! were! larger! at! Go!
compared!to!NoGo!trials!(6.7!μV,!SD=2.8!vs.!5.5!μV,!SD=3.4;!p<0.001).!!
Most! relevantly,! there! was! a! significant! Drugs! ×! Trialtype! ×! Electrode! interaction!
(F2,352.988=3.0,!p=0.049).!We!further!evaluated!this!by!withinPelectrode!analyses!of!the!
Drugs! ×! Trialtype! interaction.! For! the! frontalPcentral! electrode! position! (FCz)! a!
significant! Drugs! ×! Trialtype! interaction! was! demonstrated! (F2,158.714=4.9,! p=0.009).!
Pairwise! comparisons! demonstrated! that! the! average! NoGoPP3! in! the! cocaine! drug!
condition!was!larger!compared!to!placebo!(8.2!μV,!SD=5.3!vs.!6.6!μV,!SD=4.5;!p=0.032)!
and!that!the!average!NoGoPP3!was!smaller! in!the!cannabis!compared!to!the!placebo!
drug! condition! (4.3! μV,! SD=4.2! vs.! 6.6! μV,! SD=4.5;! p=0.036).! No! drug! effects! for!
prefrontally!recorded!Go!trials!were!observed!(all!p’s>1.0).!For!the!parietally!recorded!
P3!at!Pz,!no!significant!Drugs!×!Trialtype!interaction!was!demonstrated!(F2,159.526=0.18,!
p=0.83).! The! observed! main! effect! for! Drugs! (F2,161.464=17.2,! p<0.001)! nonetheless!
revealed! overall! drug! effects! on! the! P3.! More! specifically,! the! P3! amplitude! as!
recorded! from! Pz!was! significant! smaller! in! the! cannabis! condition! (4.8! μV,! SD=2.8)!
compared!to!placebo!and!cocaine!(6.3!μV,!SD=2.6!and!6.9!μV,!SD=3.7;!all!p’s<0.001).!
The!P3!amplitude!at!Pz!did!not!differ!between!cocaine!and!placebo!(p=0.16).!!
Analyses! of! the! P3! latency! revealed! that! the! 3Pway! Drugs! ×! Trialtype! ×! Electrode!
interaction! (F2,353.965=0.83,! p=0.44)! was! not! significant.! In! addition,! neither! the! twoP
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way!Drugs!×!Electrode!2Pway!interaction!(F2,353.965=2.5,!p=0.084),!nor!the!2Pway!Drugs!
×!Trialtype!interaction!were!significant!(F2,353,965=0.22,!p=0.81).!Together,!these!results!
indicate! that!Drugs!do!not!differentially! affect! P3! latencies! across!different! levels! of!
electrode!locations!or!Trialtypes.!However,!there!were!a!few!significant!main!effects.!
Of!most!relevance,!there!was!a!main!effect!of!Drugs!(F2,360.823=36.7,!p<0.001)!that!was!
due! to! a! slower!P3! latency! in! the! cannabis! compared! to! the!placebo! condition! (442!
ms,!SD=71!vs.!403!ms,!SD=66;!p<0.001)!and!a!shorter!latency!in!the!cocaine!compared!
to! the! placebo! condition! (387! ms,! SD=55! vs.! 403,! SD=66;! p=0.029).! Furthermore,!
latencies!were!shorter! in!Go! than! in!NoGo! trials! (400!ms,!SD=75!vs.!418!ms,!SD=58)!
and! at! parietal! electrode! vs.! prefrontal! electrode! sites! (394!ms,! SD=65! vs.! 423!ms,!
SD=67)!as!indicated!by!significant!main!effects!(p’s<!0.001).!
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN TRAIT IMPULSIVITY AND NOVELTY SEEKING 
Trait! impulsivity! and! Novelty! seeking! were! highly! positively! correlated! (r=0.58,!
p<0.001).!There!were!no!correlations!between!trait!personality!levels!of!impulsivity!or!
novelty! seeking! and! drug! induced! (i.e.! placebo! minus! cannabis! or! placebo! minus!
cocaine)!effects!on!commission!errors,!NoGo!N2!ERP!amplitude!or!NoGo!P3!amplitude!
(all!p’s>0.14).!We!also!explored!if!the!three!subscales!of!the!BISP11!(attention,!motor!






cannabisPinduced! effects! on! response! inhibition! measures! (all! p’s>0.34).! Likewise,!








and! longer! latencies! for! the! NoGoPN2! (r=0.334,! p=0.054)! and! NoGoPP3! (r=0.35,!
p=0.043).!!
DISCUSSION 
Cocaine!caused!an! improvement! in!response! inhibition!as! indicated!by!a!decrease! in!
the! number! of! commission! errors! and! a! faster! reaction! time.! Cannabis,! in! contrast,!
impaired! response! inhibition;! the! number! of! commission! errors! increased,! and!




N2.! Further,! cocaine! enhanced! the! amplitude! of! the! response! inhibitionPrelated!
prefrontal!NoGoPP3!while! leaving! the!parietal!GoPP3!unaffected.!Cannabis!decreased!









(Dougherty!et! al.,! 2008;!Ramaekers!and!Kuypers,! 2006)! suggesting!a! common!effect!
on!response!inhibition!across!two!very!commonly!used!substances.!Notably,!although!
not!among!the!primary!aims!of! research,! the!exploratory!analyses!on!reaction!times!
and! latencies! showed! a! positive! relation! between! frequency! of! cannabis! use! and!
slowing! of! responses! /! occurrence! of! electrophysiological! response! inhibition!
correlates.!
The!observed!behavioural! improvement! in!response!inhibition!following!cocaine!is! in!
line! with! acute! cocaine! studies! in! humans! that! have! shown! decreased! stop! signal!
reaction! times!and! fewer!commission!errors! (Fillmore!et!al.,!2005,!2006;!Garavan!et!
al.,!2008).!An! important!observation! is! that! this!benefit! contrasts!with! the! impairing!
effects!of!cocaine!that!are!seen!after!prolonged!use!(Pike!et!al.,!2013,!see!also!Spronk!
et! al.,! 2013).! The! findings! in! the! cocaine! condition! differ! from! a! recent! large! study!
from!our!own! lab,! in!which!we!observed!an! increased! failure!of! inhibition! in! a! Stop!
Signal!Task!(van!Wel!et!al.,!2013).!The!Go/NoGo!task!involves!inhibition!of!a!prepotent!
response! tendency,! while! the! Stop! Signal! Task! requires! inhibition! of! an! already!
initiated! response,! and!might! thus! tap! into! different! aspects! of! response! inhibition!
(Verbruggen! and! Logan,! 2008;! Swick! et! al.,! 2011).! Another! explanation! might! be!
related! to! the! specific! Stop! Signal! Task! version! that! was! being! used.! In! contrast! to!
common! practice,! the! used! Stop! Signal! Task! did! not! employ! dynamically! adjusted!
stopPsignal! delay! times.! It! is! therefore! possible! that! the! speeding! of! reaction! times!
might!have! led! to! the! increased!error! rates! in! the!Stop!Signal!Task.! ! In!other!words,!
subjects!might!have!been!‘too!fast’!to!anticipate!a!possible!stop!signal!as!the!response!
has!already!been!executed.!Taken!together,!the!effects!of!cocaine!might!be!different!
for! various! response! inhibition! subdomains! and! might! be! determined! by! specific!
details!of!the!paradigms!used.!!!
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Alternatively,! differences! in! dosing! might! have! contributed! to! the! divergence! in!
results.! The!Stop!Signal! Task!performance!was!assessed!at!peak! levels!of! 300!mg!of!
oral!cocaine,!while! the!Go/NoGo! in! the!current!study!was!assessed!at!peak! levels!of!
the!booster!dosage!of!150!mg.!There!is!a!possibility!that!differences!in!dosages!might!
have! contributed! to! the! effects.! In! general,! there! is! very! little! information! on! doseP
response! relationships!between!cocaine!and!cognition.!However,! cocaine’s!effect!on!





Go! reactions.! These! findings! on! reaction! times!were! also! corroborated! by! the! drug!
effects! on! the! latencies! of! the! P3! ERPs.! Given! that! the! reaction! time! effects! are!
accompanied!by! a! respective!decrease! and! increase! in! error! rates,! it! is! unlikely! that!
speedPaccuracy! tradePoffs!played!a! role.!Rather,! the! slowing!or! speeding!of! reaction!
time!after!drugs!might! indicate!that!people!are!trying!to!compensate!for!or!adapt!to!
poor! performance! (after! cannabis)! or! are! encouraged/reinforced! by! good!
performance! (cocaine).! Alternatively,! the! drug! effects! on! psychomotor! performance!
could!possibly!act!on!the!performance!of!this!task!in!an!independent!manner.!!
The! present! study! extends! earlier! behavioural! findings! by! including!
electrophysiological! correlates! of! response! inhibition.! The! prefrontally! recorded!
NoGoPP3! ERP! was! decreased! after! cannabis! and! is! thus! in! agreement! with! the!
observed! impaired! response! inhibition! on! the! behavioural! level.! In! particular,! the!
NoGoPP3!ERP!is!associated!with!evaluation!of!the!response!inhibition!process!(Huster!
et!al.,!2013)!and!a!decrement!suggests!that!cannabis!impairs!this!evaluation!process.!
Our! data! showed! that! cannabis! also! reduced! the! parietally! recorded! P3! ERP.! This!





unique,!but! instead!covaries!with! the!extent!of! the!effects!of! the!drugs!on!response!
activation!or!stimulus!evaluation.!!
Enhancement!of! the!prefrontal!NoGoPP3!does!not!only!occur!after! cocaine,!but!also!
after! similar! drugs,! such! as! methylphenidate! and! dPamphetamine!(for! a! review:!
Kenemans!and!Kähkönen,!2011).!The!NoGoPP3!might!therefore!be!dependent!on!the!
stimulant!and!dopamine!enhancing!properties!of! substances.!An!enhanced!NoGoPP3!
amplitude! is! also! consistent! with! studies! showing! that! higher! task! demands! are!
related!to!higher!NoGoPP3!amplitudes!(Dimoska!et!al.,!2006;!Smith!et!al.,!2006,!2007).!
Of! particular! interest! is! the! study! by! Dimoska! et! al.! (2006)! that! reported! that! the!
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prefrontal! NoGoPP3! amplitude! was! larger! in! fast! compared! to! relatively! slow!
responders.! Our! behavioural! results! showed! that! cocaine! caused! a! speeding! in!
reaction!times.!Arguing!along!similar!lines,!it!is!possible!that!this!speeding!has!caused!




on! the! N2! after! cocaine! and! cannabis! suggests! that! neither! prePmotor! response!
inhibition! processes,! nor! conflict! monitoring,! is! altered! by! the! drug.! Interestingly,!
earlier! acute!administration! studies!with!alcohol! and! cannabinoids!also! showed! that!
the! N2! amplitude! (when! measured! in! a! neutral! task! condition)! was! unaffected!
(Korucuoglu!et!al.,!2015;!Stock!et!al.,!2014;!Theunissen!et!al.,!2012).!This!suggests!that!
across! several! classes! of! drugs! of! abuse,! effects! on! response! inhibition! might! be!
selective! to! a! later,! evaluative! stage! of! response! inhibition,!while! leaving! prePmotor!
inhibition/conflict!processing!intact.!
The!neuropharmacological!effects!of!cocaine!in!particular!(the!neuropharmacology!of!
cannabis! is! more! complex)! could! shed! light! on! the! neural! substrates! of! response!
inhibition! ERPs.! Beste! et! al.! (2010)! proposed! that! dopamine! release! in! the! mesoP
corticoPlimbic!dopaminergic!pathway!underlies!the!generation!of!the!NoGoPP3,!while!




NoGoPN2!are!hence! consistent!with! cocaine’s!preferential! involvement!of!enhancing!
dopamine!levels!in!mesolimbic!dopamine!pathways.!Furthermore,!the!current!results!
strengthen! the! involvement! of! the! mesoPcorticoPlimbic! dopamine! system! in! the!
generation!of!the!NoGoPP3.!!
Our!data!suggest!that!individual!differences!in!trait!impulsivity!and!novelty!seeking!are!
not! associated! with! cocaine! and! cannabis! induced! effects! on! any! of! the! response!
inhibition!measures.!This!is!inconsistent!with!several!studies!that!have!suggested!that!
prePexisting!traits!affect!behavioural!and!neurophysiological!responses!to!drugs!(for!a!
review! see! Jupp! and! Dalley,! 2014).! Various! explanations! could! be! offered! for! not!
finding!influences!of!these!two!personality!traits.!Many!recent!and!influential!studies!
on! acute! administration! and! prePexisting! traits! have! been! performed! in! animals.! In!
these!studies,!high!impulsive!and!low!impulsive!rats!are!selected!and!thus!reflect!the!
two! extremes! of! a! continuum.! In! contrast,! our! sample! is! less! differentiated;! for!
example,! only! a! small! group! can! actually! be! called! high! impulsive! according! to! the!
scoring!criteria!of!the!questionnaire.!At!the!same!time,!trait!scores!for!impulsivity!and!
novelty!seeking!are!likely!to!be!higher!in!drug!users!compared!to!nonPusing!controls.!!
Our! sample! therefore! probably! reflects! a! selection! of! subjects! with! questionnaire!
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scores! being! in! a! higher! than! average! and! selected! range.! Research! in! which!
specifically! high! impulsive/high! novelty! seeking! individuals! versus! low! impulsive/low!
novelty!seeking!individuals!are!compared!would!be!better!suited!to!address!the!role!of!
individual!differences.!Another!possible! reason! for! the! failure! to! find!an! influence!of!
the! two! traits! is! that!we! relied! on! selfPreport!measures! in! the! determination! of! the!
personality! traits.! ! It! is! known! that! human! selfPreport! and! taskPbased! impulsivity!
measures!are!poorly!correlated!(e.g.!Dolan!and!Fullam,!2004).!For!these!reasons,!selfP
report! measures! have! been! argued! to! be! unsuitable! for! pharmacological! studies!
(Swann!et!al.,!2002).!The!use!of!taskPbased!measures!of!trait! impulsivity!and!novelty!
seeking!would!be! in! closer! correspondence!with! the!animal! literature!and!be!better!
suited! for! the! current! pharmacological! study.! Despite! not! finding! moderation! by!
impulsivity!and!novelty!seeking,!the!findings!do!not!exclude!the!possibility!that!these!
personality! traits! affect! other! subjective! or! cognitive! domains! not! addressed! in! the!
current!study.!!
A!few!limitations!that!could!have!influenced!the!interpretation!of!the!results!should!be!
noted.! First,! the! Go/NoGo! task! might! not! have! always! been! administered! at! peak!
levels!of!the!drugs.!This!is!of!particular!concern!for!the!cocaine!condition!as!a!number!
of! subjects! did! not! receive! a! booster! dose.! However,! secondary! analyses! excluding!
subjects!who!only!got!one!cocaine!dosage!did!not!demonstrate!a!different!pattern!of!
results.!For!cannabis,! it! is!known!that!acute!drug!effects!on!cognition!can!outlast!the!
period! of! peak! levels.! If! anything,! we! believe! that! the! impairing! effects! on! the!
Go/NoGo! task!would! have! been! even! stronger,! because! plasma! levels!were! already!
declining! during! acquisition! of! the! Go/NoGo! task.! Second,! the! required! abstinence!
from!nicotine!and!caffeine! in!particular,! could!have! led! to!withdrawal!effects,!which!
could! have! caused! underperformance! on! the! testing! day.! Third,! the! blinding! of! the!
drug! condition! was! de! facto! unsuccessful! in! that! both! experimenters! and! subjects!
could! rather! adequately! guess! the! drug! conditions! based! on! the! behavioural! and!
subjective!effects!during!the!study!days.!Hence,!the!possible! influence!of!expectancy!
effects! cannot! be! excluded.! Fourth,! subacute! effects! (effects! that! outlast! the!
immediate!effects!of!drugs)!of! cannabis! could! still! have!been!present!on! the! testing!
days!as!the!required!abstinence!time!(24!hours)!was!limited.!It! is!known!that!chronic!
use!of!cannabis!can!have!behavioural!effects!lasting!up!to!several!days!after!cannabis!
intake! (Solowij! et! al.,! 1995).! However,! any! residual! THC! concentrations! were!
comparable! across! conditions! (see! also! supplementary! material! 1! for! drug!
metabolites).! It! is! therefore! unlikely! that! the! possible! presence! of! subacute! drug!
effects!has!affected!the!relative!differences!between!acute!drug!effects!on!cognition.!
Larger!abstinence!periods!would!have!been!desirable,!but!were! infeasible! in!a! study!
with! moderate! to! heavy! cannabis! users.! Lastly,! trait! impulsivity! and! possibly! also!
novelty! seeking! in! humans! are! known! to! be! influenced! by! prolonged! drug! use!
(Vonmoos!et!al.,!2013).!The!history!of!use!might!thus!have!affected!or!‘contaminated’!
the! trait! personality!measures.! One!way! to! circumvent! this! limitation! is! to! perform!
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acute!drug!administration!studies! in!drugPnaive!subjects.!However,!administration!of!
drugs! of! abuse! to! drugPnaive! individuals! is! not! considered! feasible! due! to! ethical!
concerns.!!
The! cognitive! changes! following! cocaine! and! cannabis! intoxication! are! relevant! for!
those!on!the!risk!of!starting!to!take!the!drugs!or!educating!users!the!possible!risks!of!
taking! drugs.!Most! importantly,! the! current! results! show! that! drugs! affect! response!






to! signs! that! one! should! inhibit! an! impulse.! It! might! also! contribute! to! subsequent!
drug!use!as!selfPmonitoring!processes!that!are!required!to!timely!stop!smoking!a!joint!
are! compromised.! As! cannabis’! effects! on! cognition! might! be! longPlasting,! it! is!
important! to! consider! these! sidePeffects,! when! one! has! to! engage! in! cognitively!
demanding!activities!such!as!driving.!
In! conclusion,! this! study! demonstrates! that! acute! administration! of! two! substances!
from! two! different! classes! of! drugs! of! abuse! affect! response! inhibition! in! opposing!
manners.!Specifically,!cannabis!impaired!behavioural!measures!of!response!inhibition,!
resulted! in! a! general! decrement! of! the! P3! amplitude! as!well! as! a! slowing! of! the! P3!
ERPs.!Cocaine!resulted! in! improved!behavioural!measures!of!response! inhibition!and!
an!increased!prefrontal!NoGoPP3.!Neither!drug,!affected!the!amplitude!of!the!N2!ERP,!
suggesting! that! early! conflict/! prePmotor! inhibitory! processes! are! spared! by! drugs.!
Personality!trait! levels!as!measured!with!the!BISP11!and!the!TCI!did!not! interact!with!
the! behavioural! and! electrophysiological! effects! related! to! response! inhibition,!
suggesting! that! they! play! a! limited! role! in! explaining! individual! differences! in! acute!
drug!effects!on!response!inhibition!in!humans.!!
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL 
Table S6.1 Serum concentration (ng.ml-1) of THC, THC-COOH, THC-OH and plasma 
concentrations (ng.ml-1) of benzoylecgonine for all four time points. Moment 1 is prior to 
drug administration, Moment 2 is ~45 min after capsule (T0) and ~5 min after vapour 
administration (T1), Moment 2 is ~10 min after capsule and 5 min after the capsule and 
vapor booster administration (T2), Moment 4 is at the end of the test day ~2 hours after (T2). 
Results are shown as means±SD. The number of subjects averages were based on is 
provided in brackets. 
 M1 M2 M3 M4 
Placebo Condition 
THC 0.42± 0.94 (38) 1.03± 1.88 (38) 0.81± 1.19 (38) 0.41±0.80 (38) 
THC-OH 0.17±0.41 (38) 0.18±0.40 (38) 0.18±0.37 (38) 0.15±0.31 (38) 
THC-COOH 13.68±27.79 (38) 11.66±22.78 (38) 11.71±24.40 (38) 10.14±19.81 (38) 
Cannabis Condition 
THC 0.89±1.92 (31) 117.22±98.71 (31) 70.31±38.65 (30) 5.05±2.09 (31) 
THC-OH 0.23±0.31 (31) 7.35±3.57 (31) 6.68±3.14 (30) 2.26±1.02 (31) 
THC-COOH 16.33±26.75 (31) 36.95±31.88 (31) 43.91±37.18 (30) 30.73±18.86 (31) 
Cocaine condition 
THC 0.46±1.07 (38) 0.69±1.32 (38) 0.50±1.07 (38) 0.37 ± 0.94 (38) 
THC-OH 0.16±0.44 (38) 0.18±0.51 (38) 0.15±0.43 (38) 0.12 ± 0.35 (38) 
THC-COOH 16.44±36.21 (38) 16.38 ± 36.69 (38) 14.52 ± 35.28 (38) 12,05±29.05 (38) 
Cocaine 0.00±0.00 (36) 0.18±0.13 (36) 0.29 ± 0.15 (36) 0.19±0.095 (36) 
Benzoylecgonin 0.00±0.00 (36) 0.43±0.29(36) 1.20±0.30(36) 1.88±0.49(36) 
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Abstract 
Preclinical! studies! suggest! that! cannabis! and! cocaine! impact! social! behavior,! but!
whether! this!manifests! in! positive! or! negative! (aggressive)! interactions! is! subject! to!
interindividual! differences.! Polymorphisms! in! the! gene! coding! for! the! enzyme!





were! genotyped! for!MAOAPVNTR! and! received! cannabis,! cocaine,! and! placebo.!We!
assessed! the! tendency! to! approach/avoid! emotional! faces! with! a! social! approachP
avoidance!task!(AAT).!!
In! carriers! of! lowPactivity!MAOA,! social! approach! behavior! to! angry! (not! to! happy)!
faces!was!enhanced!in!the!cannabis!condition!compared!to!placebo.!Cannabis!did!not!
affect! social! action! tendencies! in! carriers! of! highPactivity!MAOA! genotypes.! Cocaine!
did!not!affect!social!action!tendencies.!!
These! findings! suggest! that! interindividual! variation! in!MAOA! is! implicated! in! social!
action!tendencies.!Those!carrying!lowPactivity!genotypes!are!more!prone!to!approach!
social!threat!cues!after!cannabis!use.!These!effects!provide!a!possible!endophenotype!
qualifying! preclinical! notions! that! lowPactivity!MAOA! genotypes! promote! aggressive!
behavior!after!dopaminergic/serotonergic!challenges.! !
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INTRODUCTION 
Cocaine! and! cannabis! are! the!most! commonly!used! illicit! drugs! in! Europe! (EMCDDA!
2014).!Both!drugs!impact!social!behaviour.!Cocaine!use!is!associated!with!diminished!
emotional! engagement! in! social! interactions! (Preller! et! al.,! 2014),! increased! selfP
beneficial! choices! (Hulka! et! al.,! 2014),! aggression! (Zhao! et! al.,! 2015;! Hoaken! and!
Stewart,!2003;!Licata!et!al.,!1993),!and!decreased!social!play!in!rats!(Achterberg!et!al.,!
2014;!Ferguson!et!al.,! 2000;!Thiel!et!al.,!2008).!The! research!on! the! social!effects!of!
cannabis! appears! to! be! equivocal.! Cannabis! has! been! associated! with! reduced!
likelihood!of!violence! (Hoaken!and!Stewart,!2003;!Licata!et!al.,!1993).!By!contrast,! it!
has! also! been! associated! with! increased! intimate! partner! aggression! (Testa! and!
Brown,!2015)!and!aggression!via!paranoid!delusional!ideas!in!some!individuals!(Gibbs!
et! al.,! 2015).! Cannabis! also! decreases! social! behavioural! interaction! (Babor! et! al.,!
1978;! Foltin! and! Fischman,! 1988).! The! acute! effects! of! drugs! vary! considerably!
between! individuals! (de!Wit! and! Phillips,! 2012;! de!Wit,! 1998),! presumably! also! for!
effects! on! social! behaviour.! Understanding! those! interindividual! differences! is!
important,!because!acute!drug!effects!might!shed!light!on!who!is!most!sensitive!to!the!
social!consequences!of!drugs.!!
These! differences! in! sensitivity! seem! to! be! partly! mediated! by! genetic! factors,! i.e.!
individuals! carrying! particular! genetic! variants! are! more! sensitive! to! certain! drug!
effects! (Cagniard! et! al.,! 2014;! de! Wit,! 1998;! Haberstick! et! al.,! 2011).! This! might!
especially!be!true!for!cannabis,! for!which!the!effects!on!social!behaviour!are!relative!
inconsistent.! The! MAOA! gene—specifically! the! variable! number! of! tandem! repeat!
(VNTR)! polymorphism! in! the! regulatory! region! upstream! of! the! gene—has! been!
repeatedly! linked! to! interindividual! differences! in! social! behaviour.! In! particular,!
aggressive!and!impulsive!behaviour!(for!review:!Pavlov!et!al.,!2012)!and!anxiety!(Reif!
et!al.,!2014)!have!been!implicated.!The!MAOA:VNTR4regulates!the!transcription!of!the!
enzyme! monoamine! oxidase! A! (MAOPA),! which! catabolizes! monoamines! such! as!
serotonin,!noradrenalin,!and!dopamine!(Shih!et!al.,!1999).!Through!the!VNTR,!there!is!
a!distinction! in! catabolic! rate!between! individuals! carrying!high!efficiency! (HPMAOA)!
and! low!efficiency! (LPMAOA)! gene! variants! (Denney! et! al.,! 1999;! Sabol! et! al.,! 1998).!
Variation! in! the! MAOAPVNTR! may! result! in! differences! in! the! development! of!
monoaminergic!neuronal! systems!and/or!differences! in! the!actual! functioning!of! the!
monoaminergic!pathways.!!




exclusion! (GallardoPPujol! et! al.,! 2013).!With! regard! to! substance! use,! one! study! has!
reported! on! the! interaction! between! drug! exposure! and! the! MAOAPVNTR! in! the!
context! of! social! behaviour.! In! rhesus! macaques! prenatally! exposed! to! ketamine,!
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carriers!of!the!LPMAOA!genotype!were!less!willing!to!cooperate!in!a!working!memory!
task!and!showed!reduced!emotionality!(Capitanio!et!al.,!2012).!This!is!consistent!with!
the! aforementioned! increased! sensitivity! to! antiPsocial! effects! in! carriers! of! this!
genotype.!
In! this! study! we! investigated! the! acute! effects! of! cocaine! and! cannabis! on! social!
behaviour!in!in!a!placeboPcontrolled!crossover!randomized!design!where!regular!users!
were! administered! cocaine,! placebo!and! cannabis.! Inclinations! to! approach!or! avoid!
emotional!stimuli,!known!as!social!motivational!action!tendencies,!are!thought!to!be!




opposite! affectPincongruent! reactions! (pullPangry! and! pushPhappy)! (Roelofs! et! al.,!
2010).! This! task! is! sensitive! to! drug!manipulations! (Enter! et! al.,! 2014;! Radke! et! al.,!
2013)!and!emotional!traits!(von!Borries!et!al.,!2012).!Moreover,!an!increased!approach!
bias! to! angry! faces! is! associated! with! instrumental! aggression! in! psychopaths! (von!
Borries!et!al.,! 2012).! Together,! these!data! suggest! that! the! social!AAT! is! sensitive! to!
interindividual!differences!in!emotional!traits!and!pharmacological!manipulations.!
To! assess! the! contribution! of! interindividual! variation! in! MAOA,! all! subjects! were!
characterized!as!carrying!either!a!low!or!high!efficiency!genotype.!Given!its!impact!on!
social!behaviour! in! combination!with!environmental! influences,!we!hypothesize! that!
MAOA! genotype! interacts! with! drugs! on! social! action! tendencies.! We! tested! two!
hypotheses.! First,! both! cocaine! and! cannabis! were! expected! to! yield! enhanced!
approach! behaviour! to! angry! faces.! Second,! we! hypothesized! that! this! enhanced!





SixtyPone!healthy! regular!users!of! cocaine! and! cannabis! gave! their!written! informed!
consent! and! received! financial! compensation.! Subjects! had! to! be! between! 18–40!
years!of!age!and!of!normal!weight!(body!mass!index!18–28).!Furthermore,!they!had!to!





cigarettes! per! day).! All! participants! provided! written! informed! consent! before!
inclusion! and! received! a!monetary! reimbursement! for! their! participation.! Nine! data!
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points!in!the!cannabis!condition!were!missing!due!to!adverse!events!and!1!data!point!
in! the! cocaine! condition! had! to! be! excluded! due! to! technical! problems! with! the!
joystick.!The!study!was!carried!out!in!accordance!with!the!declaration!of!Helsinki.!This!
study!was! approved! by! the!medical! ethical! committee! of!Maastricht! University! and!
the!Radboud!university!medical!center.!
DESIGN & PROCEDURE 
A!randomized!doublePblind!placeboPcontrolled!crossover!design!was!used.!At!the!day!
of!screening,!all!participants!practiced!a!shortened!version!of! the!AAT.!Subsequently!
they!were! invited! for! three! testing!days!at! least! seven!days!apart!during!which! they!
received! placebo,! cocaine! or! cannabis! in! a! doublePblind,! doublePdummy,!
counterbalanced,!crossover!design.!Subjects!were!instructed!not!to!use!any!hard!drugs!
during!the!study!period,!and!to!refrain!from!smoking!cannabis!and!drinking!alcohol!24!
hours! before! the! testing! day.! During! the! testing! they! were! not! allowed! to! smoke!
nicotine.!Upon!arrival,!subjects!were!tested!for!the!presence!of!drugs!and!pregnancy!
(women! only)!with! a! urine! test,! and! blood! alcohol! level! was! estimated! by! use! of! a!
breath! analyser.! They! subsequently! received! a! standard! breakfast.! Baseline!
questionnaires!(subjective!effects),!blood!samples!and!vital!signs!were!assessed.!At!T0!
subjects! received! a! capsule! containing! either! 300!mg! cocaine! or! placebo.! FortyPfive!
minutes! later,! subjects! received! vaporized! cannabis! (300! µg/kg! body! weight)! or!
placebo! at! T1.! Immediately! after! T1! subjects! completed! a! block! of! cognitive! tests!
(Testblock! 1,! results! are! presented! elsewhere! e.g.! Spronk! et! al.! (2015)).! Testblock! 1!




T2,! subjects! completed!a! second!block!of! cognitive! tasks! (Testblock!2)! that! included!
the!AAT.!Subjective!effects!and!vital! signs!were!assessed!at! several! times!during! the!
testing! day! (see! Van! Wel! et! al.,! 2015! for! the! subjective! effects).! At! T2,! a! second!
administration!was!only!given!if!vital!signs!had!remained!in!the!normal!range.!Sixteen!
participants!did!not!receive!the!booster!capsule!(five!participants!did!not!receive!this!
second! cocaine! dosage! because! the! decision! to! give! the! booster! dosage!was!made!
after!start!of!the!study,!and!approval!for!this!amendment!had!to!be!awaited,!the!other!
11!had!vital!signs!too!high!according!to!the!safety!criterion).!Seven!did!not!receive!a!
second! cannabis! administration! (4! refused,! 3! exceeded! vital! signs).! The! testing! day!
finished!with!a!short!exit! interview!to!determine! if! subjects!were!ready!to!go!home.!
The!entire!testing!day!took!about!6.5!hours.!4
DRUGS 
Cannabis! was! obtained! from! flowers! of! Cannabis! sativa,! grown! according! to! good!
manufacturing! practice! (GMP)Pcompliant! procedures! (Farmalyse! BV,! Zaandam,! The!
Netherlands).!An!herbal!mixture!containing!hemp!flowers!(which!contain!virtually!no!




a! Volcano®! vaporizer! (StorzPBickel! GmbH,! Tüttlingen,! Germany)! five!minutes! before!
administration.! The! vapour! was! stored! in! a! polythene! bag! equipped! with! a! valved!
mouthpiece.! Subjects!were! instructed! to! inhale! deeply,! to! hold! their! breath! for! ten!
seconds!after!each!inhalation!and!to!take!as!much!time!as!needed!to!empty!the!bag!in!
order! to! minimize! the! occurrence! of! adverse! events.! Cocaine! HCl! and! matching!
placebo! cocaine!were!encapsulated! in!white!opaque! capsules.! The!placebo! capsules!
contained! only! filling! material! of! equivalent! weight.! The! cocaine! HCl! and! placebo!
cocaine!were! purchased! from!Mallinckrodt! Pharmaceuticals,! St! Louis,!MO,! USA! and!
encapsulated!and!tested!by!Basic!Pharma!Geleen,!The!Netherlands,!according!to!Good!
Manufacturing! Practices.! Two! subsequent! dosages! of! cocaine! capsules! (T0:! 300!mg,!
T2:! 150!mg)!or!placebo! capsules!were!administered.! The! capsules!were! taken!orally!
with!150!ml!of!water.!The!sequence!of!the!drug!conditions!was!counterbalanced.!The!
researchers! hold! a! permit! for! obtaining,! storing,! and! administering! cocaine! and!
cannabis!from!the!Dutch!Drug!Enforcement!Administration.!
GENOTYPING 




DNA! Polymerase! (Applied! Biosystems),! and! 0.5! μM! fluorescently! labelled! forward!
primer! (FAMP! 5’PACAGCCTGACCGTGGAGAAGP3’)! and! reverse! primer! (5’P
GAACGGACGCTCCATTCGGA).! The! genotyping! assay! was! carried! out! in! a! qualityP
accredited!laboratory!and!has!been!validated!earlier.!Three!percent!blanks!as!well!as!
duplicates! between! plates! were! taken! along! as! quality! controls! during! genotyping.!
Determination! of! the! length! of! the! alleles! was! performed! by! direct! analysis! on! an!
automated! capillary! sequencer! (ABI3730,! Applied! Biosystems)! using! standard!





APPROACH AVOIDANCE TASK (AAT) 
The! Approach! Avoidance! Task! is! an! affectPevaluation! task! (Roelofs! et! al.,! 2010),! in!
which!subjects!approach!and!avoid!visually!presented!emotional!faces!by!respectively!
pushing! and! pulling! a! joystick.! Face! stimuli! consisted! of! grayscale! photographs! and!
were! selected! from! the! Karolinska! Directed! Emotional! Faces! database! (Lundqvist! et!
al.,! 1998).! Sixteen! photographs! were! used,! picturing! 8! different! models! (4! male/4!
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female)! each! expressing! an! angry! and! a! happy! face.! Subjects! received! written! and!
verbal! instruction! to! evaluate! the! facial! expressions! (i.e.! happy! or! angry),! and! to!
respond!as! fast!and!accurately!as!possible! to!the!stimuli!by!either!pulling!or!pushing!
the! joystick.! Pulling! and! pushing! the! joystick! gradually! increased! and! decreased! the!
picture! size.! Participants! received! alternate! affectPcongruent! and! affectPincongruent!
instructionPconditions! in! four! alternating! blocks! (two! affectPcongruent,! two! affectP
incongruent).!The!affectPcongruent!block!involved!pulling!the!joystick!for!happy!faces!
and!pushing!the!joystick!for!angry!faces.!In!the!affectPincongruent!block!the!required!
response! to! the! facial! expression!was! reversed.! Each! block! consisted! of! 32! pictures!
and!was!preceded!by!16!training!pictures.!Each!trial!was!initiated!by!the!participant:!as!
soon!as!the!joystick!was!positioned!in!the!central!upright!position!and!the!participant!
pressed! the! start! key! located!near! the! top!of! the! joystick,! a! picture! of!medium! size!
appeared!on!the!screen.!!
DATA PREPARATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSES 





angry)!and!drug!condition! (cocaine,!placebo,!cannabis)!separately.! In!order! to!assess!
possible!drug!effects!on!error!rates!and!reaction!times!per!movement,!a!linear!mixed!
model! was! performed! that! included! subject! as! a! random! factor! and! Genotype! (LP
MAOA,! HPMAOA),! Drugs! (cocaine,! placebo,! cannabis),! Valence! (happy,! angry)! and!
Movement!(push,!pull)!as!fixed!factors.!
In!line!with!previous!studies!on!the!AAT!(Roelofs!et!al.,!2010;!Radke!et!al.,!2013;!Enter!
et! al.,! 2014)! approach! avoidance! motivational! action! tendencies! were! analysed! by!
means! of! calculating! AAT! effectPscores,! which! constitute! the! primary! outcome!
measure!of!our!experiment.!These!were!calculated!by!subtracting!the!median!reaction!
times!of! the!pull!movement! instruction! from!the!median! reaction! times! to! the!push!
movement! instruction—separately! for! happy! and! angry! faces! and! for! each! of! the!
three! drugs! conditions.! Negative! values! indicate! stronger! avoidance! than! approach,!
and!positive!values!represent!stronger!approach!than!avoidance!(Heuer!et!al.,!2007).!
Individual!effectPscores!were!entered!in!linear!mixed!model!with!subject!as!a!random!
factor! and! Genotype! (LPMAOA,! HPMAOA),! Drugs! (cocaine,! placebo,! cannabis)! and!
Valence! (happy,! angry)! as! fixed! factors.! Potential! effects! of! genotype!differences!on!
gender,! age! and! education! were! analysed! through! Pearson’s! chiPsquare! test! or!
univariate! ANOVA,! as! appropriate.! All! analyses! were! performed! with! SPSS! version!
20.0,!Chicago,!IL,!USA)!and!significance!level!was!set!at!0.05.!
!
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Table 7.1 Demographics of Subjects stratified per genotype, values are mean±SD!
 MAOA genotype  
 L-MAOA H-MAOA p-value 
Gender (m/f) 13/6 34/6 0.14 
Age (years) 21.5 2.5 23.24.9 0.17 
Years of educationa 14.31.7 14.62.3 0.63 
Occasions of cocaine use (average use past year) 7.83.9 11.912.5 0.17 
Estimated frequency of cannabis use (joints per week) 5.63.5 6.75.7 0.43 




The! demographics! per! genotype! are! listed! in! Table! 7.1.! Results! of! a! chiPsquared!
analysis! showed! no! significant! differences! in! the! sex! ratio! between! the! two! groups!










main!effect!of!Drugs! (F2,593.886=18.2,!p<0.001)! that!was! caused!by!more!errors! in! the!
cannabis!(11.5%)!compared!to!the!placebo!and!cocaine!group!(respectively!7.3%!and!
6.8%,!p<0.001).!!
Table 7.2 Mean percentages and standard deviations of initiation time (IT) per movement, 
valence, drug condition, and genotype 
 Cocaine Placebo Cannabis 












IT (ms) 613±85 658±116 655±124 663±111 649±126 664±126 
Error-rate (%) 9.8±11.0 9.8±10.8 8.5±9.0 9.5±8.8 15.6±15.1 16.5±12.4 
Happy Pull 
IT (ms) 554±74 605±115 572±95 600±105 606±118 585±98 
Error-rate (%) 8.1±10.7 5.4±6.3 7.9±6.9 7.5±6.2 13.0±13.2 11.9±11.8 
Angry Push 
IT (ms) 599±97 633±105 616±97 639±98 652±105 642±104 
Error-rate (%) 3.4±4.0 4.1±4.6 4.4±2.4 5.9±5.6 6.7±5.6 10.4±10.0 
Angry Pull 
IT (ms) 580±72 629±137 615±117 609±104 600±103 601±117 
Error-rate (%) 6.2±9.5 8.1±10.8 7.9±10.9 6.5±5.7 10.8±12.0 9.4±11.6 










significant! Valence! ×! Drugs! interaction! within! the! LPMAOA! group! (F2,80.783=4.53,!













low MAOA high MAOA


















Figure 7.1 Mean (±SEM) effect-scores (ms) per valence, drug condition and genotype 
group. 
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DISCUSSION 
We!examined! the!acute!effects!of!cocaine!and!cannabis!on!social!action! tendencies.!
Cannabis! increased!approach!behaviour! to!angry! faces! in! carriers!of! the! low!activity!
MAOA! genotype,! but! not! in! those! with! the! high! activity! genotype.! The! MAOA!
genotype! did! not! moderate! the! effects! of! cannabis! on! action! tendencies! to! happy!
faces.!Cocaine!did!not!affect!social!action!tendencies.!
Our! results! are! consistent! with! seminal! genePenvironment! interaction! studies! that!
show! that! lowPactivity!MAOA! gene!variants! constitute!a! risk! variant! for!maladaptive!
social!behaviour,! in!particular! increased!aggression! (Caspi!et!al.,!2002;!KimPCohen!et!
al.,! 2006).! This! is! the! first! study! to! demonstrate! that! the! environmental! factor!
cannabis!can!also!interact!with!this!genotype!on!social!behaviour.!Increased!approach!
tendencies!to!angry! faces!after!cannabis!could!reflect!an! initial! reaction! indicative!of!
enhanced! aggressive! behaviour! or,! alternatively,! reduced! social! avoidance! (von!
Borries! et! al.,! 2012;! Enter! et! al.,! 2014;! Radke! et! al.,! 2013;! Roelofs! et! al.,! 2010).! In!
relation! to! the! current! results,! both! interpretations! seem! plausible! and! are! not!
mutually! exclusive.! The! increased! approach! behaviour! for! angry,! but! not! for! happy!
faces,! suggests! that! the! effect! cannot! be! explained! by! a! general! numbing! to! facial!
expressions,!or!by!altered!reaction!times!due!to!effects!of!cannabis!on!psychomotor!
slowing.! Moreover,! because! no! effect! was! observed! for! cocaine,! our! study!
demonstrates!that!increased!approach!behaviour!is!more!specific!than!a!general!drug!
effect.!!
MAOPA! enzyme! activity! could! be! the! neurochemical! mechanism! behind! the!
behavioural! effects.! Variation! in!MAOA! has! been! argued! not! to! determine! MAOPA!
enzyme! activity! directly,! but! rather! to! predispose! to! a! particular! MAOPA! enzyme!
activity!level!as!a!result!of!environmental!factors!(Bortolato!and!Shih,!2011).!Cannabis!
extract!has!been!shown!to!inhibit!MAO!activity!(Fišar,!2010;!Schurr!and!Rigor,!1984).!
The! current! results! suggest! that! the! LPMAOA! genotype!might! indeed! be! particularly!
vulnerable! to! lowered!MAO! enzymatic! activity! due! to! cannabis.! Low! activity! of! the!
MAOPA! enzyme! implies! less! efficient! catalysation! of! the! major! monoaminergic!
neurotransmitters,! leading! to! enhanced! signalling! of! serotonin,! dopamine,! and!
noradrenaline!in!the!prefrontal!cortex.!The!observed!increased!approach!behaviour!to!
angry!faces!in!the!LPMAOA!group!after!cannabis!might!be!brought!about!by!enhanced!
signalling! of! those! central! neurotransmitters.! To! the! authors’! knowledge,! a! relation!
between! cocaine! and!MAOPA! enzyme! activity! has! not! been! established,! suggesting!
that!this!mechanism!is!specific!to!the!effects!of!cannabis.!!
There! was! no! evidence! that! cannabis! interacted! with! the! valence! of! the! facial!
emotional! expression,! suggesting! that! it! does! not! differentially! affect! social! action!
tendencies! when! interindividual! differences! in! the!MAOA! gene! are! not! taken! into!
account.! The! current! study! is! therefore! not! in! line!with! previous! studies! suggesting!
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that! tetraPhydroPcannabinol! (THC:! the! main! psychoactive! component! of! cannabis)!
impairs! the! recognition! of! angry! and! fearful! faces! specifically! (Ballard! et! al.,! 2012;!
Bossong!et!al.,!2009).!Based!on!this! research,!one!might!expect! that!cannabis!would!
result! in! increased! approach! behaviour! to! angry! faces.! There! are! several! possible!
reasons! for! this! disparity.! First,! we! investigated! social! action! tendencies,! not!
emotional! recognition! or! brain! imaging! associated! with! emotional! information!
(Bossong!et!al.,! 2013;!Phan!et!al.,! 2008).!Although!both!emotional! facial! recognition!
and!social!action!tendencies!are!informationPprocessing!biases!in!the!socioPemotional!
spectrum,! they! reflect!different! constructs,! and! it! is! unknown!how! they!are! related.!
Second,!we!investigated!a!group!that—compared!to!the!aforementioned!studies—was!
characterized!by!heavier!use!of!cannabis!and!other!drugs!(including!cocaine).!!





is! unlikely! to! result! from! a! lack! of! time! to! evaluate! the! emotion.! Possibly,! cannabis!
could!have!decreased!attention!and!the!evaluation!of!the!stimuli!(Böcker!et!al.,!2010;!
Hunault!et!al.,!2009).!A! second,!nonPmutually!exclusive,!explanation! is! that! cannabis!
decreases! recognition! of! emotional4 expressions! in! general,! which! might! have!
contributed! to!misclassification! (Ballard! et! al.,! 2012;! Bossong! et! al.,! 2009).! Such! an!
interpretation! is! supported! by! a! recent! finding! suggesting! that! THC! impairs! the!
recognition!of! ambiguous! faces! (Hindocha!et!al.,! 2015).!Unfortunately,!neutral! facial!
expressions! were! not! incorporated! in! the! current! study.! It! cannot! therefore! be!
conclusively!established!whether!the!enhanced!error!rate!was!specifically!due!to!the!
emotion4of!the!stimuli.!However,!this!hypothesis!could!be!tested!in!future!studies!by!
means! of! assessing! an! AAT! incorporating! neutral! faces.! Critically,! the! effect! of!
cannabis!on!errors!was!not!dependent!on!the!MAOA!genotype.!It!is!therefore!unlikely!




across!conditions!and!valence,!albeit!not! statistically!different.!The! trend! for! smaller!
action! tendencies! in! the! cocaine! condition! is! consistent! with! animal! literature! that!
shows! decreased! social! play! in! rats! (Achterberg! et! al.,! 2014;! Ferguson! et! al.,! 2000;!
Thiel!et!al.,!2008).!Conversely,!although!the!study!was!doublePblind,!it!was!quite!often!
obvious,! which! condition! the! participant! was! in.! Casual! participantPexperimenter!
social! interactions!in!the!lab!suggested!that!cocaine!increased!sociability!as!indicated!
by! increased! conversation.! It!might! be! that! cocaine! induces! prosocial! behaviour! on!
different! facets! of! social! interaction,! for! instance! in behavioural! coPaction! or! social!




The! study! has! some! limitations.! First,! it! is! uncertain! how! altered! action! tendencies!
under!influence,!as!found!in!the!current!study,!translate!to!social!effects! in!the!‘realP
life’! drug! taking! environment.! As! a! next! step! it! would! be! interesting! to! explore!
whether! the! current! findings!generalize! to!a!more!ecologically! valid! setting.! Second,!
blinding! of! the! drug! condition! was! not! totally! successful! given! the! clear! effects! on!
subjects’! behaviour.! It! cannot! therefore! be! excluded! that! expectation! effects! have!
affected! the! interaction! between! participant! and! experimenter! and! hence! have!
influenced! the! results.! Third,! sexPspecific! group! analyses! could! not! be! performed,!
because! our! sample! primarily! consisted! of! males! and! only! a! few! females! could! be!
included.! Several! preclinical! and! clinical! reports! suggest! that! sexPdifferences! exist! in!
the!effects!of!cannabis,! including!social!and!affective!effects!(Craft,!2005).!Moreover,!
many!of!the!MAOA4genotype!findings!have!been!shown!to!be!sexPspecific!(Holz!et!al.,!
2014;! Verhoeven! et! al.,! 2012;! Voltas! et! al.,! 2015).! Unfortunately,! there! was! not!
enough!power!to!look!at!potential!gender!differences!in!the!current!study.!To!explore!
this! intriguing! difference! in! the! context! of! acute! effects! in! humans,! future! studies!
could!achieve!a!more!genderPbalanced!subject! sample.!Fourth,!our! study!with! its!61!
participants!had!limited!power!for!a!genetic!association!study.!Replication!with!higher!
participant!numbers!is!clearly!needed.!
In! summary,! we! have! extended! our! understanding! of! the! interaction! between! two!
common!drugs!of!abuse!and!social!action!tendencies.!That!is,!we!found!that!cannabis!
increases! social! approach! behaviour! to! angry! faces! in! individuals! carrying! a! gene!
variant! (LPMAOA)! previously! associated! with! antiPsocial! behaviour.! We! did! not! find!
evidence!for!an!effect!of!cocaine!on!social!action!tendencies.!These!findings!highlight!
the! value! of! investigating! interindividual! differences! for! understanding! the! social!
effects!of!cannabis.! 
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SUMMARY  
Cannabis! and! cocaine! are! drugs! of! abuse! that! are! used! by!many! people! across! the!
world.! Everyone!who! has! ever! used! cannabis! or! cocaine,! knows! that! they! can! have!
profound!effects!on!behaviour!and!mood.!Although!the!use!of!cannabis!and!cocaine!is!
quite!common,!it!is!relatively!unexplored!how!they!affect!cognitive!control.!Cognitive!
control! refers! to! a! collection! of! functions! needed! for! the! deliberate! control! of!
thoughts,! emotions,! and! actions! in! order! to! guide! and! to! meet! current! and! future!
goals.! As! drug! use! occurs! in! a! demanding,! dynamic! society!where! optimal! cognitive!
control!is!important!to!succeed!and!stay!safe,!it!is!of!relevance!to!know!how!cannabis!
and! cocaine! affect! these! functions.! Altered! control! under! influence! could! even!







severe! impairments! in! cognitive! control! after! cannabis,! but! that! another! person! is!
hardly!affected.!But!which!factors!underlie!those!individual!differences?!This!question!




looked! at! the! role! of! genetic! polymorphisms! related! to! the! dopamine! system! and!
traits!associated!with!impulsivity!and!novelty!seeking.!!
 
Table 8.1 Overview of effects on measures of cognitive functions of acute administration of 
cannabis and cocaine relative to placebo condition,  = improvement,  = impairment, 
↔ no effect. 
Function Chapter Cannabis Cocaine 
Error-monitoring early (ERN) Chapter 3 /4   
Error-monitoring late (Pe) Chapter 4   
Post-error slowing Chapter 3/4 ↔ ↔ 
Conflict monitoring (NoGo-N2) Chapter 3/4 ↔ ↔ 
Early visual processing Chapter 3/4 ↔ ↔ 
Selective attention (P3) Chapter 4   
Planning Chapter 5  ↔ 
Attentional shifting Chapter 5  ↔ 
Reversal learning Chapter 5   
Valence-dependent reversal learning Chapter 5 ↔ ↔ 
Processing speed Chapter 6   
Response inhibition Chapter 6   
Social action control Chapter 7  a ↔ 
a approach bias to angry faces in L-MAOA group only 
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The!chapters!in!this!thesis!are!derived!from!two!separate!studies!in!which!tetraPhydroP
cannabinol!(THC;!the!main!psychoactive!part!of!cananbis)!and!placebo!(Chapter!3)!or!
cocaine,! cannabis,! and! placebo! (Chapter! 4! to! Chapter! 7)! were! administered! in! a!
placeboPcontrolled! manner! in! healthy! individuals! who! were! regular,! nonPaddicted!
users.! Each! chapter! addresses! drug! effects! on!measures! of! cognitive! control.!More!
specifically,! we! looked! at! performance! monitoring! (errorPmonitoring),! response!
inhibition,!and!reversal!learning.!In!a!number!of!those!studies!(Chapter!3,!4,!5!and!6),!
behavioural! measures! of! cognitive! control! were! complemented! with! brain!
electrophysiological! markers! of! those! processes,! soPcalled! eventPrelated! potentials!
(ERPs).!The!advantage!of!ERPs! is! that! they!can!elucidate!covert!brain!processes! that!
cannot! be! detected!with! behavioural!measures! alone.!Moreover,! they! provide! high!
temporal!resolution!enabling!investigation!of!cognitive!functions!over!different!stages!
of! the! processes.! In! Chapter! 7! we! also! investigated! cognitive! control! of! socioP
emotional!behaviour!by!looking!at!social4action!tendencies.!!





In! Chapter! 3! and! Chapter! 4!we! used! an! adapted! version! of! the! Eriksen! flanker! test!
while! concurrently! recording! ERPs! to! assess! electrophysiological! correlates! of! errorP
monitoring.! ErrorPmonitoring! involves! the! detection! of! errors! and! the! behavioural!
adaptation! thereafter.! The! study! in! Chapter! 3! was! the! first! study! to! show! that! the!
administration!of!THC! impairs!errorPmonitoring! reflected!by!a! reduction!of! the!error!
related!negativity! (ERN)! in!a!group!of! ten!users.! In!Chapter!4,!we!aimed!to! replicate!
this! result! in! the! Impulsive! Brain! project! and! succeeded.! Thus,! in! Chapter! 4! we!
demonstrated!again!that!cannabis!lowered!the!ERN.!We!were!furthermore!the!first!to!




cocaine! enhanced! it.! In! Chapter! 4,! we! additionally! investigated! whether! two!
dopaminergic! genetic! variants,! the! COMT4 Val158Met4 and! DRD2! Taq1A!
polymorphisms,! could! explain! individual! differences! in! drug! responses! on! errorP
monitoring.!We!found!no!interaction!between!drugs!and!the!two!candidate!genes!on!
the!errorPmonitoring!related!ERPs,!nor!on!postPerror!slowing.!Notably,!the!results!did!
reveal! that! the! DRD24 A1! carriers! performed,! compared! to! the! A2/A2! group,! more!
poorly! on! errorPmonitoring! as! indicated! by! a! reduced! ERN,! independent! of! drug!
condition.! In! sum,! the! ERN! findings! provide! new! insights! regarding! the! effects! of!
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cannabis! and! cocaine! on! errorPmonitoring,! while! the! investigated! genes! did! not!
account!for!individual!differences!in!this!process.!
In! Chapter! 5! we! employed! a! reversal! learning! paradigm! in! order! to! investigate!
potential!differential!effects! in! learning! from!reward!vs.!punishment!reversals.!Given!
that! previous! research! had! indicated! that! cannabis! reduces! sensitivity! to! external!
reinforcing! stimuli,!we! expected! that! cannabis!would! yield! an! overall! impairment! in!
reversal!learning!irrespective!of!valence.!As!enhanced!dopamine!neurotransmission!is!
associated!with!a!shift!in!learning!from!reward!vs.!punishment,!we!hypothesized!that!
cocaine! would! enhance! learning! from! rewardPbased! relative! to! punishmentPbased!
reversal!learning.!The!findings!for!cannabis!were!in!line!with!our!hypotheses:!cannabis!
led!to!an!overall!impairment!in!reversal!learning.!Cocaine,!on!the!other!hand,!resulted!
in! a! general! improvement! in! reversal! learning.! Therefore,! in! contrast! to! our!
hypothesis,! we! found! no! evidence! that! cocaine! differentially! affected! learning! from!
rewards! vs.! punishments.! In! this! study,! forward! planning! and! attentional! switching!
were!also!investigated!(using!the!Tower!of!London!and!Attention!Switch!Task)!in!order!
to!explore! the!specificity!of! the!effects!on! reversal! learning.!Cannabis! impaired!both!
functions,! but! cocaine! did! not! affect! those! processes.! These! last! results! suggested!
that,! whereas! cannabis! leads! to! a! general! impairment! across! several! functions,!
cocaine’s! effects!were!much!more! specific! to! reversal! learning.! As! in! Chapter! 4,!we!
also!investigated!the!COMT4Val158Met4and!DRD2!Taq1A!polymorphisms!in!relation!to!
reversal!learning.!For!this!domain,!we!found!evidence!that!the!A1!variant!of!the!DRD2!
gene! demonstrated! a! larger! cocainePinduced! improvement! on! reversal! learning.!
Variation! in! this! gene! did! not!modulate! the! effect! of! cannabis! on! this! process.! This!
result! suggests! that! A1! carriers! of! the! DRD24 Taq1A! a! polymorphism! experience! a!
larger! cognitive! benefit! after! cocaine! compared! to! the! A2/A2! group.! The! genotype!
finding,!however,!should!be!interpreted!with!caution!due!to!the!small!sample!size.!!
Similar! to! the! results! in! Chapter! 4! and! 5,! findings! detailed! in! Chapter! 6! indicated!
opposing! effects! of! cannabis! and! cocaine! on! response! inhibition.! In! a! standard!
Go/NoGo! task,! cocaine! decreased! the! percentage! of! commission! errors,! whereas!
cannabis!increased!it.!Concurrent!measurement!of!inhibitionPrelated!ERPs!enabled!us!
to! demonstrate! that! the! effects! of! cannabis! and! cocaine! were! also! opposite! on! a!
neurophysiological! correlate! of! response! inhibition:! cocaine! enhances! the! NoGoPP3!
amplitude,! while! cannabis! lowers! its! amplitude.! Neither! drug! affected! the! earlier!
inhibitionPrelated! NoGoPN2! ERP.! Additionally,! cannabis! caused! a! decrease! of! the!
amplitude! of! the! parietally! recorded! P3! ERP! suggesting! that! general! information!
processing!of!the!stimuli!was!also!negatively!affected.!Inspired!by!evidence!indicating!
that! high! impulsivity! and!novelty! seeking! are! traits! that! predispose! to! drug! use! and!
preclinical! evidence! that! cocaine! might! have! stronger! behavioural! effects! in! rats!
characterized! by! high! impulsivity,!we! also! investigated! how! individual! differences! in!
these! traits! were! related! to! drugPinduced! effects! on! behavioural! and!
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with! the! MAOAPVNTR4 polymorphism.! With! regard! to! cannabis,! we! showed! that!
carriers! of! the! lowPactivity! (LPMAOA)! genotype! (previously! often! associated! with! a!
higher! risk! for! developing! problems! in! socioPemotional! behaviour)! demonstrated! an!
approach!bias!to!faces!with!an!angry!appearance.!This!approach!bias!was!not!seen!in!
the!highPactivity!genotype!group,!suggesting!that!especially!the!LPMAOA!group!shows!
different! social! action! tendencies! after! cannabis.! In! contrast! to! our! hypothesis,! the!




COGNITIVE EFFECTS OF DRUGS OF ABUSE 
The!impairment!in!cognitive!control!suggests!that!cannabis!intoxication!might!lead!to!
suboptimal! autoPcorrective! behaviour! in! complex! daily! activities! that! require! it.! As!
cognitive! control! is! important! for! flexible! and! adaptive! behaviour,! compromised!
functioning!of!this!system!can!result! in!unsafe!and!risky!behaviour.!For!example,!the!
experienced! loss!of! control!after! cannabis!use!might! lead! to! continued!drug!use! (de!
Wit,!2009),!because!it!may!prevent!someone!from!making!a!sensible!decision,!e.g.!to!
refrain! from! smoking! another! joint.! Thus,! impaired! control! might! contribute! to!
impaired!decision!making!and!catalyse!subsequent!use,!or!even!binge!use.!It!has!been!
argued!that!impaired!control!under!acute!influence!could!actually!be!‘paving!the!way!
for! the! development! of! outPofPcontrol! drugPseeking! patterns’! (Ersche! et! al.,! 2010).!
Another!mechanism!by!means!of!which!decreased!cognitive!control!might!be!impaired!
is! through! cannabis’! effect! of! inducing! relaxation.! This! is! commonly! reported! after!
smoking!cannabis!and!it!motivates!a!subgroup!to!use!the!substance.!Cannabis!makes!
people!more!relaxed!and!thereby!might!reduce!the!cognitive!effort!that!is!needed!in!








school! dropPout! (Cox! et! al.,! 2007,! Lynskey! et! al.,! 2003).! In! addition,! recently! it! has!
been! demonstrated! that! impairments! in! cognitive! control! might! contribute! to!
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transient! psychotic! symptoms! (Bhattacharyya,! 2015),! suggesting! that! impaired!
cognitive!control!can!negatively!impact!mental!health.!The!extent!to!which!the!acute,!
rather! than! chronic! effects,! are! responsible! for! the! problems! in! these! behaviours! is!
uncertain.! A! recent!metaPanalysis! has! indicated! that! the! chronic! effects! of! cannabis!
use! are! modest! (Schreiner! and! Dunn,! 2012).! Also,! it! is! known! that! heavy! users! in!
particular!exhibit!a!pattern!of!binge!use.!As!cannabis!has!a!long!halfPlife,!people!can!be!












need! to! use! cocaine! more! and! more! often! in! order! to! live! up! to! high! standards.!
Second,! a! subgroup! of! people! reports! using! cocaine! in! order! to! ‘stay! awake’! or! ‘to!
keep!going’!(Boys!et!al.,!2001).!These!stimulating!effects!are!among!the!prime!reasons!
for!use!in!those!subgroups.!The!acute!effects!of!cocaine!could!counteract!sleepiness.!
Furthermore,! researchers! believe—with! limited! supporting! evidence—that! it! can!
antagonize! some! of! the! effects! of! alcohol,! including! those! on! mood! and! cognition!
(AstonPJones!et!al.,!1984;!Boutrel!and!Koob,!2004;!Compton!and!Volkow,!2006;!Higgins!
et! al.,! 1992).! Third,! cocaine! increases! ‘incentive! salience’! as! a! result! of! increased!
dopamine!levels.!This!enhanced!salience!could!increase!the!motivational!properties!of!
(positive)! information! in! the! environment! (Schultz! et! al.,! 2002).! Thus,! although!





As! cocaine! appears! to! have! the! positive! effect! of! enhancing! cognitive! control,! one!
might! wonder! whether! there! are! any! downsides! to! the! acute! effects! of! cocaine.!
Increased! levels! of! control! are! likely! to! go! hand! in! hand!with! increased! ‘feelings! of!
control’! and!overPconfidence! (Gay! et! al.,! 1973).!How!do! you! know!whether! you! are!
actually! better! at! controlling! your! behaviour,! or! just! feel! that!way?!Overconfidence!
can!easily! result! in! risky!behaviour.!Although!we!have! shown!a!pattern!of! improved!
cognitive! control! on! the! investigated! functions,! this! certainly! does! not! apply! to! all!




al.,!2013).!Thus,!cocaine!also! impairs! some!cognitive!control! functions.!Furthermore,!





cognitive! functions?!The!data! in!our! study!are!not! completely! conclusive!about! this,!
but! there! are! some! clues.! The! increase! in! selective! attention! (enhanced! P300! ERP)!
after!cocaine!(Chapter!4),!for!instance,!supports!the!notion!that!general!processes!are!
a!factor! in! improving!cognitive!control.!Nevertheless,! it! is! likely!that!cocaine’s!effects!
on! cognitive! performance! are! highly! dependent! on! the! operationalisation! of! the!
cognitive! construct! and! might! be! much! subtler! than! just! ‘improving! everything’.!






Cognitive! control! in! social! action! tendencies! was! investigated! in! Chapter! 7.! It! was!
surprising! that,! without! taking! individual! differences! into! account,! neither! drug!
seemed! to! affect! social! action! tendencies! (but! see! the! discussion! on! the! MAOA4
genotype! effects! below).! Unfortunately,! the! number! of! studies! addressing! socialP
cognitive! effects! of! cannabis! and! cocaine! is! rather! limited.! Since! social! action!
tendencies! encompass! processes! that! are! different! from! aforementioned! cognitive!
functions,!the!results!are!also!more!difficult!to!compare!with!the!findings!in!the!other!
chapters.! It! is!hard!to!determine!what!constitutes!an! impairment!or! improvement! in!
social! action! tendencies.! However,! they! can! be! shifted.! The! increase! in! error! rates!
after!cannabis!is!in!line!with!the!aforementioned!impairments!described!in!Chapters!3P
6! and! could! be! mediated! by! a! decrease! in! attention! during! task! performance! or!
indifference!to!the!emotional!valence.!
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES 
Establishing! individual! differences! in! cognitive! effects! of! drugs! is! a! desirable! goal,!
because! it! might! identify! groups! who! are! more! likely! to! experience! adverse! or!
beneficial!consequences.!In!the!following,!the!findings!related!to!individual!differences!
will!be!discussed.!
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In! Chapter! 5! we! demonstrated! that! carriers! of! the! DRD24 A1! allele! showed! larger!
cognitive!enhancement!after!cocaine!on!reversal!learning,!while!the!genetic!variation!




levels! is! related! to! a! reward! deficiency! syndrome,! which! predisposes! individuals! to!
enhanced!drug! intake!and!addiction!(Blum!et!al.,!1995).!The! idea! is! that!people!take!
drugs!in!order!to!compensate!for!these!low!dopamine!levels,!thereby!enhancing!their!
experience! of! reward.! The! relatively! larger! increase! in! dopamine! in! the! A1! carriers!
could! have! contributed! directly! to! larger! beneficial! effects! on! the! reversal! learning!
task.! The!more! optimal! dopamine! levels!might! have! enhanced! the! reward! value! or!
salience! of! the! cues! that! signalled! the! reversals.! Also,! as! discussed! in! the! previous!
section,! enhanced! cognitive! control!might! be! a!motivation! for! use.!Given! the! larger!
cognitive! improvement! in! the! A1! carriers,! these! people!might! also! better! recognize!
cocaine’s!benefit!for!cognition!and!hence!the!motivational!properties!might!be!more!
pronounced.! The! observation! that! the! DRD2! Taq1A! gene! did! not! modulate! these!
effects! after! cannabis! suggests! that! the! effect! of! cannabis! on! reversal! learning! is!
mediated!through!a!different!neurochemical!pathway.!!
Another!finding!that!warrants!discussion!is!the!interaction!between!the!MAOAPVNTR!
gene!and!cannabis,! i.e.! in!the! lowPactivity!MAOA!group!social!approach!behaviour!to!
the!angry! faces!was! found!to!be!enhanced.!As!stated! in!Chapter!1,! the!MAOA:VNTR!
gene! has! often! been! related! to! maladaptive! social! behaviour! in! interaction! with!
environmental! factors! such! as! negative! life! events.! Here,! we! demonstrated! an!
interaction! with! cannabis! as! the! pharmacological! environmental! factor.! Increased!
approach!behaviour!after!cannabis!in!the!LPMAOA!group!suggests!that!individuals!are!
less! put! off! by! angry! people! when! intoxicated! with! cannabis,! leading! to! approach!
behaviour! instead!of!avoidance!behaviour.!This!enhanced!approach!behaviour!might!
implicate! that! cannabis! makes! individuals! who! carry! the! LPMAOA! genotype! less!
socially! avoidant.! Alternatively,! this! increase! in! approach! behaviour! might! also! be!
indicative!of! increased!aggression.!Although!cannabis! is!not! typically!associated!with!
enhanced! aggression,! there! is! evidence! that! some! individuals! are! vulnerable! to!





number! of! our! hypotheses! regarding! the! COMT4 Val158Met! and! DRD2! Taq1A!
polymorphisms,! and! impulsivity! and! novelty! seeking! personality! traits! could! not! be!
supported.! This! is! despite! a! careful! a4 priori! choice! of! risk! factors! (candidate! genes!





power! to! detect! those! effects,! very! high! numbers! of! participants! are! needed.! Our!
study! with! 61! participants! (even! less! for! the! cannabis! condition)! has! low! power,!
although! it! should! be! noted! that! the! crossover! design! employed! here! is! associated!
with!more!power!than!a!betweenPsubject!design.!The!investigation!of!candidate!genes!





et! al.,! 2003;! Wardle! et! al.,! 2013).! The! question! is! whether! the! candidate! gene!
approach!will!be!considered!viable!for!future!work.!The!only!way!forward!is!to!publish!
well! (or! at! least! better)! powered! studies! even,! or! perhaps! especially,! in! the! case! of!
nullPfindings.!
A! second! issue! related! to! genetic! variant! analysis! is! that! compensation!mechanisms!












for! example,! that! cocaine! also! enhances! noradrenaline,! glutamate,! serotonin,! etc.!
(Reith! et! al.,! 1997;! Reid! et! al.,! 1997).! Cannabis!modulates!many! neurotransmission!
systems! in! the! brain! such! as! GABA,! glutamate! and! dopamine! (Ganalopoulos! et! al.,!
2011;! MoreraPHerreras! et! al.,! 2010;! Rodríguez! De! Fonseca! et! al.,! 1992).! Thus,! it! is!
possible! that!betweenPperson!differences! in!presumed!baseline!dopamine!might!not!
underlie! individual! differences! in! cognition! at! all.! Likewise,! it! is! possible! that! the!
investigated!genes!and!personality!traits!are!implicated!in!the!effects!of!cannabis!and!
cocaine,!but! that! they!express! in!other!domains!not! investigated!here.!For!example,!
they!could!be!sensitive!to!epigenetic!differences!or!interact!with!individual!differences!
in!mood.!Some!support!for!this—based!on!the!reports!in!this!thesis—is!that!the!DRD2!
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Taq1A! genotype! modulates! cocaine’s! effects! on! reversal! learning,! but! not!
performance!monitoring.! In!a!recent!study!by!another! lab,! it!was!suggested!that!the!
A1! allele! carriers! experienced!more! positive! effects! on!mood! after! a! single! dose! of!
cocaine!(Spellicy!et!al.,!2014).!!
Furthermore,! the! lack! of! a! relation! between! impulsivity! /! novelty! seeking! and!
response!inhibition!suggests!that!these!personality!traits!do!not!explain!acute!effects!
of! cannabis! or! cocaine! on! response! inhibition.! Again,! it! might! simply! be! that!
personality! differences! do! not! modulate! acute! drug! effects,! or! modulate! different!
aspects! of! behaviour! or! physiology! that!were! not! investigated! here.! Experimentally,!
those! traits! have! been! investigated! in! rats! specifically! bred! on! their! low! and! high!
impulsivity! /!novelty!seeking! traits! (e.g.!Belin!et!al.,!2008;!Dalley!et!al.,!2007).! In! the!
current! study,! we! made! use! of! selfPreport! questionnaires! in! a! group! of! individuals!
who,! on! average,! scored! higher! than! nonPdrug! using! individuals.! Similarly,! in! a!
previous! study! from! the! Impulsive! Brain! project,! we! did! not! find! any! effect! of! selfP
reported!impulsivity!scores!on!individual!differences!in!subjective!effects!(van!Wel!et!
al.,!2015).! In!contrast!to!the!preclinical! literature,!no!two!extreme!groups!of!high!vs.!
low! impulsive! individuals! could! be! selected! in! our! study.! So! far,! it! is! also! unclear!
whether! differences! in! trait! impulsivity! caused! by! low! and! high! levels! of! tonic!
dopamine!underlie!Barratt’s!classification!of!normal!and!high!trait!impulsivity.!Hence,!
there!appears!to!be!a!methodological!discrepancy!of!an!unknown!extent!between!the!
way! preclinical! and! clinical! research! addresses! the! role! of! personality! in! explaining!
drug!effects! on! cognition! and!addiction.!However,! in! order! to!develop! a!biologically!
plausible!mechanism!for!drugs!effects,!both! fields!need!to!converge!on!explanations!
spanning! several! levels.! One! way! to! achieve! this! is! by! trying! to! use! homologous!
measures! in! humans! and! animals.! For! example,! trait! impulsivity! in! rats! is! based! on!




METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
The! studies! described! above! used! an! experimental! design! in! which! the! drugs! were!
administered!in!a!randomized,!placeboPcontrolled,!doublePdummy!crossover,!doubleP
blind!manner.!This!design!is!considered!optimal!for!our!purposes!and!adheres!to!the!





were! given! ensures! reduction! of! expectancy! effects.! The! fact! that! both! the!
experimenter! and! participant! were! blind! to! the! conditions! minimizes! experimenter!
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demand!effects.!Another!advantage!of!the!cannabis!drug!condition!specifically,!is!that!
this! study! used! plant! material! of! cannabis! rather! than! isolating! THC.! This! has!
contributed! to! the! ecological! validity,! because! users! usually! smoke! cannabis.!
Notwithstanding! those! advantages,!we!also! acknowledge!a!number!of! limitations!of!
the!study.!




used! the! drugs! before.! Regular! users! know! how! they! respond! to! drugs,! which!
minimizes!the!occurrence!of!sidePeffects!such!as!anxiety.!However,!most!subjects!soon!
knew!which!drug!they!had!received,!leading!to!unblinding!of!conditions.!In!many!cases!
this! was! told! to! the! experimenter,! if! the! experimenter! could! not! already! tell! from!
visible! signs! (e.g.! bloodshot! eyes! after! ingesting! cannabis,! or! dilated! pupils! after!
cocaine!use)!or!from!the!participant’s!behaviour!(e.g.,!sedation!after!cannabis!use!or!
the!increased!urge!to!move!or!talk!after!ingesting!cocaine).!In!addition,!all!participants!
knew! that! each! of! the! conditions!would! be! administered! only! once.! Upon! finishing!
each!testing!day,!chances!to!correctly!guess!the!drug!that!would!be!administered!next!
increased.!It!is!questionable!if!this!limitation!would!have!been!addressed!if!we!would!
have! included! naïve! participants.! It! is! unlikely! that! experimenter! expectancy! effects!
could!have!yielded!such!strong!and!consistent!effects!on!cognitive!control! functions.!
This!is!further!supported!by!a!recent!study!in!which!the!relation!between!expectancy!
and! the! effect! of! cannabis! on! performance! was! investigated.! There! were! robust!
impairments! in! performance,! irrespective! of! the! presence! of! expectancy! effects!
(Metrik!et!al.,!2012).!!
A! second!aspect! that!might!have! influenced! the! results! is! that! cannabis!and!cocaine!
were! also! administered! in! a! manner! and! environment! that! was! atypical! for! the!
participants.! Cannabis! was! administered! via! a! vaporizer,! yielding! different!
pharmacodynamics! compared! with! the! more! usual! method! of! smoking! a! joint!
(Grotenhermen,!2003).!Furthermore,! in!Europe!people!often!add!tobacco!when!they!
smoke! cannabis! in! a! joint.! The! combined! effects! of! cannabis! and! tobacco!might! be!
different! from! those! of! cannabis! alone,! although! there! is! no! scientific! evidence! to!
support!this.!Due!to!the!schedule!of!the!testing!day,!subjects!might!take!the!cannabis!
vapour! faster! compared! with! their! normal! intake! routine.! Cocaine! is! usually! taken!
intranasally! (instead! of! orally)! by! most! users.! An! oral! route! of! administration! was!




The! drugs! had! to! be! taken! in! an! unfamiliar! environment,!while! relatively! unfamiliar!
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people! are!measuring! their! performance!on! computer! tasks.! The! setting! could! have!
contributed!to!feeling!uncomfortable,!which!in!turn!might!have!affected!the!results.!It!
should! be! noted,! though,! that! uncomfortable! feelings! cannot! explain! the! clear!
opposing! cognitive,! subjective! and! physiological! effects! of! cannabis! and! cocaine.! In!
sum,! the! generalizability!might!be! limited,! because! the! factors!detailed! above! could!
easily! have! led! to! a! drug! experience! that! was! very! different! from! usual.! Future!




weight!of! THC!vapour.! Previous! research!has! suggested! that! the! cognitive!effects!of!
cocaine! and! cannabis!might! be! dosePdependent! (Curran! et! al.,! 2002;! Fillmore! et! al.,!
2006;!Fillmore!et!al.,!2005).!Our!dosages!were!chosen!to!maximize!comparability!with!
the!amounts!users!regularly!use!themselves!and!a!number!of!key!studies! in!the!field!
(Fillmore!et! al.,! 2006;! Fillmore!et! al.,! 2005;!Ramaekers! et! al.,! 2009,! 2011).!A! further!
complicating! factor! is! that! not! all! participants! received! the! same! dosages:! after! the!
start!of!the!study,!we!realized!that!the!duration!of!the!testing!day!would!outlast!the!
psychoactive! effects! of! cocaine.! Therefore,! the! protocol! was! amended! to! include! a!
second! (booster)! cocaine! administration.! Five! participants! had! already! started! the!
study! and! had! only! received! the! first! cocaine! administration.! There! was! also! a!
subgroup! of! participants! whose! vital! signs! reached! our! safety! ranges! after! the! first!
administration! or! who! did! not! wish! to! receive! a! second! administration.! In! most! of!
these!situations,!it!was!decided!to!continue!the!testing!day!if!the!participant!wished!to!
do!so.!Although!a!large!majority!of!subjects!received!two!drug!administrations,!there!
was! some!variety! in! the!dosage! received,! in!particular! for! cocaine.!This! variability! in!
dosages! might! have! affected! the! performance! on! the! tasks.! As! evidence! to! the!
contrary,! excluding! the!people!who! received!only!one!dosage! from! the!analyses!did!
not!change!our!findings!on!any!of!the!tasks.!!
A! final! limitation! is! the! relatively! short!abstinence! time! that!was! required.!All!of!our!
subjects!used!cannabis!and!cocaine,!and!most! reported! the!use!of!other! substances!
(most!notably!XTC,!amphetamine,!alcohol,!and!nicotine).!The! required!abstinence!of!
smoking!in!particular!could!have!yielded!underperformance!on!the!tasks,!but!it!should!
be! noted! that! this! would! have! been! the! same! for! each! testing! day.! Also,! subacute!




alcohol! at! least! 24! hours! prior! to! each! testing! day.! However,! it! can! be! questioned!
whether!this!washPout!period!was!long!enough.!It!is!possible!that!cannabinoid!release!
in!the!brain!could!have!had!longPterm!consequences!for!cognitive!functions!outlasting!
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the! acute! intoxication! stage! (Solowij! et! al.,! 1995).! Larger! abstinence! periods! would!
have!been!desirable,!but!were!infeasible!in!a!study!with!moderate!to!heavy!cannabis!
users.! Again,! any! such! afterPeffects! are! probably! similar! for! each! testing! day.!
Therefore,!it!is!unlikely!that!this!has!affected!our!results.!!
FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
Unexplained! observations! in! the! individual! chapters! as! well! as! anecdotes! from!
participants!have!yielded!novel!questions!that!may!inspire!us!to!continue,!persist!and!
improve!on!our! future!questions!and!designs.!What! follows!below! is! a!discussion!of!
some!interesting!avenues!for!future!research.!
Although!the!current!thesis!focussed!on!the!acute!effects!of!cannabis!and!cocaine!on!
only! four! key! functions!of! cognitive! control,! it! is! important! to!note! that!many!other!
subfunctions! of! cognitive! control! have! remained! unaddressed.! Investigating! the!
effects! of! drugs! of! abuse! on! cognitive! control! functions! involving! reward! or! risk!
components! is! a! new! and! attractive! future! direction.! As! drugs! of! abuse! affect! the!
saliency! of! information! in! the! environment,! it! is! possible! that! reward! and/or!
probabilistic!information!related!to!wins!and!losses!is!processed!in!a!different!manner.!
Drugs! might! thus! affect! functions! such! as! motivational! cognitive! control! and! risky!
decision!making.!A!comprehensive!understanding!of!drug!effects!on!cognitive!control!
necessitates! a! differentiated! view! on! affected! functions.! This! could! help! to! further!
address! to! what! extent! the! effects! of! cannabis! and! cocaine! are! specific! to! certain!
processes,!or!arise!from!nonPspecific!mechanisms.!!




cocaine! and! cannabis! is! still! limited,! and! the! question! of! how! the! acute! cognitive!
effects! of! cannabis! and! cocaine! relate! to! abuse! potential! has! not! yet! been! fully!
addressed.! To! what! extent! are! the! cognitive! effects! after! a! single! dose! related! to!
motivations! for! further! use?! And! to! what! extent! could! they! be! predictive! of!
development! of! abuse! and! addiction?! These! questions! are!worth! investigating.! The!
obvious! way! to! assess! the! first! questions! is! to! employ! ‘motivations! for! use’!
questionnaires! or! participant! interviews.! As! such,! a! tripartite! relationship! between!
reason! for!use,!effects!of!drugs,!and!cognition!could!be!established.! It!might!also!be!
worthwhile! to! investigate! cognitive! or! pharmaceutical! surrogates! for! the! effects! of!
cannabis! and! cocaine.! For! example,! people! who! experience! cognitive! enhancement!
from! cocaine! might! benefit! from! drugs! with! comparable! pharmacology,! but! with!
fewer!sidePeffects!and!dangers,!such!as!methylphenidate!and!modafinil! (Mariani!and!
Levin,!2012).!!
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Individual!variation! in!sensitivity!to!the!cognitive! impairing!effects!of!cannabis! is!also!




if! someone! is! particularly! sensitive! to! the! adverse! effects! of! cannabis! on! cognitive!
control.! Those! effects! can! be! assessed! by! giving! a! single! dose! in! the! lab.! Cannabis!
prescription!might!be!postponed,!or!not!considered!at!all,!for!those!who!experience!a!
lot!of!negative!consequences!on!cognitive!processes.!!
The! quest! for! individual! differences! in! response! to! drug! intake! was! only! partly!
successful.!This!search!should!be!extended!by!looking!for!new!and!different!sources!of!
individual! variation.! In! relation! to! gene! effects,! we! have! only! investigated! three!






Other! relevant! genes! are! those! coding! for! variation! in! the! serotonin! or!
endocannabinoid! system!as! those!brain! systems!have! recently!been!associated!with!
addiction!and!pharmacological!effects!(Müller!and!Homberg,!2014;!Olière!et!al.,!2013).!
SOCIETAL RELEVANCE 
Aside! from! the! possible! implications! for! behaviour! under! influence! and! abuse,! the!
results!in!this!thesis!can!also!be!informative!for!cultural!and!political!opinions!on!drug!
use.!Cannabis!and!cocaine!are! illicit! substances! in!most!parts!of! the!world.!Although!
cognitive!effects!only!constitute!a!small!sector!of!all!possible!effects!drugs!can!have!on!
the! human! mind! and! body,! these! can! have! profound! consequences! for! daily!
functioning.! I! argue! that! the! acute! cognitive! effects! should! be! taken! into! account!





are! profoundly! different! in! effects! on! cognition.! For! education,! this! entails! that!
educators! can! give! a!more! unbiased! view! of!what! different! drugs! do! to! you.! Policy!
makers! could! make! better! decisions! about! which! drugs! should! be! illicit! and! which!
drugs! could! be! permitted! in! certain! situations.! A! good! example! is! the! increase! in!
legalization! of! cannabis! use! for! medical! conditions! in! recent! years! (for! example! in!
Uruguay!and!a!number!of!states!in!the!U.S.A.).!For!users,!it!is!important!to!realize!that!
drugs! not! only! have! an! impact! on! their! emotional! state,! but! also! affect! cognition.!




This! thesis! investigated! the! acute! drug! effects! of! cocaine! and! cannabis! on! cognitive!
control.! So! far,! studies! that!have!addressed!acute!drug!effects!and!cognitive! control!
are! limited! in! number! and! have! not! always! yielded! consistent! results.! The! findings!
discussed! in! this! thesis!highlight! that!cocaine!and!cannabis!exert!opposite!effects!on!
several!subprocesses!of!cognitive!control!in!a!quite!consistent!manner!across!domains.!
Specifically,! cannabis! impaired! errorPmonitoring,! reversal! learning,! and! response!
inhibition,! while! cocaine! improved! those! functions.! Cannabis! facilitates! social!
approach! behaviour! to! angry! faces! in! subjects! with! the! lowPactivity! MAOAPVNTR!
variant,!while!cocaine!did!not!affect!social!action!tendencies!in!any!of!the!groups.!This!
research! further! suggests! that! a! selection! of! dopaminergic! genes! can! explain! the!
degree!of!drug!effects!for!some!processes.!However,!overall!the!moderating!effects!of!
the! investigated! genes! were! not! as! straightforward! as! expected.! Likewise,! trait!
impulsivity!and!novelty!seeking!did!not!predict!drug!effects!on!response!inhibition.!In!
sum,!the!work!described!in!this!thesis!provides!important!scientific!evidence!of!what!
drugs! do! to! human! cognitive! behaviour.! These! findings! are! imperative! for!
understanding! daily! behaviour! under! the! influence! of! drugs,! and! might! elucidate!
processes!leading!to!addiction.!!
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NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING 
Veel!mensen!gebruiken!drugs,!of!hebben!ooit! in!hun! leven!drugs!gebruikt.! Iedereen!
die!weleens!drugs!gebruikt!heeft,!weet!dat!drugs!kunnen!leiden!tot!veranderingen!in!
emoties! en! gedrag.! Hoewel! het! gebruik! van! drugs! veel! voorkomt,! staat! de!
wetenschappelijke! studie! naar! de! effecten! van! drugs! op! gedrag! nog! redelijk! in! de!
kinderschoenen.!Aangezien!mensen!onder!invloed!van!drugs!zich!in!een!maatschappij!
begeven!waarin!allerlei!complexe!handelingen!moeten!worden!uitgevoerd!is!het!met!
name! relevant! om! te! weten! hoe! drugs! functies! beïnvloeden! die! nodig! zijn! voor! de!




gevoeliger! zijn! voor! de! effecten! van! drugs! op! gedrag.!Dit! proefschrift! beschrijft! hoe!
een!aantal!belangrijke! cognitieve! functies! veranderen!als! gevolg! van!het!nemen!van!









blokkeert! de! heropname! van! de! neurotransmitters! dopamine,! noradrenaline! en!
serotonine.!Door!deze!blokkade!neemt!de!beschikbaarheid!in!de!synaptische!spleet—
en!daarmee!de!werkzaamheid—van!deze!neurotransmitters!toe.!De!veranderingen!in!
neurotransmitterspiegels! na! inname! van! cannabis! en! cocaïne! veroorzaken! de! vele!




voor! euforie.! Naast! deze! plezierige! effecten! kunnen! deze! drugs! ook! onplezierige! of!
zelfs! ernstige! gevolgen!hebben! zoals! gevoelens! van! angst! en! verslaving.!Hoewel! het!
grootste! deel! van! de! gebruikers! een! recreationeel! gebruikspatroon! heeft,! kan! een!
verslaving!zich!bij!zowel!cannabisP!als!cocaïnegebruik!ontwikkelen.!!
In!dit!proefschrift!beschrijf!ik!gevolgen!voor!veilig!en!adaptief!gedrag!van!drugsgebruik!
door!mensen! die! niet! verslaafd! zijn.! In! onze!maatschappij! is! het! op! allerlei! fronten!
belangrijk! om! veilig! en! adaptief! gedrag! te! vertonen.! Bijvoorbeeld! in! het! verkeer,! bij!
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sociale! interacties! en! bij! het! bedienen! van! machines.! Ik! concentreer! me! hierbij! op!
cognitieve! controle.! Cognitieve! controle! is! een! ‘parapluPbegrip’! uit! de! cognitieve!
psychologie.! Het! behelst! functies! die! belangrijk! zijn! voor! de! regulatie! van! onze!
gedachten,! emoties! en! acties! teneinde!doelgericht! gedrag! te! bewerkstelligen,! zowel!




bij! het! reguleren!van!veilig!en!adaptief! gedrag!en! zijn!daarom!erg! relevant! voor!het!









variaties! in! biologische! systemen,! is! het! waarschijnlijk! dat! we! er! een! deel! van! de!
individuele! verschillen! in!menselijk! gedrag!mee! kunnen! verklaren.! Deze!methode! is!
daarom! erg! populair! bij! bioPpsychologische! onderzoekers.! Cannabis! en! cocaïne!
hebben! een! dopaminePverhogend! effect.! In! ons! onderzoek! hebben! we! daarom!
gekozen!voor!drie!polymorfismen!waarvan!wordt!verondersteld!dat!ze!gerelateerd!zijn!
aan!biologische!verschillen!in!het!dopamine!systeem.!Verder!is!bekend!dat!individuele!
variaties! in! dopamine—zoals! gemeten! aan! de! hand! van! deze! functionele!
polymorfismen—ook! variaties! in! cognitieve! controle! kunnen! verklaren! en! betrokken!
kunnen!zijn!bij!de!regulatie!van!sociaalPemotioneel!gedrag.!Twee!van!de!onderzochte!
polymorfismen,! COMT! en! MAOA,! coderen! een! enzym! dat! belangrijk! is! bij! het!
‘opruimen’! van! dopamine,! met! name! in! het! prefrontale! hersengedeelte.! Van! de!





In! de! tweede!benadering! hebben!we!de!persoonlijkheidskenmerken! impulsiviteit! en!
novelty!seeking!onderzocht.!Deze!twee!eigenschappen!zijn!vaak! in!verband!gebracht!
met! een! verhoogd! risico! op! verslaving! en! jongere! leeftijd!waarop!met! drugsgebruik!
begonnen!wordt.!Onder!meer!in!dierexperimenteel!onderzoek!is!ook!aangetoond!dat!
cocaïne! een! sterker! effect! heeft! op! respons! inhibitie! in! ratten! die! gekarakteriseerd!
worden!door!hogere!impulsiviteit.!!
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De!manier!waarop!we!drugs!hebben!onderzocht!is!door!middel!van!het!opzetten!van!
een! gerandomiseerd! placeboPgecontroleerd,! dubbelblind! onderzoek.! De! meeste!
hoofdstukken! (Hoofdstuk! 4! t/m! 7)! rapporteren! resultaten! uit! de! ‘Impulsive! Brain’!
studie,! een! onderzoek! uitgevoerd! in! twee! centra:! de! afdeling! psychiatrie! van! het!
Radboudumc!en!de!Universiteit!van!Maastricht.!Een!grote!groep!deelnemers,!die!voor!
aanvang! van! het! onderzoek! al! bekend! waren! met! drugsgebruik,! hebben! op! drie!
verschillende!dagen!een!cognitieve!testbatterij!gedaan.!Ze!hebben!op!elk!van!die!drie!
dagen! een! andere! conditie! gekregen:! cannabis,! cocaïne! en! placebo! (niet! werkzame!
stof).!Hieronder!worden!de!belangrijkste!uitkomsten!per!hoofdstuk!beschreven.!!
In! Hoofdstuk. 2! zijn! alle! studies! die! de! cognitieve! effecten! van! cocaïne! hebben!
onderzocht! in! kaart! gebracht.! In! dit! overzichtsartikel! is! onderscheid! gemaakt! tussen!
acute!studies! (onmiddellijke!effecten)!en! langePtermijn! studies! (studies! in! langdurige!
gebruikers/cocaïne!verslaafden).!Waar!mogelijk!hebben!we!ook!een!metaPanalytische!
benadering! toegevoegd! om! een! uitspraak! te! kunnen! doen! over! de! grootte! van! de!
effecten.!Uit! het! review! komt! vooral! naar! voren!dat! de! acute! effecten! en!de! langeP




van! fouten,! ofwel! error:monitoring4 (of4 performance4 monitoring),! beïnvloedt.! Het!
monitoren! van! fouten! kan! onderzocht! worden! met! behulp! van! event:related4
potentials! (ERP’s).! ERP’s! zijn! hersenresponsen!die! gebaseerd! zijn! op!een!meting! van!
hersenactiviteit! (EEG).!ERP’s!zijn!een!afspiegeling!zijn!van!een!cognitieve!gebeurtenis!
zoals!het!maken!van!een! fout.! In! relatie! tot!het!monitoren!van! fouten! is!het!belang!
van! twee! specifieke! componenten! uitvoerig! beschreven! in! de! literatuur.! De! ERN!
(error:related4 negativity)! is! een! negatieve! piek! in! het! EEG! die! binnen! 100!
milliseconden! na! het! maken! van! een! fout! optreedt.! De! ERN! weerspiegelt! het!
detecteren!van!fouten!en!wordt!bovendien!in!verband!gebracht!met!het!leren!van!je!
fouten.! De! Pe! (error:positivity)! is! een! latere! component! in! het! EEG! die! ongeveer!
tussen! 200–400! ms! na! een! fout! gegenereerd! wordt.! De! Pe! is! gerelateerd! aan! de!
bewuste! verwerking! van! fouten.! Post:error4 slowing,! het! fenomeen! dat! mensen!
langzamer! worden! nadat! ze! een! fout! maken,! is! ook! in! deze! twee! hoofdstukken!
onderzocht.!!




heeft! het! tegenovergestelde! effect! en! resulteert! juist! in! een! toename! van! de! ERN.!
Beide! drugs! bleken! ook! een! tegenovergesteld! effect! te! hebben! op! de! Pe;! cannabis!
verlaagde!de!Pe!terwijl!cocaïne!zorgde!voor!een!verhoging!van!de!Pe.!Voor!geen!van!
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beide! drugs! werd! een! effect! op! postPerror! slowing! gevonden.! Op! basis! van! deze!
bevindingen! hebben! we! geconcludeerd! dat! beide! drugs! zowel! tegenovergestelde!
effecten!hebben!op!de!vroege,!automatische!detectie!van! fouten,!alsmede!de! latere!
verwerking!van!fouten.!In!dit!hoofdstuk!waren!we!ook!geïnteresseerd!in!een!mogelijke!
interactie! tussen! het! effect! van! drugs! op! error:monitoring! en! het! COMT! en! DRD2!
polymorfisme.! We! hebben! voor! deze! veronderstelde! modulatie! geen! aanwijzingen!
gevonden.!!
In!Hoofdstuk.5!gebruikten!we!een!reversal!leertaak!waarin!mensen!associaties!tussen!
stimuli!en!uitkomst!moeten! leren! (bijvoorbeeld! tussen!een!gezicht!en!een!beloning).!
Deze! koppeling! tussen! stimulus! en! uitkomst! verandert! daarbij! een! aantal! keren!
gedurende!de!taak!en!moet!daarom!telkens!geüpdatet!worden!door!de!proefpersoon.!
Deze!uitkomsten!kunnen!zowel!uit!een!beloning! (groene!blije! smiley,!positief!geluid,!




tot! een! algemene! verslechtering! op! deze! taak! leidt,! terwijl! proefpersonen! onder! de!
invloed! van! cocaïne! juist! beter!presteren.!Om!de! specificiteit! van!de!bevindingen! te!
bepalen! hebben! we! ook! de! vaardigheid! van! de! proefpersonen! in! planning! en! het!
verleggen!van!aandacht!getest.!De!resultaten!lieten!zien!dat!cannabis!ook!de!prestatie!
op!deze!taken!verslechtert.!Deze!twee!functies!veranderen!echter!niet!door!cocaïne.!
Dit! zou! kunnen! betekenen! dat,! in! vergelijking! met! cannabis,! cocaïne! minder!
gegeneraliseerde!effecten!heeft.!De!voorgenoemde!COMT!en!DRD2!genen!zijn!ook!in!
de! context! van! reversal! leren! onderzocht.! Dragers! van! het! A1! allel! van! het! DRD2!
polymorfisme! lieten! een! sterkere! prestatie! verbetering! op! reversal! leren! zien! in!
vergelijking!met!de!A2/A2! groep.!Cocaïne! zou!daarom!voor!dragers! van!het!A1! allel!
meer!belonend!kunnen!zijn.!!
In!Hoofdstuk. 6! hebben!we! respons! inhibitie! onder! invloed! van! drugs! gemeten!met!
behulp! van! een! Go/NoGo! taak.! In! de! gebruikte! taak! moeten! proefpersonen! snel!
drukken!wanneer!ze!een! ‘X’! zien!en!deze!respons!onderdrukken!wanneer!ze!een! ‘O’!
zien.!Omdat!de! ‘X’!vaker!gepresenteerd!wordt!en!een!snelle!respons!vereist! is,!moet!
de!neiging!om!bij!de!‘O’!te!drukken!actief!onderdrukt!worden.!Dit!vereist!dus!inhibitie!
van! de! respons.! Dankzij! gelijktijdige! ERPPmetingen! hebben! we! op! verschillende!
niveaus,! gedrag! en! elektrofysiologisch,! kunnen! kijken! op! welke! manier! drugs! dit!
proces! beïnvloeden.! De! twee! ERP’s! die! relevant! zijn! voor! response! inhibitie! zijn! de!
NoGoPN2!en!de!NoGoPP3.!De!NoGoPP2!is!een!negatieve!component!die!optreedt!200–
300! ms! na! presentatie! van! de! NoGo! stimulus! (de! ‘O’! in! dit! geval).! Deze! ERP! is!
gerelateerd! aan! respons! inhibitie! en!het!monitoren! van! conflicterende! informatie! in!
het! brein.! De! NoGoPP3! is! een! latere! component! die! ook! aan! response! inhibitie!
gerelateerd!is.!Zowel!de!gedragsresultaten,!dat!wil!zeggen!de!gemaakte!fouten!op!de!
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‘O’,!als!de!latere!NoGoPP3!lieten!opnieuw!tegenovergestelde!resultaten!voor!cannabis!
en!cocaïne!zien.!Cannabis!resulteert!in!meer!fouten!en!een!lagere!NoGoPP3!amplitude.!
Cocaïne! daarentegen! zorgde! voor!minder! fouten! en! een! verhoging! van! de!NoGoPP3!
amplitude.! Geen! van! beide! drugs! hadden! een! effect! op! de! NoGoPN2! ERP.! Verder!
verlaagde!cannabis!de!pariëtale!P3!component!(achter!op!het!hoofd!gemeten)! in!z’n!
algemeenheid.! Dat! suggereert! dat! algemene! verwerking! van! de! stimuli! ook!












gezicht! te! vermijden.! Uit! voorgaand! onderzoek! is! het! dragen! van! de!MAOAPvariant!
met! lage! activiteit! (LPMAOA)! een! risico! gebleken! voor! malPadaptief! sociaal! gedrag,!
vooral! in! interactie! met! de! omgeving.! Op! basis! hiervan! verwachtten! we! dat!
proefpersonen!een!grotere!toenaderingstendens!zouden!vertonen!onder! invloed!van!
drugs! ten! opzichte! van! de! groep! met! een! hoge! MAOAPactiviteit.! Onze! hypothese!
kwam! gedeeltelijk! uit.! Dragers! van! het! risicogen! laten! onder! cannabis! een! grotere!
toenaderingstendens! op! boze! gezichten! zien.! Dit! zou! kunnen! betekenen! dat! de!
risicogroep!gevoeliger!is!voor!negatieve!sociale!interacties!onder!invloed!van!cannabis.!
Cocaïne! beïnvloedt! de! sociale! actie! tendensen! niet,! ook! niet! in! interactie! met! het!
MAOA!gen.!!
CONCLUSIE  
De! studies! in! dit! proefschrift! laten! zien! dat! cannabis! en! cocaïne! veelal! een!
tegenovergesteld! effect! op! cognitieve! controle! uitoefenen.! In! verscheidene!
hoofdstukken!is!beschreven!dat!cannabis!voor!een!verslechtering!en!cocaïne!voor!een!
verbetering! van! cognitieve! controle! zorgt.! Deze! effecten! vonden! we! niet! op! alle!
onderzochte! functies.!De!ERPPresultaten! (op!basis! van!hersenactiviteit)! impliceerden!
dat! sommige! processen! onveranderd! bleven.! Dit! onderzoek! toont! verder! aan! dat!
genetische! factoren! de! mate! van! drugseffecten! op! cognitieve! controle! kunnen!
verklaren! voor! sommige! functies.!De! rol! van! genetische! factoren!was! echter! niet! zo!
groot! als! verwacht.! Twee! belangrijk! geachte! persoonlijkheidstrekken! en! bleken!
beperkt!bruikbaar!in!het!verklaren!van!individuele!verschillen!in!acute!drugseffecten.!
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Het! onderzoek! dat! beschreven! is! in! dit! proefschrift! draagt! bij! aan! de!
wetenschappelijke! kennis! over! de! effecten! van! drugs! op! gedrag.! De! bevindingen!
kunnen!bijdragen!aan!een!beter!begrip!van!het!gedrag!van!gebruikers!onder!invloed.!
De!bevindingen!hebben!specifiek!relevantie!voor!complexe!gedragingen!die!cognitieve!
controle! behoeven.! Mogelijk! kunnen! deze! acute! effecten! ook! een! rol! spelen! in! de!
continuering! van! gebruik,!waarmee!het! een! grondslag! kan! zijn! voor!de! transitie! van!
acuut! effect! naar! malPadaptief! gebruik.! Bij! cannabis! zou! de! verslechtering! van!
cognitieve! controle! ertoe! kunnen! leiden! dat!mensen! zich!minder! zorgen!maken! om!
gestelde! doelen,! waardoor! de! drempel! om! meer! te! gebruiken! lager! ligt.! De!
verbetering! in! cognitieve! functies! kan! een! motivationeel! belonend! effect! zijn! van!
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